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ASYMMETRY IN THE  
 




Jenny L. Lang 
 
University of New Hampshire, December 2014 
 
 
Why humans are less sensitive to increment than decrement contrast remains unknown.  
One hypothesis is that the psychophysical asymmetry in increment and decrement 
thresholds results from an asymmetry in respective ON and OFF cell contrast gains.  
Contrast gain also differs, however, by the visual pathway within which the ON and OFF 
cells travel.  Cells show greater contrast gain in the magnocellular (M) than parvocellular 
(P) pathway.  Therefore, the asymmetry in increment and decrement thresholds may also 
differ by visual pathway.  My first three experiments established that observers were 
more sensitive to decrement than increment contrast in both pathways, in monocular as 
well as dichoptic conditions.  Contrast gain model analyses revealed greater asymmetry 
in increment and decrement contrast gains only in the P pathway.  Lower decrement 
relative to increment contrast gains resulted in progressively lower decrement than 
increment contrast discrimination thresholds.  Also found was that only decrement 
binocular summation increased as stimulus contrast increased.  Therefore, the two 
remaining experiments assessed P pathway binocular summation of disparate increment 
or decrement contrast.  An interocular contrast disparity in stimulus contrast generated a 
strong nonlinear weighting towards the eye with greater delta pedestal contrast during 
xvii 
 
decrement binocular summation and reduced contrast discrimination threshold.  
Manipulation of two mediating contrast gain normalization processes reduced the 
disparity and increased the threshold.  Combined, the five experiments provide 
psychophysical evidence that differences in increment and decrement contrast gain 
normalization underlie the asymmetries in increment and decrement contrast 












The visual system reduces the demands on sensory processing, with a switch early 
in the visual pathways from encoding luminance to encoding differences in luminance.  
Such differences are referred to as contrast, with encodings that represent either 
increments or decrements in luminances within the visual field.  This configuration likely 
conferred an evolutionary advantage to humans in visually locating food, mate, predator, 
or prey from a distance because it would reduce the brain’s sensory processing demands.   
It would also enhance the ability to take action because any object would naturally reflect 
light emitted from the sun or moon and stand out in contrast to the background.     
Early psychophysical research focused on systematically quantifying visual 
thresholds for increment and decrement contrast (Blackwell, 1946; Herrick, 1956; Short, 
1966).  Most humans were found more sensitive to decrements than increments.  The 
asymmetry has more recently been shown to pervade outcomes in complex tasks such as 
Gestalt grouping as well as in simple tasks such as contrast detection (Lu & Sperling, 
2012).  In daily activity, our greater sensitivity for decrements over increments is 
routinely experienced in the ease with which we read black font on white paper.  The 
changes in luminance, as we sweep our eyes over text, are encoded as contrast.  Although 
we can read light font on dark backgrounds, increment contrast is more difficult to 
discriminate.  It remains to be shown why this is.  
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Our greater sensitivity for decrement over increment contrast is demonstrated in 
Figure 1.1.  It arises both in monocular and in binocular visual processing.  Try looking at 
the images with one eye and with two.  Try viewing from a distance.  While increasing 
distance, you will notice that one eye can no longer suffice when two still can.  And 
increment contrast can no longer be seen when decrement contrast still can.  If you are 




Figure 1.1. Demonstration of asymmetry in human increment and decrement contrast 
sensitivity. Most observers are more sensitive to decrement than increment contrast. To 
see this for yourself, increase reading distance while examining the images. The words on 
the left are written in black and white font. The words on the right are written in the same 
gray font. Increasing distance should reveal that increment contrast is more difficult to 
discern than decrement contrast, especially for the lower contrast words on the right. 
 
 
This thesis is concerned with the asymmetry in human increment and decrement 
contrast processing.  As just demonstrated, our visual system is less sensitive to 
increments than decrements (Legge & Kersten, 1983; Lu & Sperling, 2012; Short, 1966; 
Whittle, 1986).  Researchers have suggested that neurophysiological differences in ON 
and OFF cell contrast gain and saturation underlie the asymmetry in increment and 
decrement contrast discrimination (Lu & Sperling, 2012).  ON cells respond to 
increments; OFF cells respond to decrements.  A cell approaches contrast saturation as it 
approaches its maximal firing rate, which is the point when it can no longer signal 
increases in contrast.  It is a corollary of contrast gain, which arises as a cell 
disproportionately increases its firing rate to increases in contrast.  Disproportionate 
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increases enhance contrast sensitivity especially at the low contrast end of the cell’s 
response range.   
To mitigate cell saturation and maintain contrast signaling capabilities, the 
aggregate behavior of neighboring cells normalizes a cell’s response to prevailing 
contrast through processes such as contrast adaptation and contrast gain control (Busse, 
Wade & Carandini, 2009; Carandini & Heeger, 2012; Demb, 2008; Shapley & Victor, 
1978; Victor, 1987).  Such normalization processes are thought to arise earlier in the 
magnocellular pathway where cell responses pool at retina and later in the parvocellular 
pathway where cell responses pool at striate cortex (Baccus & Meister, 2004).  Therefore, 
pooling site differences in magnocellular and parvocellular cell response normalization as 
well as differences in ON and OFF cell response normalization may contribute to the 
differences found in increment and decrement contrast discrimination. 
A potential correlate of the asymmetry in thresholds for increment and decrement 
contrast is an asymmetry in the binocular summation of increment and decrement 
contrast (Baker, Wallis, Georgeson & Meese, 2012).  Binocular summation occurs where 
the neural impulses from the two eyes combine for visual processing in striate cortex 
(Hubel & Weisel, 1959; 1962; 1968).  The magnitude of binocular summation indicates 
improvement in contrast sensitivity from using two eyes over one (Campbell & Green, 
1965).  The asymmetry in binocular summation that was recently reported, near linear 
summation with a two-fold improvement in increment thresholds versus nonlinear 
summation with a √2 improvement in decrement thresholds, was thought caused by 
differences in increment and decrement processing that arise prior to binocular 
summation “because equal responses at combination will remain equal thereafter, 
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regardless of which eye(s) produced the response” (Baker et al., 2012, p. 7).  Whether 
differences in M and P pathway contrast responses, which remain physiologically 
segregated prior to combination at striate cortex, contribute to asymmetry in binocular 
summation was not examined.   
For my dissertation research, I conducted five psychophysical experiments to 
measure and test the magnocellular (M) and parvocellular (P) pathways for asymmetries 
in increment and decrement contrast discrimination and binocular summation.  Figure 1.2 




Figure 1.2. Summary of chapter layout in dissertation. Shown are breakdown of chapters 





To direct my research, I first reviewed the neurophysiological and psychophysical 
literatures.  The relevant literatures are presented in Chapter 2.  Of primary importance 
were two physiological dichotomies: the M and P pathways and the ON and OFF cells.  
Each dichotomy had previously been examined separately but not in combination.  In 
accord, reviews of the neurophysiological differences between M and P pathway as well 
as ON and OFF cell in contrast gain, saturation, and normalization are separately 
presented.  An extension of cell contrast response equation is used to model pathway 
differences in contrast gain and saturation at the psychophysical level of analysis.  Within 
this psychophysical contrast gain model, increment and decrement contrast responses can 
be further delineated and were the focus of my first three experiments.  Therefore, 
psychophysical literatures in pathway contrast responses and evidence for an asymmetry 
were reviewed.  And because the asymmetry in the binocular summation of increments 
and decrements was examined in my last two experiments, pertinent studies on binocular 
summation were also reviewed.  
Chapter 3 is the General Experimental Methods section.  It contains descriptions 
of stimuli, procedures, dependent variables, and observers.  The pathway stimuli and 
procedures were held constant over the entire research program to make possible across-
experiment comparisons and to facilitate generalizations.  Two different data collection 
methods were used to provide complementary information as well as to substantiate 
results.  Specific methods and manipulations are described at the outset of each 
experiment.  
Chapter 4 contains the first three experiments.  In Experiment 1, I used dichoptic 
stimuli to measure increment and decrement contrast discrimination thresholds and 
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mathematically modeled contrast gain in the M and P pathways.  This initial experiment 
established that the M and P pathways were more sensitive to decrement than increment 
contrast.  How the M and P pathways differed was in the magnitudes and types of 
asymmetry in contrast discrimination threshold and contrast gain.  In Experiment 2, I 
conducted the same experiment with monocular stimuli to determine if the same 
asymmetries arose monocularly and if increment and decrement binocular summation 
differed in the M and P pathways.  The results of Experiment 2 were mixed, with 
evidence that monocular M and P pathway asymmetries were analogous to the dichoptic 
asymmetries of Experiment 1 but without evidence of systematic across observer 
differences in increment and decrement binocular summation.  In Experiment 3, 
monocular and dichoptic contrast discrimination thresholds were measured during the 
same session using a data collection method that differed from the one used in 
Experiments 1 and 2.  The results for binocular summation were more systematic in 
Experiment 3.  Combined, the results from Experiments 1 through 3 provided evidence 
that binocular summation differed for increments and decrements as well as for M and P 
pathways, suggesting an interaction.  Whereas decrement binocular summation depended 
on pathway, increment binocular summation did not. 
Chapter 5 proposes that differences in normalization underlie the asymmetry in 
increment and decrement binocular summation as well as the asymmetry in increment 
and decrement contrast discrimination thresholds.  Experiment 4 had the same methods 
and procedures as Experiment 3 but introduced an interocular contrast disparity in P 
pathway stimuli.  This manipulation revealed that only decrement binocular summation 
exhibited a strong nonlinear weighting towards the eye with the lower contrast 
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discrimination threshold, which reduced the binocularly summed threshold below its 
dichoptic analog.  Increment binocular summation showed only a slight nonlinear 
weighting towards the eye with the higher contrast discrimination threshold.  Experiment 
5 replicated the reduced binocularly summed threshold in decrements and then showed 
that it could be increased by manipulating either of two normalization processes, contrast 
gain control or adaptation.  Each manipulation reduced the interocular contrast disparity, 
indicating that the magnitude of interocular contrast disparity contributed to the 
magnitude of binocular summation.  Potential theoretical contributions and implications 










NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOPHYSICAL LITERATURE 
 
 
2.1. Asymmetry in Magnocellular and Parvocellular Pathway Responses to Contrast 
 The majority of neural output from the retina travels one of three pathways.  The 
magnocellular (M) pathway carries 10%, the parvocellular (P) pathway carries 80% 
(Perry, Oehler, & Cowey, 1984), and the koniocellular (K) pathway carries most of the 
remainder.  The pathways are so named for the layers onto which their retinal ganglion 
cells synapse in lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN).  The M and P pathways have been the 
focus of much research in visual contrast processing over the last 30 years and their 
physiological properties are fairly well understood.  Although cells in the K pathway may 
contribute to some forms of contrast processing (Xu, Ichida, Allison, Boyd, Bonds, & 
Casagrande, 2001), relatively little is known about their role.  Therefore, they and several 
other cell types with unidentified functions (Rodieck, 1998, p. 291) will not be 
considered in the foregoing and are not explicitly measured in my research. 
A primary focus of my research was the contributions of the M and P pathways to 
our greater sensitivity for decrements over increments.  The M and P pathways should be 
considered separately when assessing asymmetries in increment and decrement 
thresholds and binocular summation because the pathways exhibit differentiated contrast 
responses.  The pathways are differentiated anatomically, morphologically, and 
functionally.  As depicted in Figure 2.1, the M and P pathways maintain anatomical 
segregation from retina through LGN to layer 4C in striate cortex (Fitzpatrick, Lund & 
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Blasdel, 1985; Hubel & Weisel, 1972; Leventhal, Roedick & Dreher, 1981; Perry, Oehler 
& Cowey, 1984; Rodieck, Binmoeller & Dineen, 1985; Shapley, Kaplan & Soodak, 
1981; Silveira & Perry, 1991).  
Research primarily in macaque monkeys showed that cells at retina, LGN, and 
striate cortex differ between M and P pathways.  Cell differentiation starts at the retinal 
bipolar cell, with M larger than P bipolar cells (in macaque, Boycott & Wassle, 1991; 
Dacey, Packer, Diller, Brainard, Peterson & Lee, 2000).  Referred to as a diffuse bipolar 
cell, each M bipolar cell was found to enable simultaneous encoding of luminance from a 
relatively large area on the retina by pooling the responses usually of 5 – 10 
photoreceptors in fovea and maximally of 50 photoreceptors out in the periphery.  M 
bipolar cells contacted all cone photoreceptor pedicles within their dendritic field.  
Contacts overlapped with neighboring M and some P bipolar cells.  M bipolar cells were 
found to pool responses from a mix of medium- and long-wavelength sensitive cone 
photoreceptors and convey a luminance signal to ganglion cells.  Such pooling enables 
increased contrast sensitivity at the expense of chromatic signaling.  A retinal P bipolar 
cell was referred to as a midget bipolar cell because of its circumscribed encoding of 
luminance from a very small area on the retina.  Each cell was found to encode the 
responses from one photoreceptor.  Connection with either a medium- or long-
wavelength sensitive cone enables both chromatic and spatial resolution at the expense of 
contrast sensitivity.  P bipolar cells nonetheless generate important luminance 





Figure 2.1.  Magnocellular and parvocellular pathway cells. Shown is a simplified 
representation of the magnocellular (M) pathway cell one-to-many and parvocellular (P) 
pathway cell one-to-one connections from retina through lateral geniculate nucleus to 
striate cortex. M pathway cells are typically larger than P pathway cells. Although cell 
responses pool somewhat more than depicted here, the majority of cell responses pool at 
retina in the M pathway and at striate cortex in the P pathway. 
 
Subsequent retinal ganglion cells (RGC) were shown to have wider dentritic 
branches and receptive fields in the M than P pathway (Croner & Kaplan, 1995; Dacey & 
Peterson, 1992; Roedick, Binmoeller & Dineer, 1985).  A wider receptive field meant 
that a cell responded to stimulation from a wider area on the retina.  M and P pathway 
RGC synapsed onto separate LGN layers, the two large ventral M and four small dorsal P 
layers (Leventhal et al., 1981).  Like RGC, LGN cells were larger in the M than P 
pathway.  Also like RGC, LGN cells had concentric receptive field organization (in 
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rhesus; Weisel & Hubel, 1966).  At striate cortex, M LGN cells synapsed primarily onto 
layer 4Cα and P LGN cells onto layer 4Cβ (Hubel & Weisel, 1971; Blasdel & Lund, 
1983).  Layer 4Cα cells had larger receptive fields than layer 4Cβ cells (Blasdel & 
Fitzpatrick, 1984). 
M and P pathway contrast response differentiation has been shown at macaque 
retina, LGN, and striate cortex (Derrington & Lennie, 1984; Kaplan & Shapley, 1986; 
Lee, Pokorny, Smith, Martin & Valberg, 1990; Sclar, Maunsell & Lennie, 1990).  
Contrast response differentiation was most clearly demonstrated at retina (Bernadete, 
Kaplan & Knight, 1992; Croner & Kaplan, 1995; Kaplan & Shapley, 1986).  M RGC 
exhibited greater contrast gain and saturated more readily than P RGC.  M RGC showed 
brisk responses to contrasts as low as 2% and steep increases in response rates (contrast 
gain) up to 10% where response rates reached their maximum and could no longer 
reliably signal changes in contrast (saturation).  Although P RGC responded to low 
contrasts, they did so weakly in comparison to M RGC.  P RGC responses persisted 
beyond 10% contrast though.  They steadily increased as contrast levels increased 
without saturating, not even at 64% contrast, which was the highest contrast level tested.  
Such response characteristics meant that P RGC were sensitive to a large range of 
contrasts but were not as sensitive as M RGC were to low contrasts.  Indeed, M RGC 
were about 8 – 10 times more sensitive to contrast than P RGC (Kaplan & Shapley, 
1986).   
At LGN, M and P cells showed contrast responses that were similar to that of 
RGC (Kaplan et al., 1981), except that the M and P cells did not substantially differ from 
each other in contrast gain (Sclar et al., 1990).  At striate cortex, layer 4C cells again 
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exhibited their respective pathway contrast response sensitivities.  Layer 4Cα cells 
showed greater contrast sensitivity at low contrast than layer 4Cβ cells (Blasdel & 
Fitzpatrick, 1984).  Layer 4Cα cells reliably responded to 8% contrast when layer 4Cβ 
cells did not; layer 4Cβ cells required at least 10% contrast (Tootell, Hamilton & Switkes, 
1988). 
The parallels in cell contrast response differentiation at successive points in the M 
and P pathways indicate that the pathways are more likely to function under certain 
conditions, making it possible to separately measure and model the entire psychophysical 
contrast response for each pathway (Pokorny & Smith, 1997).  Figure 2.2 shows the 
contrast response function of typical M and P LGN cells and provides the equation.  
 
Figure 2.2. Magnocellular and parvocellular pathway cell response to contrast. Depicted 
are macaque M and P pathway cell response rates at LGN as a function of Michelson 
contrast.  The plot was generated with the Michaelis-Menten saturation function: R = 
RMaxCn / (Cnsat + Cn) + R0 when n = 1.2, RMax = 52.7 Adrians and CSat = .11 for M 
pathway and n = 1.6, RMax = 48.7 Adrians and CSat = .50 for the P pathway (Sclar et al., 
1990).  The variable R represents the cell response, R0 represents spontaneous firing rate, 
RMax represents the maximum induced response, C represents stimulus contrast, n 
represents an exponent that controls the steepness of the curve, and CSat represents the 




The equation used to model the M and P pathway cell contrast responses (Naka & 
Rushton, 1966) has been used to model the response differences in retinal ganglion, 
LGN, and striate cells (Kaplan & Shapley 1986; Lee et al., 1990; Sclar et al., 1990).  The 
model parameters are a cell’s maintained response rate, maximum response rate, and 
saturating contrast (i.e. the contrast at which a cell reaches 50% of maximum response), 
along with stimulus contrast.  The model estimates cell response rate in impulses per 
second (Adrians) for a given magnitude of contrast (Figure 2.2). 
In accord with the aforementioned research results, the cell response to contrast 
can be described as highly nonlinear in the M pathway and only slightly nonlinear in the 
P pathway over the contrast range shown.  At low contrast, M pathway cells show higher 
contrast gain than P pathway cells.  M and P cell contrast gains are reflected in the slope 
of the early, linear portion of the contrast response function where the cell response rate 
does not yet approach saturation (Shapley & Enroth-Cugell, 1984).  The slope indicates 
the amount of increase in cell response rate for a given increase in stimulus contrast.  The 
early portion can be mathematically estimated using cell response rate maximum divided 
by saturating contrast (Croner & Kaplan, 1995).  In this way, contrast saturation is a 
corollary of contrast gain.  Contrast saturation is a slowing in contrast gain as the cell 
approaches its response rate maximum.  The saturation asymptote marks the point where 
a cell can no longer adequately signal a change in contrast.  Whereas the M cell response 
abruptly slows in contrast gain and reaches saturation at low contrast, the P cell response 
maintains small contrast gains and reaches saturation only at much higher contrast.  A 
consequence of their different contrast responses for the visual system as a whole is that 
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the M pathway mediates the response to briefly presented stimuli at very low contrast and 
the P pathway mediates the response at higher contrast.   
2.2. Asymmetry in ON and OFF Cell Responses to Contrast 
Each of the aforementioned cells in the M and P pathways can be further 
differentiated into ON and OFF types.  ON and OFF cells were shown to maintain 
parallel neural pathways from retina through LGN to striate cortex where they converge 
onto simple cells (Schiller, 1982; 1992).  Both ON and OFF cells were insensitive to slow 
changes in absolute levels of illumination but remained sensitive to rapid local contrast 
changes (Schiller, 1992).  In this sense, contrast reflects sudden changes in illumination 
of the photoreceptor cell.  At retina, such changes alter photoreceptor glutamate release.  
As illumination increases, photoreceptor photon catch increases, and glutamate release 
decreases.  And this is where ON and OFF pathway cell differentiation begins (Figure 
2.3).  Although each photoreceptor synapses onto at least one each ON and OFF bipolar 
cell, ON bipolar cells respond to glutamate decrease but OFF bipolar cells respond to 
glutamate increase.  In effect, ON bipolar cell activity signals an increase and OFF 
bipolar cell activity signals a decrease in illumination within its receptive field. 
ON and OFF bipolar cell responses produced differentiated downstream ON and 
OFF cell activity, which was shown by pharmacologically blocking ON bipolar cell 
activity with 2-amino-4-phosphonobutyrate.  Downstream ON cell activity ceased but 






Figure 2.3. ON and OFF pathway cells. Differentiated response to increases and 
decreases in retinal illumination begin at ON and OFF bipolar cells in the retina. ON cells 
respond to increments and OFF cells to decrements. Differentiation is maintained by ON 
and OFF cell types from retina, through lateral geniculate nucleus, to striate cortex.  
 
 
M pathway ON and OFF retinal bipolar cells may contribute to the asymmetry in 
increment and decrement contrast discrimination because they were shown to differ in 
prevalence.  Almost twice as many OFF as ON diffuse bipolar cells were found in 
macaque retina (Ahmad, Klug, Herr, Sterling & Schein, 2003).  Because of their mostly 
one-to-one connections with photoreceptors, however, ON and OFF midget bipolar cells 
did not differ in prevalence.  Assuming the human visual system resembles the macaque 
visual system in this way, such a large difference in diffuse bipolar cell prevalence could 
contribute to the M pathway’s greater sensitivity for decrements quite early in the visual 
processing stream.   
ON and OFF bipolar cells were found to synapse onto ON and OFF RGC, ON 
cells in the inner half and OFF cells in the outer half of the inner plexiform layer (in 
macaque; Watanabe & Rodieck, 1989).  ON RGC had larger dendritic branches than OFF 
RGC, in the M pathway by 30% and in the P pathway by 50% (in human; Dacey & 
Peterson, 1992), which adds another layer of complexity to increment and decrement 
processing:  ON RGC had larger receptive fields than OFF RGC.  Receptive field refers 
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to the concentric center and surround regions on the retina that correspond to excitatory 
and inhibitory regions in which visual stimuli influence an RGC’s response rate (Kuffler, 
1953).  Receptive field center stimulation of RGC increased their response rate to above 
and receptive field surround stimulation decreased their response rate to below 
maintained response rate.  When both were stimulated, the center and surround produced 
spatial antagonism which quieted cell response rate.  Consequently, spatial antagonism is 
a factor in RGC adaptation to visual field luminance as well as sensitivity to changes in 
local contrast (Schiller, 1992). 
ON RGC also show greater contrast gain than OFF RGC (in macaque M & P 
RGC; Chichilnisky & Kalmar, 2002).  Contrast gain was defined as the derivative of the 
response rate measured in Adrians with respect to contrast.  Examination of the large, M 
RGC found ON exhibited greater mean response rates and quicker responses than OFF 
RGC, which were evidenced in a narrower spike triggered average time course.  
Considered altogether, these RGC properties suggest that the human psychophysical 
contrast response should be greater for increments than for decrements, although we 
already know it is not.  It might be that the potentially greater number of OFF than ON 
bipolar cells mentioned above outweighs the ON RGC’s greater responding relative to 
OFF RGC’s. 
A closer look at what macaque ON and OFF RGC responded to in the M pathway 
provides some additional insight into why humans may maintain greater sensitivity for 
decrements.  In addition to the aforementioned ON RGC response to increments and OFF 
RGC response to decrements, ON RGC were found to make graded responses to 
decrements and OFF RGC did not respond to increments (Chichilnisky & Kalmar, 2002).  
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The asymmetry was identified in the linearity of cell response function:  ON RGC 
initially made graded responses for decrement contrast but then showed a near linear 
increase in response rate for zero and positive contrast.  OFF RGC had a nonlinearly 
decreasing response rate, initially large for decrement contrast but sharply decreasing to 
zero contrast where it stopped responding.  Combined, the activity in ON and OFF RGC 
would therefore be greater for decrement than the equivalent increment contrast.   
As at retina, the ON and OFF cells at LGN have a concentric, center-surround 
receptive field organization and maintain separate cell response pathways (Horton & 
Sherk, 1984; Hubel & Weisel, 1961; Schiller, 1984).  LGN ON and OFF cells, however, 
appear not to substantially differ from each other in mean response rate or amplitude (in 
cat X; Jin, Wang, Lashgari, Swadlow & Alonso, 2011).   
Although the subsequent striate ON and OFF cells were also found to have 
similar response properties to each other in input layer 4C, their prevalence differed (in 
macaque; Yeh, Xing & Shapley, 2009).  In layer 4C, 61% of cells responded to 
decrements and 39% to increments.  And when assessed in terms of signal-to-noise ratio, 
OFF cell responses were found approximately 1.2 times stronger than ON cell responses.  
Despite these differences, the authors maintained that the asymmetry in human increment 
and decrement thresholds may be primarily due to the asymmetry found in processing 
subsequent to input layer 4C.  In macaque, 93% of layers 2 and 3 cells exhibited 
responses to decrements that were 3 times stronger than responses to increments.  Layers 
2 and 3 responded to primarily P pathway input from layer 4Cβ.  These large differences 
were obtained using sparse noise (i.e. stimuli of randomly positioned, small white and 
black squares within a grid).  When responses were measured with a grating stimulus, the 
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predominance of decrement responses in layers 2 and 3 was considerably reduced, 
although remaining significantly greater than in layer 4C.  The authors surmised that the 
response properties of striate cells may depend on stimulus conditions.  Therefore, 
additional studies in striate ON and OFF cell responses to different stimulus types are 
needed to corroborate these results.  Nevertheless, their results provide evidence that the 
asymmetry in increment and decrement contrast response arises at striate cortex for the P 
pathway. 
Though mostly researched in macaque monkey and cat, the morphological, 
physiological, and functional asymmetries found in ON and OFF cells from retina 
through LGN to striate cortex may help explain the asymmetry found in increment and 
decrement psychophysical thresholds.  Humans may be more sensitive to decrements 
than increments because decrement-responding retinal bipolar cells in the M pathway and 
striate cells in the P pathway outnumber their increment-responding counterparts.  Even 
though ON RGC exhibit stronger responses to increments than OFF RGC to decrements, 
ON RGC may also exhibit graded responses to small decrements.  This ON RGC cell 
response, in addition to OFF cell response, may boost aggregate decrement contrast 
activity to which a majority of striate cells respond to, especially in the P pathway. 
2.3. Psychophysical Model of the Magnocellular and Parvocellular Pathway 
Contrast Responses 
The experimental paradigm (Pokorny & Smith, 1997) that I have extended to 
dichoptic presentation may be well-suited to psychophysically examine whether an 
asymmetry in ON and OFF cell contrast gains underlies an asymmetry in increment and 
decrement contrast discrimination thresholds.  It uses a four-alternative forced-choice 
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task with non-patterned stimuli that were devised to produce a contrast response in either 
the M or the P pathway.  Observers maintain adaptation to dichoptically presented four-
square pedestals.  The stimulus has dichoptically presented 37 ms delta pedestals, 
identically configured with one target and three non-target squares, superimposed on the 
adaptation pedestals during trials (Figure 3.2).   
Upon stimulus presentation, the dichoptic four-square pedestals are perceptually 
fused as one four-square pedestal.  The observer discriminates the one target square that 
differs from the other three non-target squares.  Target and non-target square luminances 
differ from each other and from adaptation pedestal luminance, so that the contrast 
between target square and adaptation pedestal and the contrast between non-target 
squares and adaptation pedestal generate a contrast difference.  Accordingly, the task 
quantifies the observer’s just-noticeable-difference threshold between target contrast and 
non-target contrast, making the threshold “a criterion difference in two contrast 
responses” (Pokorny & Smith, 1997, p. 2480).   
A distinguishing feature of the experimental paradigm is its use of the delta 
pedestal.  The delta pedestal comprises the aforementioned three non-target squares in the 
four-square stimulus array.  Brief presentation of either a low or moderate contrast delta 
pedestal biases the visual response towards either the M or P pathway, respectively.  The 
bias arises because M pathway cells are very sensitive to low contrast but saturate at 
moderate contrasts and P pathway cells are less sensitive at low contrast but continue to 
show increases in response at moderate contrasts, as the contrast response in Figure 2.2 
indicates.  Brief presentation is below the maximum 40 – 50 ms M pathway and 150 – 
200 ms P pathway temporal integration periods (Pokorny & Smith, 1997) and thus helps 
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ensure that temporal integration does not unduly weight the visual response towards the P 
pathway.  Because of temporal integration, P pathway contrast difference thresholds 
continue to decrease with increasing stimulus durations well passed when M pathway 
contrast difference thresholds stop (Pokorny & Smith, 1997; Figure 5).   
This experimental paradigm assumes that aggregate cell behavior for each 
pathway can be evidenced at the psychophysical level and that the psychophysical 
contrast difference threshold is determined by the pathway that is most sensitive for a 
given delta pedestal contrast (Pokorny, 2011).  For brief stimulus presentations, the M 
pathway is assumed to dominate the psychophysical response at very low delta pedestal 
contrast but to saturate at moderate delta pedestal contrast, leaving the P pathway to 
respond.  Within each pathway, the ON and OFF cell pathways mediate the contrast 
responses in the respective increment and decrement delta pedestal conditions (Pokorny, 
Sun & Smith, 2003). 
In my research, M and P pathway contrast difference thresholds are measured 
using delta pedestal contrasts of less than and greater than 10%, respectively.  These 
pathway parameters correspond to aforementioned functional differences found at the 
neurophysiological level (Section 2.1).  Within each of these two response ranges, 
contrast difference thresholds are measured at three equally spaced delta pedestal 
contrasts, both above (increment) and below (decrement) an adaptation pedestal.  The 
increment and decrement contrast difference thresholds are then used to model the 
respective increment and decrement contrast gains.  As delta pedestal contrast increases, 
the difference between delta pedestal contrast and target contrast that is needed to make 
the correct discrimination correspondingly increases (Foley & Legge, 1981; Legge & 
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Kersten, 1983; Nachmias & Sansbury, 1974; Pokorny & Smith, 1997; Whittle, 1986).  
The increasing contrast difference thresholds map out the M and P pathway contrast 
gains over their respective response ranges.   
Pokorny and Smith (1997) conducted several experiments to test whether stimuli 
at low and moderate delta pedestal contrasts generated M and P psychophysical contrast 
response functions in line with M and P cell contrast response functions (Figure 2.2).  
Results showed that the protocols generate functions which approximate the steep 
increase in the M pathway cell contrast response and the shallow increase in the P 
pathway cell contrast response (Kaplan & Shapley, 1986; Sclar et al., 1990).  In effect, 
observers exhibited increasing contrast gain in their response to increasing delta pedestal 
contrast within each of the M and P pathways.  Pokorny and Smith (1997) reasoned that 
contrast difference thresholds within each pathway increase as delta pedestal contrast 
increases because the “discrimination threshold deteriorates as the response approaches 
saturation” (p. 2480, Pokorny & Smith, 1997).  In this way, contrast gain and saturation 
are complementary processes at the psychophysical level in the same way they are at the 
neural level.  Contrast gain decreases as the pathway response approaches saturation.  
Because the psychophysical response approximates the cell response, a variant of the 
equation that is used to model the M and P cell contrast responses (Figure 2.2) is used to 
model the psychophysical M and P pathway contrast responses (my Equation 3.2; Smith 
& Pokorny, 2003).  
2.4. Asymmetry in Psychophysical Response to Increments and Decrements 
 It has been long known that humans tend to be more sensitive to decrements than 
increments (Blackwell, 1946).  Short (1966) found the effect stronger when background 
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luminance was in the scotopic or very low photopic range but weakened as background 
luminance increased.  The monocular task used in that research required observers to 
adjust periodically flashing circular disks of luminance to a just-noticeable-difference 
between the flashes and background.  Using a similar task but a broader range of 
background luminances, Patel and Jones (1968) found the effect stronger for shorter (20 
or 50 ms) than longer (1000 ms) stimulus flash durations and stronger for smaller (15´) 
than larger (4.3°) stimulus size.  Whittle (1986) examined the effect in a two-alternative 
forced-choice contrast discrimination task.  The observers viewed stimuli with right eye 
only and were asked to discriminate between two 1° luminance squares presented on 
background luminance of 712.61 cdm-2 (3.35 log Tds with 2 mm artificial pupils).  This 
experiment showed that the magnitude of increment and decrement thresholds diverged 
at about 20 ms, with slightly greater increment than decrement thresholds, and that only 
decrement thresholds continued to decrease up to 100 – 150 ms.  These results indicated 
that temporal integration of neural responses preferentially reduced decrement over 
increment thresholds. 
Legge and Kersten (1983) established that the asymmetry in contrast 
discrimination thresholds persisted in a binocular, two-interval forced-choice task with 
uniform, bar-shaped stimuli, even after controlling for factors such as type of contrast 
calculation.  The asymmetry was assessed at a mean luminance of 340 cdm-2.  Across 11 
contrast magnitudes, decrements generated lower contrast discrimination thresholds than 
analogous increments, regardless of spatial profile (Gaussian or square bar), width (.1, 1 
or 10°), or duration (10 or 200 ms).  The contrast discrimination data generated slightly 
lower psychometric slopes for decrements than increments at 200 ms, but the slope effect 
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reversed for the one condition run at 10 ms with a stimulus of .1° spatial width.  For the 
square 1° stimulus, which is closest to the spatial profile and width used in the present 
research, the threshold asymmetry, calculated as the ratio of increment to decrement 
contrast discrimination thresholds, averaged 1.15 for two observers.  The stimulus 
duration was 200 ms, however, which is a lot longer than the 37 ms used in the present 
research.  Thresholds at 10 ms were not measured at 1°.  Because the M pathway shows 
temporal integration only up to about 50 ms and the P pathway shows temporal 
integration up to at least 200 ms (Pokorny & Smith, 1997), and because Whittle (1986) 
found that only decrement thresholds decline with additional temporal integration, the 
averaged 1.15 asymmetry found by Legge and Kersten (1983) may reflect P pathway 
processing.  
A more recent series of experiments used stimuli of shorter duration and found 
that the asymmetry in increment and decrement sensitivity held across 11 experimental 
paradigms (Lu & Sperling, 2012).  The first 10 experiments measured the effect of 
increments and decrements from mean luminance on observer performance in tasks that 
ranged from simple luminance detection to complex Gestalt grouping.  Half of the 
experiments had background luminance set at 27 cdm-2 and the other half at 81 cdm-2.  
Viewing was binocular without artificial pupils.  A threshold asymmetry was found 
ranging from 1.08 to 1.67, with an average of 1.28.  The magnitude of asymmetry 
depended on task, contrast, and observer.  With their results, the authors maintained that 
the asymmetry arose early in the visual system and persisted through a variety of visual 
functions.  A subsequent experiment measured the effect of increment versus decrement 
contrast on perceived motion.  Modeling the resulting observer thresholds revealed that 
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the ratio of increment to decrement threshold increased nonlinearly (concave down) as a 
function of contrast, starting out a low of 1.0 at 0% contrast and reaching an asymptote of 
1.19 at 60% contrast (Lu & Sperling, 2012, Figure 11).   
The model could explain the results of their Experiments 1 through 10 but not the 
results of Experiment 11, with the stimulus that most closely resembled the one used in 
the present research.  It was a two-interval, forced-choice contrast discrimination task 
comprising luminance “blobs” of .88º visual angle, presented via Gaussian pulse for 50 
ms on background luminance of 27 cdm-2.  The experiment generated an usually large 
average asymmetry in increment and decrement contrast discrimination thresholds of 
3.23 for three observers.  The large asymmetry was thought caused by unequal 
calibration of increment and decrement reference stimuli. 
2.5. Asymmetry in Pathway Contrast Response Normalization: Retina versus 
Cortex 
One explanation for the difference in psychophysical M and P pathway contrast 
gains is a difference in the normalization of the M and P pathway contrast responses.  
Normalization comprises neural processes that control cell response saturation where cell 
responses pool (Baccus & Meister, 2004; Carandini & Heeger, 2012).  It is maintained 
that neighboring cell responses moderate a cell’s response to preserve its optimal 
signaling capabilities (Carandini & Heeger, 2012; Demb, 2008).  Exemplar processes 
attributed to normalization are contrast gain control (Shapley & Victor, 1978) and 
adaptation (Chander & Chichilnisky, 2001).   
Contrast gain control is a drop in a cell’s contrast gain and integration time when 
prevailing contrast increases (Baccus & Meister, 2002; Shapley & Victor, 1978).  Geisler 
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and Albrecht (1992) clearly demonstrated in cat that a cell’s contrast gain could be 
altered by prevailing contrast.  A stationary counter-phase grating was used to generate 
contrast within a striate simple cell’s receptive field in the cell’s null position where no 
response was generated.  The cell contrast response was then measured with a drifting 
sinusoidal grating superimposed onto the stationary counter-phase grating.  The cell 
contrast response was plotted with spikes per second on the ordinate and percent contrast 
on the abscissa.  As the stationary counter-phase grating contrast was increased, the 
sigmoidal-shaped cell contrast response function for the drifting grating shifted to the 
right on the abscissa.  Such shifts in contrast response function indicated that cells 
required more stimulus contrast to elicit the same response.  Such shifts represented 
contrast gain control.  A later experiment revealed that normalization via contrast gain 
control was fully expressed (a process referred to as contrast-set gain control) within the 
first 10 ms after cell response onset (Albrecht, Geisler, Frazor & Crane, 2002).  This 
result means that an M or P pathway cell can be readily identified almost at the outset of 
the cell response during a single visual fixation.  Contrast gain control thus contributes to 
the basic characteristics of the M and P pathway contrast responses such as functional 
linearity (Figure 2.2) at neural and psychophysical levels.   
Another form of normalization is contrast adaptation (Demb, 2008).  It adjusts 
cell responses by centering cell response sensitivity on prevailing contrast during and for 
some time after adaptation (Baccus & Meister, 2002; Sclar, Lennie & DePriest, 1989).  
Like contrast gain control, adaptation increases cell sensitivity at lower contrast and 
decreases cell sensitivity at higher contrast.  It does so differently, however, by 
preventing saturation at retina and at cortex through prolonged cell hyperpolarization 
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(Demb, 2008).  In one experiment, a step increase from 9 to 35% contrast produced a 
continuous nonlinear decrease in rabbit RGC response rate by two to five times during a 
subsequent 50 s interval (Smirnakis, Berry, Warland, Bialek & Meister, 1997).  In 
another experiment, contrast adaptation in cat striate cortex also produced a decrease in 
cell response rate (Movshon & Lennie, 1979).  Evidence that adaptation occurs at striate 
cortex as well as retina also came from finding interocular transfer of adaptation in cat 
simple cells (Maffei, Fiorentini & Bisti, 1973) as well as in human observers (Blakemore 
& Campbell, 1969).   
Because it was found that all cells which showed contrast gain control also 
showed contrast adaptation, it was hypothesized that contrast gain control and adaptation 
are normalization processes generated at the same cell response pooling sites, just over 
different time scales (Baccus & Meister, 2002; 2004).  Contrast gain control normalizes 
cell responses to contrast in the visual field over very short intervals (< .1 s) and 
adaptation normalizes cell responses to contrast over longer intervals (1 – 10 s).  
Therefore, presentation of high contrast initiates two successive changes in retinal output.  
Almost immediately, the retinal ganglion cell response time course and contrast 
sensitivity decreases.  The cell then continues to show additional decreases in contrast 
sensitivity during the 5 to 30 s following, generating fewer spikes for each event.  
A difference in human M and P pathway response normalization may reflect 
differences in where cell responses pool (Baccus & Meister, 2004).  Normalization of 
pooled responses occurs primarily at retina in the M pathway and at striate cortex in the P 
pathway (Figure 2.1).  This hypothesis is supported by research in macaque and 
marmoset monkeys showing that M RGC exhibit much greater contrast gain control and 
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adaptation than P RGC (Benardete et al., 1992; Kaplan & Shapley, 1986; Solomon et al., 
2002; 2004; 2006).  Adaptation has additionally been found to reduce contrast sensitivity 
more for ON than OFF RGC and to speed responses more for OFF than ON RGC 
(Chander & Chichilnisky, 2001).  Therefore, when assessing differences in M and P 
pathway responses to increments and decrements, normalization differences in ON and 
OFF cells as well as pooling site differences in M and P pathways must be considered.   
It is maintained here that normalization regulates psychophysical M and P 
pathway contrast responses in the same way that normalization regulates M and P cell 
contrast responses.  Pokorny and Smith (1997) made a similar assumption in their 
development of the psychophysical M and P pathway experimental protocols when 
predicting psychophysical outcomes from parallel results in the neurophysiological extant 
literature.  Functional parallels at each cell type within the M and P pathways rendered 
the assumption plausible.  Asymmetry in the ON and OFF variants of each cell type was 
not evident at the time.  It has since been shown that M RGC ON cells show greater 
contrast gain than OFF cells in macaque (Chichilnisky & Kalmar, 2002).  Parallel results 
in the psychophysical literature are lacking, although Snippe (1998) suggested that the P 
pathway may show greater contrast gain for increment than decrement contrast 
discrimination in his reanalysis of Pokorny and Smith’s psychophysical data (1997).  
Such a difference in increment and decrement contrast gain may arise from greater 
increment than decrement contrast gain normalization, as the research results for ON 
versus OFF cell contrast gain (Chichilnisky & Kalmar, 2002) and adaptation suggest 
(Chander & Chichilnisky, 2001).  If normalization ultimately underlies the asymmetry in 
increment and decrement processing, then experiments that manipulate adaptation and 
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contrast gain control should alter the asymmetry in psychophysical increment and 
decrement contrast responses.  
2.6. Asymmetry in the Binocular Summation of Contrast 
If an asymmetry in increment and decrement contrast processing generates an 
asymmetry in increment and decrement contrast thresholds, an asymmetry may also be 
generated in increment and decrement binocular summation.  Binocular summation arises 
in striate cortex where the neural impulses from the two eyes converge onto one 
binocular cell (Hubel & Weisel, 1959; 1962; 1968).  Psychophysically, binocular 
summation of contrast is quantified as the ratio of monocular to binocular contrast 
threshold.  Binocular summation ratios (BSR) reported in the literature typically range 
between √2 and 2, depending on task and stimulus parameters (Anderson & Movshon, 
1989; Campbell & Green, 1965; Ding & Sperling, 2006; Legge, 1984a; Meese, 
Georgeson & Baker, 2006), and average about 1.5 (Howard & Rogers, 2012, p. 114). 
The principle question has been why humans do not see twice as well with two 
eyes as with one (i.e. why BSR ≠ 2).  By early accounts, binocular summation was 
viewed as a statistical process whereby two independent eyes were more likely to detect 
contrast than one eye (Howard & Rogers, 2012, p. 108).  Two eyes would be superior to 
one eye simply by chance, assuming that the correct detection could be made with either 
eye.  The problem with this explanation of binocular summation is that the two 
monocular input processes are not statistically independent.  Any variable, such as lack of 
attention, which changes the probability of both eyes making a correct detection, would 
violate the independence assumption.   
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Whereas probability summation models assumed that two monocular decision 
processes are carried out independently prior to binocular combination, most neural 
summation models assume that monocular inputs converge to common binocular 
pathways prior to the decision process.  They reflect the fact that striate cortex has 
binocularly driven neurons which are stimulated by simultaneous monocular inputs 
(Hubel & Weisel, 1959; 1962; 1968).  An early account of neural summation maintained 
that the reason for a BSR of less than 2 was that neural processing in each eye was 
variable and that the binocular summation of uncorrelated variability reduced the 
probability that the combined input will reach threshold.  The uncorrelated variability, or 
noise, binocularly summed to √2.  Consequently, a signal-to-noise ratio of 2/√2 generated 
a BSR of √2 (Campbell & Green, 1965).  
Another account maintained that increment binocular summation was limited by a 
processing nonlinearity that arose early in each monocular pathway (Legge, 1984a).  The 
nonlinearity here referred to an accelerating, monocular contrast response as background 
contrast was increased.  The result of an increasingly stronger monocular contrast 
response was the observer’s increasingly lower reliance on binocular summation.  In 
other words, BSR decreased as grating pedestal contrast increased.  In supporting 
research, a contrast discrimination task was used, a two-interval forced-choice task with a 
.5 cycle per degree sine-wave grating presented for 200 ms.  The grating pedestal had 
contrast C and the stimulus had grating contrast C + ΔC.  At very low grating pedestal 
contrast (1% Michelson), increment BSR averaged 1.47 across three observers.  At 
slightly higher grating pedestal contrast C (5% Michelson), increment BSR averaged 1.24 
across five observers.  At even higher grating pedestal contrast C (25% Michelson), 
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increment BSR averaged 1.04 across three observers.  The quadratic summation model 
therefore assumed monocular inputs underwent a nonlinear process prior to binocular 
summation (Legge, 1984b).  Binocular summation of contrast was calculated as CBinocular 
= √ (CLeft2 + CRight2).  Binocular summation of decrement contrast was not examined in 
this research, however. 
Such earlier accounts of binocular summation have since been shown unable to 
explain a variety of phenomenon and supplanted by recent models that include 
normalization by way contrast gain control (Ding & Sperling, 2006; Meese, Georgeson & 
Baker, 2006).  These models suggest that the reason BSRs are about √2 is that each eye 
influences the other eye’s monocular input prior to binocular summation.  Accordingly, 
these comprehensive models include interacting monocular processes in two stages prior 
to binocular summation.  The reader is referred to the original sources for the model 
equations.  Although they have been tested and found to account for the binocular 
summation of increments and for phenomena such as facilitation by dichoptic masking 
(Meese et al., 2006), these newer models have not yet been shown to account for the 
binocular summation of decrements.  Therefore, it remains unknown whether or not these 
recent models could explain my results. 
Another problem extrapolating from this research to mine is that researchers used 
sinusoidal or patterned stimuli of longer durations (≥ 200 ms) that were devised to 
measure a striate response, and I do not (Ding & Sperling, 2006; Meese, Georgeson & 
Baker, 2006).  The longer duration permits greater temporal integration of stimuli, which 
may reduce thresholds relatively more in the P pathway than the M pathway.  As noted 
above, the larger P pathway reduction arises because the M pathway integrates contrast 
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signals up to 50 ms but the P pathway continues to integrate contrast signals up to 200 ms 
(Pokorny & Smith, 1997).  The briefer (37 ms), non-patterned stimuli used in my 
research were originally devised to compare M and P pathway contrast discrimination 
thresholds and contrast gain arising from visual processes prior to binocular summation 
while controlling for the potential pathway biasing effects of temporal integration.  
Although the aforementioned research with longer stimulus durations did not test 
for asymmetry in increment and decrement binocular summation, other research has.  
This research used a matching task with non-patterned stimuli, but again with longer 
stimulus durations than that used in the present research.  Matching tasks permitted 
assessment of the visual system’s monocular weightings in the presence of an interocular 
disparity for increments or decrements during binocular summation.  An observer was 
given one monocular input and asked to adjust the contribution of the other monocular 
input while matching their binocular combination to a standard.  The general finding was 
that observers proportionately weigh monocular inputs when binocularly summing 
increments (Baker et al., 2012; Engel, 1970; Levelt, 1965).  When binocularly summing 
decrements, however, observers were heavily weighted by the eye with the greater 
decrement luminance or contrast, a result that has been attributed to a “winner-take-all” 
process (Anstis & Ho; 1998; Baker et al., 2012).   
Winner-take-all processing has been shown to arise in cells or groups of cells 
when a nonlinear pooling operation selects the dominant input cell response and feeds it 
forward as part of normalizing the visual response (Busse et al., 2009).  Mathematically, 
the binocular cell response threshold is quantified as the greater of the two monocular 
response thresholds.   
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Winner-take-all can describe psychophysical as well as neurophysiological 
outcomes because an altered psychophysical response should follow a stimulus with 
interocular contrast disparity if each input’s weight were preserved as the response travels 
through the visual pathways.  Also referred to as winner-take-all, psychophysical 
experiments have shown it to arise when the greater of two monocular contrast responses 
disproportionately weights the binocularly summed response (Anstis & Ho, 1998; Legge 
& Rubin, 1981; Ding & Sperling, 2006).   
The potential effect of winner-take-all during binocular summation was recently 
assessed with a two-interval forced-choice contrast discrimination task (Baker et al., 
2012).  The task used to measure the binocular summation of increments and decrements 
was very similar to the one used by Whittle (1986) and by Legge and Kersten (1983) to 
measure the asymmetry in increment and decrement contrast discrimination thresholds.  
The Baker et al. (2012) two-interval forced-choice task was also similar to the one used 
in the present research in that it had a delta pedestal upon which the luminance was 
simultaneously presented; the task differed in that it lacked an adaptation pedestal, 
stimuli were presented for 200 ms rather than 37 ms, and the delta pedestal was presented 
to both eyes during monocular trials rather than to only the test eye as in the M and P 
protocols.  Baker et al (2012) found binocular summation greater for increments than 
decrements, with an increment BSR of about 2.0 and decrement BSR of about √2.  The 
difference in BSR was linked to a weighting difference they had previously shown using 
a matching task with an interocular contrast disparity.  In that task, thresholds for 
disparate increments were proportionately weighted by monocular contrast; thresholds 
for disparate decrements were disproportionately weighted towards the eye with greater 
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decrement contrast.  Accordingly, increment binocular summation was termed “linear” 
and decrement binocular summation was termed “nonlinear”.  The difference in linearity 
was assumed to arise monocularly:  They stated that “the amount of binocular summation 
is controlled by the nonlinearities placed before binocular combination” (p. 5, Baker et 
al., 2012).  Therefore, a comprehensive two-stage model was deemed unnecessary and 
Baker et al. (2012) added a saturation constant to a simplified, one-stage mathematical 
model in order to account for the difference in binocular summation of increments and 
decrements.  
In summary, prior psychophysical research found an asymmetry in increment and 
decrement contrast processing using monocular as well as binocular tasks.  Evidence that 
a contrast processing asymmetry in increments and decrements may underlie an 
asymmetry in increment and decrement binocular summation came from the finding that 
decrement generated lower binocular summation than increment contrast.  Winner-take-
all was also demonstrated during binocular summation of disparate decrement contrasts. 
The extant literature results suggest that I should find an asymmetry in increment 
and decrement contrast discrimination both in monocular and dichoptic conditions, an 
asymmetry in increment and decrement binocular summation of contrast, and winner-







CHAPTER 3  
 
 
GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
 
 
3.1. Apparatus and Stimuli 
All stimuli were presented on an iMac 21.5” monitor (1920 x 1080 dots per inch 
resolution) using a Graphics ATI Radeon HD 4670 video card run by Mac OS X Lion 
10.7.5.  Luminance calibration was carried out with a Minolta LS-110 photometer.  The 
effective luminance range of the monitor was 10 to 300 cdm-2 after an hour warm up 
period.  Stimulus luminance was generated by an algorithm for pixel mixing digital-to-
analog values obtained from a calibrated lookup table (Lang & Stine, manuscript in 
preparation).   
All experiments were conducted using a dichoptic Maxwellian view system 
equipped with center baffle, 3 mm artificial pupils, and rhomboid prisms (Figure 3.1).  
Both bite impression and forehead rest maintained an observer’s line of sight during 
experimental sessions.  Distance from computer monitor to the apertures of the 
Maxwellian view system was 164 cm.  The room was dark so that the only light source 
was from the computer monitor.  Stimulus generation and data collection were carried out 
with Mathematica version 8.0.  
The LCD computer monitor and M and P pathway experimental protocols used in 
this research were new to the Stine Vision Lab, so I had to calibrate the monitor’s light 





Figure 3.1. Research apparatus. All experiments were conducted with observers aligned 
within this center-baffled Maxwellian view system. A five-point alignment comprised 
adjustments of seat height, interpupillary distance via rhomboid prisms, bite impression 
location, forehead rest location, and distance from cornea to rear lens. Dichoptic stimuli 
were presented on an LCD monitor. The center baffle partitioned the view of left and 
right eyes. Figure not to scale. 
 
 
Contrast discrimination thresholds, referred to as contrast difference thresholds in 
the present research because of the mathematical calculations used, were measured with a 
dichoptic four-alternative forced-choice task (4-AFC; Figure 3.2).  The benefit of using a 
forced-choice paradigm is that observer responses are not especially sensitive to biases 
that involve a decision criterion such as in a matching paradigm (Blake & Fox, 1973, p. 
172).  In the 4-AFC task, left and right eye targets were simultaneously presented on left 
and right eye delta pedestals, respectively.  Each delta pedestal had four 1º squares 
separated by .08º.  Observers discriminated one randomly selected target square from 
three non-target squares in the fused percept.  The background was fixed at 8.03º wide by 
4.17º high.  The stimulus’s target and delta pedestal luminance were either entirely below 
or above adaptation pedestal luminance on any given trial.  Target luminance itself was 
either higher or lower than its corresponding delta pedestal luminance.  
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(a)                                            (b)                                            (c)           
                  
                         
Figure 3.2. Dichoptic, four-alternative forced-choice stimulus. Depicted are the 
computer-generated stimulus frames that were used to measure monocular and dichoptic 
contrast discrimination thresholds. Example frames depict (a) the adaptation pedestal, (b) 
an increment monocular high target and delta pedestal, and (c) a decrement dichoptic 
high target and delta pedestal. Background luminance was fixed. Stimulus parameters 
remained above background luminance. During experiments, observers maintained 
adaptation to adaptation pedestal luminance. Increments and decrements were made to 
adaptation pedestal luminance. 
 
 
The difference between the original paradigm (Pokorny & Smith, 1997) and the 
one used for this research is that the original’s task had binocular presentation and this 
one had dichoptic presentation to make possible interocular manipulations.  My dichoptic 
protocol had identically presented adaptation pedestals, delta pedestals, and targets.    
Preliminary research showed that it generated results similar to experiments with 
binocular presentation in the extant literature (Lang & Stine, in preparation; Pokorny & 
Smith, 2003; Pokorny, 2011).  Another difference is that the original protocol for M 
pathway was extended into P pathway’s contrast range (Pokorny & Smith, 1997) to 
enable a more direct comparison of the M and P pathway difference thresholds arising 






Figure 3.3. Measured magnocellular and parvocellular pathway contrast ranges. To 
facilitate comparison of results from M and P pathway manipulations in this research, the 
M pathway experimental protocol with delta pedestal was extended into the P pathway 
range. The two pathways were differentiated by the contrast gain function slopes, which 
are plotted using contrast difference thresholds that are measured within each range. The 
filled arrow marks the adaptation pedestal. Delta pedestals below adaptation pedestal are 
decrements and delta pedestals above are increments. The solid lines mark the measured 
contrast range within which each pathway dominates the response to delta pedestal and 
target. The dash-dotted lines represent where each pathway might respond if the other 
were disabled (Schiller, Logothetis & Charles, 1990). After Pokorny and Smith (1997) 




 Two data collection methods were used in this dissertation research.  The first 
method was an asymmetrically weighted 1-down/1-up (Garcia-Perez, 2011; Kaernbach, 
1991) double-random staircase (Cornsweet, 1962), which was used to simultaneously 
measure high and low target contrast thresholds at each delta pedestal.  High and low 
target contrast difference thresholds refer to those obtained with target contrast greater or 
less than delta pedestal contrast, respectively.  Both target and delta pedestal contrasts 
were configured relative to adaptation pedestal luminance.  Target contrast was 
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manipulated by adjusting target luminance.  Following each missed trial, target 
luminance was calculated by adding (subtracting) a weighted log unit step of .0045 from 
the previous high (low) target log luminance.  The weighting was .5535, arrived at by 
Stepup p = Stepdown (1 – p) when p = .6437 (Garcia-Perez, 2011; Kaernbach, 1991).  
Following each correct trial, an unweighted log unit step of .0045 was subtracted from 
(added to) previous target luminance.  Each staircase continued until a criterion number 
of reversals had been reached.   
The second method was method of constant stimuli.  A set number of 
preconfigured delta pedestal-target stimuli were randomly presented during an 
experimental session.  While delta pedestal luminance remained fixed, targets were 
presented over a range of luminances in order to measure the psychometric function and 
estimate contrast difference thresholds.  Target luminances were spaced in equidistant log 
units. 
Each data collection method used the constrained dithering method for controlling 
luminance display on an LCD monitor (Lang & Stine, in preparation).  Each is explained 
in greater detail when used in an experiment. 
The procedure remained the same for all experiments.  At the start of each 
session, the experimenter aligned the observer within the Maxwellian view system 
(Figure 3.1).  Observers then adapted for 2 min to uniform background luminance and for 
1 min to dichoptic adaptation pedestals superimposed onto the background.  During 
dichoptic trials the target and delta pedestal were simultaneously presented to both eyes.  
During monocular trials, the target and delta pedestal were presented to one eye and the 
adaptation pedestal remained visible in the other eye.  A brief auditory tone preceded 
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each stimulus onset.  The stimulus was a square pulse of 36.67 ms duration.  It was 
followed by an analogous four-square response array, located in the upper left quadrant 
of the display, onto which the observer clicked using a computer mouse.  A response 
initiated the next trial.  Response feedback at the end of each trial was not given in 
Experiments 1 and 2 but was given in Experiments 3 through 5.  Adaptation pedestals 
were present during 3 s interstimulus intervals.  Nonius lines were continuously present 
during experiments. 
3.3. Dependent Variables 
 The dependent variables were the increment and decrement contrast difference 
thresholds.  With these were calculated contrast gains, binocular summation, and 
associated asymmetries.  Data analyses were carried out with Mathematica v8.0 and 
SPSS v18.0 at the 95% confidence level unless otherwise specified. 
3.3.1. Contrast Difference Thresholds 
Contrast difference thresholds were calculated in keeping with the Pokorny and 
Smith (1997) definition of contrast discrimination, as the just noticeable difference 
between the contrasts for delta pedestal and adaptation pedestal and for target and 
adaptation pedestal.  Contrast difference thresholds were also calculated because 
modeling the relationship between delta pedestal and contrast difference threshold is 
what generates estimates of M and P pathway contrast gains (Pokorny & Smith, 1997).   
Data were gathered with 3mm artificial pupils, so the luminance unit of measure 
of candelas per meter squared (cdm-2) was converted to the illuminance unit of measure 
of Trolands (Tds).  The conversion to Tds = L * π * r2, where L = luminance and r = 
radius of the artificial pupil.  Taking into account artificial pupils, target illuminance was 
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calculated from staircase data as the median reversal target illuminance in Log Trolands.  
The resulting equations for contrast difference thresholds were  
CDT = |CΔ - CT|, where CΔ = (delta pedestal illuminance – adaptation pedestal 
illuminance) / adaptation pedestal illuminance and CT = (target illuminance – adaptation 
pedestal illuminance) / adaptation pedestal illuminance.  Further calculations show that 
CDT = (median target illuminance – delta pedestal illuminance) / adaptation pedestal 
illuminance. 
CDT is a contrast measure that yields symmetrical increment and decrement 
contrasts, given equated luminances above and below adaptation pedestal.  A 
symmetrical representation of contrast about adaptation is necessary because Legge and 
Kersten (1983) attributed a portion of the asymmetry between increment and decrement 
thresholds that had been found in earlier research to the contrast measure calculated.  
This opinion was substantiated in a recent analysis of mathematical calculations 
frequently used in psychophysical research (Graff, 2014).  Weber contrast, for example, 
which may be used to calculate contrast discrimination thresholds generated from the 
non-periodic stimuli used in this dissertation research, produces contrast magnitudes that 
depend on whether the object or the background has the lower luminance.  Weber 
contrast is calculated as CW = (LObject – LBackground) / LBackground, where L is luminance.  
Dependent contrast magnitudes are problematic in my research because increment and 
decrement contrast difference thresholds are used in subsequent asymmetry calculations.  
One type of calculation that produces symmetric increment and decrement contrasts is a 
fraction with a difference numerator which is independent of its non-varying reference 
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denominator (Graff, 2014).  Because CDT is of this type, it was used to calculate contrast 
unless otherwise specified in my research. 
Estimating CDT from data collected with method of constant stimuli was 
accomplished by fitting a Weibull function to the data using Mathematica’s 
NonlinearModelFit function.  The Weibull function is given by 
Ψ(ΔCDT) = 0.25 + (0.25−λ) (1 – exp[−(ΔCDT / α)β])                                          (3.1) 
where ΔCDT is delta pedestal-target contrast relative to the adaptation pedestal, α is the 
test contrast, β is the slope of the psychometric function, and λ is a lapse rate variable 
which controls for response errors (Wichmann & Hill, 2001).  Psychometric functions 
were plotted with standard error bars calculated at each target contrast measured using 
the score confidence interval with number of trials completed and α = .318 (Agresti & 
Coull, 1998; Wilson, 1927).  Because the contrast discrimination task is 4-AFC, threshold 
was set at the contrast for which correct discriminations were made 62.5% of the time. 
3.3.2. Contrast Gain 
 Difference thresholds, ΔI, which are the numerator of CDT measured at each delta 
pedestal, served as the dependent variable in the contrast gain model equation 
log ΔI = log(KI) + log[(C∆ + CSat)2] – log{[CSat – (k)(C∆ + CSat)]}                    (3.2) 
where K is a vertical scaling parameter, I is illuminance of the adaptation pedestal, C∆ is 
the contrast between delta pedestal illuminance and adaptation pedestal illuminance, CSat 
is the contrast semisaturation constant, and k is a variable set to zero unless full saturation 
arises.  Equation 3.2 is a modification of the Michaelis-Menten equation for contrast 
saturation (Croner & Kaplan, 1995; Kaplan & Shapley, 1986; Naka & Rushton, 1966), 
adapted for psychophysics and expressed only in CSat without cell response maximums 
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(Pokorny & Smith, 1997; Smith & Pokorny, 2003; Smith, Sun & Pokorny, 2001; Snippe, 
1998).  The parameter k was set to zero in all analyses conducted.  K and CSat were 
allowed to vary. 
Psychophysical increment and decrement contrast gains were estimated by 
visually comparing the slopes of their fitted contrast gain functions, plotted with contrast 
difference thresholds on the ordinate and delta pedestal illuminance on the abscissa in log 
Trolands (Pokorny & Smith, 1997).  Each contrast gain function was generated by 
modeling the relationship between the absolute values of the ∆I, delta pedestal 
illuminances, and adaptation illuminance with Equation 3.2.  When plotted, the increment 
∆I produce a monotonically increasing contrast gain function that spans the three delta 
pedestal illuminances above the adaptation pedestal; the decrement ∆I produce a 
monotonically decreasing contrast gain function that spans the three delta pedestal 
illuminances below the adaptation pedestal.  CSat controls the slope when k is set equal to 
zero.  Steeper slopes indicate higher contrast gains.  
3.3.3. Binocular Summation 
 
Because contrast sensitivity is the inverse of contrast threshold and contrast 
thresholds are measured, the ratio of monocular to binocular contrast difference threshold 
quantifies binocular summation of contrast in this research.  The magnitude of binocular 
summation at each delta pedestal was calculated as the ratio of the averaged left and right 
eye monocular contrast difference thresholds to the dichoptic contrast difference 
threshold, BSR = Monocular CDT / Dichoptic CDT.  A BSR around 1.0 indicates that one 
eye can discriminate contrast just as well as two.  A larger BSR indicates greater benefit 
from using two eyes over one.  
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3.3.4. Asymmetry Coefficients 
Five contrast processing asymmetries were assessed.  Contrast difference 
thresholds were used to calculate them.  Because asymmetries were calculated as ratios, 
all five asymmetry coefficients were dimensionless.  Asymmetry coefficients different 
from 1.0 indicate a bias in contrast processing.  The first asymmetry was assessed using 
the two CDT —one at high and one at low target contrast—measured at each delta 
pedestal, the second and third between increment and decrement CDT measured at each 
delta pedestal, and the fourth between increment and decrement contrast gains that were 
modeled across thresholds.  Table 3.1 provides a quick reference. 
 
Table 3.1 
Five Contrast Processing Asymmetry Coefficients 
Name Symbol Description 
Contrast magnitude asymmetry  αMag Ratio of low to high target contrast difference 
thresholds at each delta pedestal contrast 
 
Delta pedestal asymmetry  α∆ Ratio of increment to decrement αMag at each delta 
pedestal contrast 
 
Contrast polarity asymmetry  αPol Ratio of increment to decrement high target 
contrast difference thresholds at each delta 
pedestal contrast 
 
Contrast gain asymmetry  αSat Ratio of increment to decrement CSat values from 
contrast response models 
 
Binocular summation asymmetry  αBSR Ratio of increment to decrement binocular 
summation ratios at each delta pedestal contrast 
 
First, at each delta pedestal, two contrast difference thresholds were measured: 
one with target further from (high target contrast) and one with target closer to (low 
target contrast) adaptation pedestal luminance.  The contrast magnitude asymmetry was 
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Figure 3.4. Measured asymmetry in increment and decrement contrast difference 
thresholds. Shown are stimulus luminance profiles to ease comprehension of measured 
asymmetries. Increment stimuli were above and decrement stimuli were below adaptation 
pedestal luminance. Asymmetries were calculated to compare CDT either above or below 
the adaptation pedestal and were also calculated to compare CDT across adaptation 
pedestal luminance. αMag was low divided by high target CDT. α∆ was increment divided 
by decrement αMag. αPol was increment divided by decrement high target CDT. 
Asymmetries were calculated at analogous delta pedestal contrasts. 
 
 Second, the magnitude of αMag may depend on whether the target and delta 
pedestal were above or below adaptation.  To address this possibility, the magnitude of 
delta pedestal asymmetry was measured as α∆ = increment αMag / decrement αMag at each 
delta pedestal contrast by observer prior to averaging. Third, high target CDT may differ 
between increment and decrements.  This asymmetry, αPol, resembles threshold 
asymmetries reported in the extant literature (Baker et al., 2012; Lu & Sperling, 2012).  It 
was calculated as αPol = increment high target CDT / decrement high target CDT at 
analogous delta pedestal contrasts by observer.  Fourth, the slopes of increment and 
















decrement contrast gain functions may differ from each other.  The magnitude of contrast 
gain asymmetry was expressed as a ratio of fitted model saturating contrast values, αSat = 
increment delta pedestal high target CSat / decrement high target CSat (Figure 3.5).  It was 
calculated this way because cell contrast gain can be estimated by RMax / CSat, where RMax 
is the cell maximum response in impulses per second (Croner & Kaplan, 1995).  When 
the increment contrast gain is divided by decrement contrast gain, the RMax terms cancel 
and the two estimated CSat terms remain in the ratio.  Asymmetry in binocular summation 
was calculated as the ratio of increment high target BSR to analogous decrement high 
target BSR, αBSR = increment BSR / decrement BSR.  
 
Figure 3.5. Measured asymmetry in psychophysical contrast gains. Contrast gains are 
indicated in the slopes of the contrast response functions. Slopes were modeled as a 
function of delta pedestal illuminance and difference threshold, ∆I.  ∆I were measured at 
three increment and three decrement delta pedestals in each of the M and P pathways. A 




















 Several observers participated in these experiments.  Aside from this author, two 
were UNH faculty (JES &WWS) and the rest are undergraduate students working in the 
Stine Vision Research Lab.  Observers had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.  The 
experiments were initially approved by UNH Internal Review Board (IRB) in November 
2012 (IRB approval number ENov32012A).  UNH IRB approval was renewed in 
November 2013 (IRB approval number ENov32013A).  Copies of the approval letters are 
located in Appendix A.  The data were collected during Spring 2013, Summer 2013, Fall 
















ASYMMETRIES IN CONTRAST DISCRIMINATION THRESHOLD  
 





The extant neurophysiological and psychophysical literatures showed that the M 
pathway generates greater contrast gain than the P pathway (Pokorny & Smith, 1997; 
Pokorny, 2011).  The literatures also provided evidence that increments in visual field 
luminance are not processed in the same way as decrements.  Most often, observers are 
less sensitive to increment than analogous decrement in luminance or contrast (Lu & 
Sperling, 2012; Whittle, 1986).  Researchers have recently shown that the asymmetry in 
increment and decrement thresholds increases with increases in contrast magnitude (Lu & 
Sperling, 2012).  Because the M and P pathways dominate psychophysical responses at 
lower and higher contrasts (Pokorny & Smith, 1997), respectively, the question of 
whether these two pathways differ in the magnitude of threshold asymmetry naturally 
arose. 
A resulting implication of increases in threshold asymmetry with increases in 
stimulus contrast was that contrast gain and saturation underlie the asymmetry in 
increment and decrement thresholds.  Evidence for whether this is the case is actually 
slim in the psychophysical literature.  In their research, Pokorny and Smith (1997) may 
have reduced the probability of finding an asymmetry in increment and decrement 
contrast gains because they averaged the high and low target contrast difference 
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thresholds (CDT) measured at each delta pedestal prior to modeling the increment and 
decrement contrast gain functions across delta pedestals.  The asymmetry in thresholds 
may more likely be linked to an asymmetry in contrast gain if only high target CDT were 
modeled.  High target CDT, those with contrasts that are greater than delta pedestal 
contrast, are more like those that other researchers have measured when assessing 
asymmetry in thresholds (Baker et al, 2012).  Because the threshold asymmetry was 
shown to pervade a multitude of simple and complex tasks (Lu & Sperling, 2012) and 
thus localized to early visual processing, it was thought here that the threshold asymmetry 
should also arise in the M and P pathways.   
The first three experiments sought to identify and quantify asymmetries between 
increment and decrement CDT and contrast gain in dichoptic and monocular vision.  If an 
asymmetry in increment and decrement contrast gain underlies the asymmetry in 
increment and decrement CDT, and if contrast gain differs between M and P pathways, the 
asymmetry in increment and decrement CDT may also differ between M and P pathways.  
The possibility for differences between pathways is supported by neurophysiological 
research results showing that the primary location for contrast gain normalization differs 
for M and P pathway cells in primates, at retina in the M pathway and at striate in the P 
pathway (Benardete, Kaplan & Knight, 1992; Shapley & Victor, 1978; Solomon et al., 
2004; 2006), as well as by neurophysiological research results showing that more cells 
respond to decrements than increments, at retina in the M pathway (Ahmad et al., 2003) 
and at striate in the P pathway (Yeh et al., 2009).  Evidence for differences in increment 
and decrement contrast gain also come from the neurophysiological finding that ON cells 
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exhibit greater contrast gain than OFF cells in the M pathway (Chichilnisky & Kalmar, 
2002). 
The M and P pathway differences in contrast response may also contribute to 
pathway differences in the subsequent binocular summation of contrast.  The results of 
one psychophysical experiment (Legge, 1984a) suggest that binocular summation may be 
greater in the M than P pathway.  Again, binocular summation indicates the extent to 
which a human observer benefits in using two eyes over one when discriminating 
contrast.  Binocular summation was found greater for discrimination at lower (1% or 5% 
Michelson contrast) than at higher (25% Michelson contrast; Legge, 1984a) grating 
pedestal contrast.  Assuming that the M pathway governs the psychophysical response at 
very low contrast and yields to the P pathway at higher contrasts (Pokorny & Smith, 
1997), Legge’s evidence suggests that M pathway stimuli may generate greater BSRs 
than P pathway stimuli.  Legge’s (1984a) grating pedestal contrast may be considered 
analogous to the present research’s delta pedestal contrast because both serve as contrast 
from which observers must discriminate target contrast.  Legge’s task was 200 ms, 
however.  The M pathway response may show reductions in contrast gain when delta 
pedestal contrast is presented for 200 ms (Smith, Sun & Pokorny, 2003).  Therefore, it is 
unknown how much a P pathway response might have contributed to monocular or 
binocular thresholds at the lowest contrast measured. 
The results of other psychophysical experiments suggest that binocular 
summation may be greater for increment than decrement delta pedestal contrast (Baker et 
al., 2012).  Using a contrast discrimination task, Baker et al. (2012) found that BSRs for 
increments was about 2.0 and for decrements was about √2.  In this particular task, 
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increment delta pedestals were + 8 cdm-2 from a .01 cdm-2 uniform background and 
decrement delta pedestals were -8 cdm-2 from a 20 cdm-2 uniform background.  
Combined with durations of 200 ms, the stimulus contrast may have generated responses 
from either one or both of the pathways.   
The different magnitudes of increment and decrement binocular summation were 
attributed to a difference in pre-binocular combination processing nonlinearities because 
previous research for a contrast matching task showed that binocular summation for 
increments underwent a smaller nonlinearity than decrements (Baker et al., 2012).  The 
difference in nonlinearity meant that observers proportionately weighted increment 
monocular inputs but disproportionately weighted decrement monocular inputs toward 
the larger decrement while matching to a standard, dichoptic binocular contrast response.  
Binocular summation within a linear system meant that one eye required twice the 
contrast of that required for two eyes to make the same discrimination.  A nonlinear 
system meant that one eye required less than twice the contrast required for two eyes.  
They maintained that the small nonlinearity found for increments would generate a BSR 
closer to 2.0 and the large nonlinearity found for decrements would generate a BSR 
closer to √2, which is what was found.  Possible M and P pathway differences were not 
considered.   
In summary, M and P pathway responses differ in contrast sensitivity, contrast 
gain, and contrast normalization.  Within each pathway, increment and decrement 
responses may also differ along these dimensions.  Therefore, polarity may influence 
psychophysical findings.  A search of the extant literature did not uncover research 
measuring increment and decrement contrast threshold, contrast gain, and binocular 
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summation within pathway.  Therefore, it was unknown whether psychophysical M and P 
pathway responses exhibit asymmetry in increment and decrement contrast 
discrimination threshold, contrast gain, or binocular summation.  
4.2. Experiment 1 
4.2.1. Introduction 
Experiment 1 was conducted to ascertain whether the delta pedestal stimuli 
generate contrast processing asymmetries.  CDT were measured at and contrast gain were 
modeled across increment and decrement delta pedestals in each of the M and P 
pathways.  Contrast gain is revealed when the target contrast needed to make a correct 
discrimination increases as delta pedestal contrast increases.  The increase in target 
contrast needed is indicated in the slope of the function spanning CDT.  Contrast gain 
functions are typically steeper in the M than in the P pathway (Pokorny & Smith, 1997).  
Given the previous analyses of psychophysical data obtained with the M and P pathway 
experimental protocols (Pokorny & Smith, 1997; Smith & Pokorny, 2003; Pokorny, 
2011), however, it was not known a priori if there should be substantial differences 
between the M and P pathways in the type or magnitude of asymmetries in increment and 
decrement CDT and contrast gain.  The hypotheses put forth thus rest on extant 
neurophysiological literature results along with extant psychophysical literature results 
obtained with different stimuli. 
 The asymmetries calculated in this research were created to look for potential 
pathway differences in how they process increment and decrement contrast.  Coefficients 
different from 1.0 indicate asymmetry.  They are listed in Table 3.1 for quick reference.  
Briefly here, contrast magnitude asymmetry (αMag) was calculated as a ratio of low to 
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high target CDT.  It quantified the effect of target contrast magnitude on CDT.   The low 
targets were those with luminances nearer to adaptation pedestal luminance than delta 
pedestal luminance was; the high targets were those with luminances farther from 
adaptation pedestal luminance than delta pedestal luminance was.  Therefore, the high 
targets had greater contrast than low targets.  The delta pedestal asymmetry (α∆) was 
calculated as a ratio of increment to decrement αMag for comparing the effect of delta 
pedestal polarity on high and low CDT.  The contrast polarity asymmetry (αPol) was a ratio 
that quantified the asymmetry in analog increment high target and decrement high target 
CDT.  This asymmetry calculation closely parallels those reported in the extant literature 
(Lu & Sperling, 2012).  The contrast gain asymmetry (αSat) was calculated as the ratio of 
increment to decrement contrast gains that were modeled using high target CDT.   
Hypotheses.  Within each pathway, it was expected that low target CDT would be 
greater than high target CDT at each delta pedestal, producing αMag, less than 1.0 simply 
because the greater contrast of the high target should be easier to discriminate.  It was 
unknown whether αMag should differ for increment and decrement delta pedestals, 
however, so no a priori hypothesis for α∆ was made. 
Within each pathway, it was also expected that increment would be greater than 
analogous decrement high target CDT, producing αPol greater than 1.0, assuming that the 
asymmetry arises early in each pathway and pervades all task outcomes.  Contrast gain 
functions were also expected to be steeper for increment than decrement delta pedestal 
contrasts, assuming the psychophysical contrast response parallels the neurophysical 
contrast response.  Because steeper functions are indicated by a lower modeled CSat, αSat 




Increment and decrement dichoptic CDT were measured in the M and P pathways.  
Data were gathered using the weighted 1-down/1-up (Garcia-Perez, 2011; Kaernbach, 
1991) double-random staircase (Cornsweet, 1962) method discussed in the General 
Methods section.  Background luminance was 14.20 cdm-2 and adaptation pedestal 
luminance was 24.25 cdm-2.  Stimulus duration was 36.67 ms.   
At each of seven delta pedestals (Table 4.1), including the adaptation pedestal, 
both high and low CDT were measured at each delta pedestal contrast.  At the start of each 
staircase, target contrast was easily discriminable from delta pedestal contrast.  The 
termination criterion was set at twelve reversals for each of the high and low CDT 
staircases.  A double random staircase took about 60 trials to complete.  Observers 
completed staircases for high and low target CDT at all seven delta pedestals for either the 
M or P pathway in less than one hour.  M and P pathway sessions were completed in 




Experiment 1 Magnocellular and Parvocellular Delta Pedestal Contrasts 
 
 Delta Pedestal Contrast Relative to Adaptation Pedestal 
Pathway Delta Below (%) Adaptation  Delta Above (%) 
M -7.15 -4.71 -2.33   0 2.33 4.71 7.15 
P -41.25 -25.89 -12.20   0 12.20 25.89 41.25 
 
High and low CDT for each of the delta pedestals were calculated as discussed in 
Dependent Variables (Section 3.3).  To model increment and decrement contrast gains for 
each of the M and P pathways, increment and decrement CDT from at least two sessions 
were fit using Equation 3.2.  Seven observers participated in Experiment 1. 
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4.2.3. Results and Discussion 
The M and P pathway experimental protocols were used to measure high and low 
CDT at each of seven delta pedestals.  High and low CDT permitted the calculation of four 
contrast processing asymmetries: αMag, α∆, αPol, and αSat.  The results are grouped by 
pathway and asymmetry to facilitate discussion.  Statistics were calculated with 
asymmetries converted to log units to extend the compressed range over which 
asymmetries less than 1.0 operate in comparison to asymmetries above 1.0.   
M pathway αMag and αΔ.  In the M pathway, each observer’s average αMag was 
greater than 1.0 for increment and decrement delta pedestals.  The standard errors that are 
plotted with αMag in Figure 4.1 correspond to the averages of three increment αMag and 
decrement αMag for each of the seven observers.  A single-sample t test was conducted for 
increment and decrement log (αMag) collapsed across delta pedestal contrasts.  Increment 
log(αMag) significantly differed from log(1.0), t(20) = 5.37, p < .001, d = 1.17.   
Decrement log(αMag) significantly differed from log(1.0), t(20) = 11.39, p < .001, d = 
2.49.   
Figure 4.2 suggests that M pathway αMag decreased as delta pedestal contrast 
increased.   A repeated measures ANOVA with delta pedestal contrast magnitude and 
polarity as factors found that log (αMag) depended on delta pedestal contrast, F(2, 12) = 
18.14, p < .001, ωp2 = .83.  Increment also differed from decrement log (αMag), F(1, 6) = 
15.29, p = .008, ωp2 = .67.  Grand average αMag for all observers was 2.20 (SD = .64) for 
increments and 2.80 (SD = .53) for decrements.  The interaction between delta pedestal 
contrast magnitude and polarity was not statistically significant, F(2, 12) = .485, p = ns.  
Altogether, these results indicate that observers required a larger difference between low 
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target and delta pedestal contrasts than between high target and delta pedestal contrasts to 
reach criterion threshold in both increment and decrement delta pedestal conditions.  
Increment and decrement αMag decreased as delta pedestal contrast increased.  M pathway 
αMag were greater for decrement than for increment delta pedestal conditions.   
Figure 4.2 also shows α∆, which quantifies the asymmetry between increment and 
decrement αMag by delta pedestal contrast for each observer.  In the M pathway, α∆ were 
mostly below 1.0.  A single-sample t test for log(α∆) collapsed across delta pedestal 
contrasts indicated that log(α∆) significantly differed from log(1.0), t(20) = -2.92, p = 
.009, d = -.64.  The grand average delta pedestal asymmetry, which was calculated at 
each delta pedestal prior to averaging across observers, was .81 (SD =.38).  Repeated 
measures ANOVA suggests no association between M pathway log(α∆) and delta 
pedestal contrast, F(2, 12) = .49, ns.  Altogether, these results provide evidence that α∆ 
did not depend on delta pedestal contrast but again indicate that there may be larger 
differences between high and low CDT in M decrement than increment delta pedestal 
conditions. 
P pathway αMag and αΔ.  Figure 4.1 shows average P pathway increment and 
decrement αMag by observer.  The plotted standard errors correspond to the averages of 
three increment αMag and three decrement αMag.  A single-sample t test with data 
collapsed across delta pedestals found that log (αMag) did not significantly differ from 
log(1.0), t(41) = 1.93, p = .06, d = .30.  Grand average αMag for all observers was 1.40 
(SD = .72) for increment and 1.25 (SD = .36) for decrement delta pedestal contrasts.  
Repeated measures ANOVA showed P pathway log (αMag) did not depend on delta 
pedestal contrast magnitude, F(1.14, 6.84) = 4.78, ns or on polarity, F(1, 6) = .01, ns.  
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The degrees of freedom were Greenhouse-Geisser adjusted for delta pedestal contrast 
magnitude because Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity was significant, Х2(2) = 7.04, p = .03.  
Because αMag pass through 1.0, which indicates no asymmetry, these results are 
ambiguous.  They were not replicated in Experiment 3.  All considered, P pathway did 









Figure 4.1. Experiment 1 magnocellular and parvocellular contrast magnitude 
asymmetries. αMag was calculated as low target divided by high target contrast difference 
threshold at each delta pedestal. Depicted for each observer in the a) magnocellular amd 
b) parvocellular pathways are the average αMag for three decrement and for 3 increment 
delta pedestals with +/- 1 standard error bars. αMag > 1 (<1) indicates that a greater 
(smaller) difference in target and delta pedestal contrast was needed to make 






Figure 4.2 indicates that average α∆ were more variable across delta pedestal 
contrasts in the P than M pathway.  Grand average P pathway α∆ was 1.26 (SD = .72).  A 
single-sample t test with data collapsed across delta pedestals showed that P pathway 
log(α∆) did not significantly differ from log(1.0), t(20) = .38, ns.  α∆ started above 1.0, 
passed through 1.0, then went below 1.0.  
 
a)                                                                     b) 
   
 
c)                                                                     d) 
   
                
Figure 4.2. Experiment 1 magnocellular and parvocellular contrast magnitude and delta 
pedestal asymmetries by delta pedestal contrast.  Shown are plots a) magnocellular and b) 
parvocellular contrast magnitude asymmetry by delta pedestal contrast.  Also shown are 
plots c) magnocellular and d) parvocellular delta pedestal asymmetry by delta pedestal 
contrast. α∆ was calculated as increment αMag divided by decrement αMag. All plots show 
delta pedestal contrast (%) on the abscissa and asymmetry on a log-scaled ordinate. Lines 
linking observer data points across delta pedestal contrasts are provided only to aid visual 
comparisons. 
 
Figure 4.2 indicates that α∆ decreased as delta pedestal contrast was increased, 
which was supported by a repeated measures ANOVA for log (α∆) and delta pedestal 
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contrast, F(2, 12) = 6.12, p = .015, ωp2 = .59 via linear trend, F(1, 6) = 33.20, p = .001.  
Because α∆ passed through 1.0, which indicates no asymmetry, the significance of P 
pathway results here again were ambiguous.  They likely arose by chance because they 
did not replicate in Experiment 3.  Altogether, these results suggest that the P pathway 
does not exhibit α∆. 
Modeled αSat and αPol.  Another question to answer with Experiment 1 data was 
whether there were asymmetries in contrast gain (αSat) and in CDT (αPol) in either of the M 
or P pathways.  The two coefficients quantified asymmetry in increment and decrement 
contrast processing for delta pedestal conditions that were identical except for being 
either above or below adaptation pedestal luminance.  
αSat quantified the asymmetry in increment and decrement contrast gains.  M and 
P pathway αSat were calculated using the increment and decrement CSat obtained when 
modeling contrast gain (Equation 3.2).  CSat is the contrast semisaturation constant.  It 
estimates the contrast at which a cell reaches half its response maximum.  
Psychophysically, a lower CSat value implies that the measured pathway exhibits greater 
contrast gain and reaches saturation at lower contrast.  In this way, CSat controls the slope 
of the contrast gain function when the equation variable k = 0 (my Equation 3.2; Smith & 
Pokorny, 2003; Snippe, 1998).   
αPol quantified the asymmetry in increment and decrement contrast discrimination.  
αPol was calculated as increment divided by analogous decrement high target CDT at each 
of the three delta pedestal contrasts.  As noted in the introduction, calculation of this 
asymmetry coefficient provided a direct comparison of analogous increment and 
decrement thresholds as well as a measure that closely corresponds to threshold 
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asymmetry coefficients reported in the extant literature.  αPol results should align with the 
vertical locating parameter K results obtained from contrast gain modeling.  Lower K 
indicate greater contrast sensitivity because the contrast gain function is vertically lower 
on the ordinate. 
The contrast gain model was fit to each observer’s data using Mathematica’s 
NonlinearModelFit function.  CSat was constrained to values between 0 and 10.0 and K 
was constrained to values greater than 0.  Table 4.2 lists the fitted high target CSat and K 
for M and P pathway increments and decrements by observer.  R2 indicates the 
psychophysical contrast gain model’s goodness of fit, or the proportion of variation 
explained in an observer’s thresholds.  Greater R2 indicate better model fit.   A 
comparison of M and P pathway R2 reveals better fits for the P than M pathway data.  
Figures 4.3 and 4.5 for the respective M and P pathways depict the increment and 
decrement contrast gain functions, plotted with difference threshold on the ordinate and 
delta pedestal illuminance on the abscissa, both in log units. The plot is thus referred to as 
a threshold-versus-illuminance plot, or TVI.  The increment contrast gain function spans 
the three delta pedestals above and the decrement function spans the three delta pedestals 
below adaptation pedestal luminance. 
A comparison of M and P pathway CSat reveals that CSat was smaller in the M than 
P pathway for all observers.  A smaller CSat indicates that the M pathway showed greater 
contrast gain than the P pathway, as expected.  Within each pathway, decrement was 
smaller than increment K, indicating greater sensitivity for decrement than increment 






Experiment 1 Magnocellular and Parvocellular Dichoptic Contrast Gain Model 
Parameter Fits 
 
    M Decrement     M Increment    P Decrement   P Increment 
Obs K CSat R2  K CSat R2    K CSat R2    K   CSat    R2 
AMM .17 .02 .90  .21 .09 .90  .04 1.89 .95  .06   .27 .88 
BDC .21 .09 .80  .40 .06 .95  .03 6.69 .99  .15 1.18 .96 
JES .13 .01 .95  .20 .02 .95  .04 2.02 .99  .16   .19 .98 
JLL .09 .09 .62  .14 .02 .88  .05 .72 .98  .06   .24 .90 
KLW .13 .17 .86  .24 .05 .97  .02 3.05 .93  .18   .15 .99 
TJW .10 .01 .94  .24 .02 .86   .04 2.29 .96  .12   .14 .98 
WWS .21 .17 .70  .27 .02 .98  .02 10.0 .99  .18   .73 .99 
 
 
M pathway αSat and αPol.  Modeling contrast gain functions in the M pathway 
revealed that the dichoptic stimuli used in this research generated results that are in line 
with extant literature results obtained with binocular stimuli (Pokorny & Smith, 1997).  
The M pathway increment and decrement contrast gain functions were steep (Figure 4.3), 
replicating the strong contrast gains of M pathway cells (Figure 2.2). 
Comparison of fitted model parameters in Table 4.2 indicates that M pathway 
increment and decrement CSat did not systematically differ from each other across 
observers.  Four had greater decrement than increment CSat, one had greater increment 
than decrement CSat, and two had no substantial difference.  The increment and 
decrement contrast gain functions appear similarly steep.  Grand average αSat was 1.40 
for all observers combined.  A dependent t test for whether M pathway increment 
differed from decrement CSat was not significant, t(6) = -1.36, ns. 
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Figure 4.3. Experiment 1 magnocellular threshold-versus-illuminance plots of increment 
and decrement contrast gains. The abscissa represents delta pedestal illuminance and the 
ordinate represents average difference threshold illuminance, ΔI, at each of the 3 
decrement (below adaptation) and 3 increment (above adaptation) delta pedestal high 
target conditions. The filled triangle locates background illuminance and the open 
triangle locates adaptation pedestal illuminance. The decrement and increment contrast 
gain functions were fit with Equation 3.2 and plotted over the same retinal illuminance 








Figure 4.3 continued. Experiment 1 magnocellular threshold-versus-illuminance plots of 
increment and decrement contrast gains. The abscissa represents delta pedestal 
illuminance and the ordinate represents average difference threshold illuminance, ΔI, at 
each of the 3 decrement (below adaptation) and 3 increment (above adaptation) delta 
pedestal high target conditions. The filled triangle locates background illuminance and 
the open triangle locates adaptation pedestal illuminance. The decrement and increment 
contrast gain functions were fit with Equation 3.2 and plotted over the same retinal 
illuminance range for all observers.  
 
 
Although M pathway increment did not differ from decrement CSat, M pathway 
increment and decrement K did.  K were systematically smaller for decrement than 
increment contrast gain functions, as shown by dependent t test, t(6) = 4.53, p = .004, d = 
1.71.  Accordingly, the TVI plots in Figure 4.3 show that the decrement contrast gain 
functions are vertically lower than the increment contrast gain functions, a pattern 





αPol were then calculated.  The M pathway αPol observer average for the three 
delta pedestal contrasts ranged from .86 to 1.80, with grand average across all seven 
observers equal to 1.29.  This number is very close to the 1.25 average reported by Lu 
and Sperling (2012).  Table 4.3 lists the observers’ grand average at each delta pedestal 
contrast.  Grand average αPol were equal to or greater than 1.0 at each, which suggests a 
tendency for observers to be more sensitive to decrement than increment contrast.  A 
single-sample t test, however, for log (αPol) equal to log (1.0) collapsed across the three 
delta pedestal contrasts was not statistically significant, t(20) = 1.06, ns.  This result 
contradicts the smaller M pathway K for decrements than increments that were just 
discussed.  
 
Table 4.3  
Experiment 1 Magnocellular Contrast Polarity Asymmetry by Delta Pedestal Contrast 
 
          αPol 
Delta Pedestal Contrast (%)   M SD 
    +/-  2.33 1.17 .62 
    +/-  4.71 1.57 .72 
    +/-  7.15 1.13 .40 
 
Next, Figure 4.4 plots M pathway αPol at each delta pedestal contrast by observer.  
No systematic across-observer changes in αPol were apparent for when delta pedestal 
contrast was increased.  A repeated measures ANOVA showed that delta pedestal 
contrast was not associated with log (αPol), F(2, 12) = .85, ns in the M pathway.   
Considered altogether, Experiment 1 found little evidence that an asymmetry in 
increment and decrement contrast gain could contribute to an asymmetry in increment 




a)                                                                   b) 
   
 
Figure 4.4. Experiment 1 magnocellular and parvocellular contrast polarity asymmetries 
by delta pedestal contrast. αPol was calculated as increment divided by analogous 
decrement high target contrast difference threshold. Shown in figure a) is magnocellular 
and in b) parvocellular αPol. On the abscissa is delta pedestal contrast (%) and on the log-
scaled ordinate is αPol. Lines linking observer data points across delta pedestal contrasts 
are provided only to aid visual comparisons.
 
P pathway αSat and αPol.  As in the M pathway, modeling contrast gain in the P 
pathway revealed that the dichoptic stimulus used in this research generates results that 
resemble the extant literature results (Pokorny & Smith, 1997).  Increment and decrement 
contrast gain functions in the P pathway (Figure 4.5) were shallower than in the M 
pathway (Figure 4.3), replicating the shallower contrast gain function of P relative to M 
pathway cells (Figure 2.2). 
The P pathway’s systematic contrast gain model results differed from the M 
pathway’s more varied results.  In the P pathway, increment and decrement K and CSat 
differed from each other for all observers (Table 4.2).  K were significantly smaller for 
decrements than increments, indicating greater sensitivity for decrement than increment 
contrast.  A dependent t test comparing increment and decrement K was significant, t(6) = 
4.11, p = .006, d = 1.55. 
P pathway CSat was much greater for decrement than increment delta pedestals.  A 
dependent t test comparing increment and decrement CSat was statistically significant, t(6) 
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= -2.97, p = .025, d = 1.12.  P pathway contrast gain functions were accordingly steeper 
across increment than decrement delta pedestal contrasts (Figure 4.5).  Steeper functions 
imply larger contrast gains and lower saturating contrasts, as was expected for 
increments.   
       
     
 
Figure 4.5. Experiment 1 parvocellular threshold-versus-illuminance plots of increment 
and decrement contrast gains. The abscissa represents delta pedestal illuminance and the 
ordinate represents average difference threshold illuminance, ΔI, at each of the 3 
decrement (below adaptation) and 3 increment (above adaptation) delta pedestal high 
target conditions. The filled triangle locates background illuminance and the open 
triangle locates adaptation pedestal illuminance. The decrement and increment contrast 
gain functions were fit with Equation 3.2 and plotted over the same retinal illuminance 






    
 
Figure 4.5 continued. Experiment 1 parvocellular threshold-versus-illuminance plots of 
increment and decrement contrast gains. The abscissa represents delta pedestal 
illuminance and the ordinate represents average difference threshold illuminance, ΔI, at 
each of the 3 decrement (below adaptation) and 3 increment (above adaptation) delta 
pedestal high target conditions. The filled triangle locates background illuminance and 
the open triangle locates adaptation pedestal illuminance. The decrement and increment 
contrast gain functions were fit with Equation 3.2 and plotted over the same retinal 
illuminance range for all observers. 
 
 
The shallower P pathway decrement slopes relative to increment slopes in Figure 
4.5 suggest that a reason why the human visual system is more sensitive to decrements 
than to increments is that the P pathway better maintains its sensitivity for decrements 
when faced with increasing contrast, such as when delta pedestal contrast is increased.  
Evidence for this was found in both P pathway αSat and αPol.  The grand average αSat was 
.17, which reflects the finding that increment was smaller than decrement CSat for every 





to 2.77 (only one observer was less than 1.0), with grand average αPol equal to 1.51.  A 
single-sample t test collapsed across delta pedestals for log (αPol) equal to log (1.0) was 
not significant, t(20) = 1.85, p = ns.   
The grand averages in Table 4.4 further suggest that P pathway αPol depends on 
delta pedestal contrast magnitude.  Figure 4.4 shows αPol by observer.  The upward 
trajectory of P pathway αPol as delta pedestal contrast increased indicates that P pathway 
αPol was associated with delta pedestal contrast.  A repeated measures ANOVA showed 
that P pathway log (αPol) was associated with delta pedestal contrast, F(2, 12) = 11.72, p = 
.002, ωp2 = .76 via linear trend, F(1, 6) = 40.74,  p = .001.  The dependence of αPol on 
delta pedestal contrast may account for why the single-sample t test was not statistically 
significant because collapsing over means of different levels reduces power of the test.  
The upward trajectory in αPol indicates that as delta pedestal contrast increased, the 




Experiment 1 Parvocellular Contrast Polarity Asymmetry by Delta Pedestal Contrast 
 
Delta Pedestal Contrast (%)   M SD 
    +/-  12.20   .93   .39 
    +/-  25.89 1.28   .60 
    +/-  41.25 2.34 1.28 
 
Considered altogether, the evidence for systematic across observer P pathway 
asymmetries in increment and decrement CDT and contrast gain is strong.  αPol increased 
when delta pedestal contrast was increased, a result that is in line with what others have 
found when they increase stimulus contrast (Lu & Sperling, 2012).  The contrast gain 
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functions in Figure 4.5 and the results of repeated measures ANOVA together suggest 
that αSat was associated with a disproportionate increase in increment relative to 
decrement CDT.  In sum, Experiment 1 provides evidence that an asymmetry in increment 
and decrement contrast gains could contribute to the asymmetry in increment and 
decrement CDT in the P pathway.  
4.2.4. Conclusion 
The results from Experiment 1 showed that the M and P pathways produced 
different types of contrast processing asymmetry.  In the M pathway, low target were 
greater than high target CDT.  This asymmetry (αMag) decreased as delta pedestal contrast 
increased.  αMag were also larger for decrements than increments.  In the P pathway, αMag 
did not differ from 1.0.  In short, the relation of low to high target CDT was found only in 
the M pathway; it depended on both delta pedestal contrast and polarity.   
The results from Experiment 1 revealed that the observers were more sensitive to 
dichoptic decrement than increment contrast (αPol) in both the M and P pathways.  αPol 
increased as delta pedestal contrast increased only in the P pathway, however, perhaps 
arising from the greater P pathway increment than decrement contrast gains.   
Considered altogether, the M and P pathway results suggest that the magnitude of 
contrast gain may contribute to M pathway asymmetry in low to high CDT.  The 
magnitude of contrast gain may not by itself, however, contribute to the asymmetry in 
increment and decrement CDT because the asymmetry was not greater in the M than P 
pathway.  Instead, the evidence suggests that the P pathway asymmetry in increment and 
decrement contrast gains contributes to the asymmetry in increment and decrement CDT.   
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One potential explanation for the lack of M pathway asymmetry in increment and 
decrement contrast gains is that both are strongly normalized in the M pathway.  This 
explanation is supported by neurophysiological research showing substantial 
normalization via processes such as contrast gain control and adaptation where M 
pathway cell contrast responses pool (Baccus & Meister, 2004; Shapley & Victor, 1978; 
Solomon et al., 2002; 2004; 2006).  Another explanation is that the range of delta 
pedestal contrasts over which the M pathway response can be psychophysically measured 
is rather narrow, making it difficult to uncover differences between increment and 
decrement contrast gains.  
Because αPol closely resembles the increment and decrement threshold asymmetry 
measured in the extant literature, the results of Experiment 1 provide evidence that the 
previously reported asymmetry arises in both the M (average αPol = 1.29) and P (average 
αPol = 1.51) pathways.  These magnitudes are in line with those of Lu and Sperling (2012) 
who reported an experiment-wide range of 1.08 to 1.67, with an average of 1.25.  They 
also found that the asymmetry increased with increases in stimulus contrast. 
4.3. Experiment 2 
4.3.1. Introduction  
Experiment 1 found stronger evidence for αMag and αΔ in the M pathway and αPol 
and αSat in the P pathway.  The primary purpose of Experiment 2 was to measure 
monocular increment and decrement CDT in the M and P pathways to determine whether 
any of the four contrast processing asymmetries that were found in Experiment 1 arose 
monocularly in the same way.  A second purpose was to compare M and P pathway 
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binocular summation ratios (BSRs), calculated using CDT from Experiments 1 and 2, for 
increment and decrement contrast discrimination.  
A rationale for M and P pathway differences in contrast processing asymmetries 
was that cell responses to contrast undergo normalization via processes such as contrast 
gain control at different places in the M and P pathways, primarily at retina for the M 
pathway and at striate cortex for the P pathway (Benardete et al., 1992; Shapley & Victor, 
1978; Solomon et al., 2002; 2004; 2006).  Normalization of the contrast response prior to 
binocular summation would suggest that monocular and dichoptic asymmetries should be 
similar.  If contrast response normalization at retina was the primary driver of Experiment 
1 αMag and α∆ results, then the M pathway should generate monocular contrast processing 
asymmetries αMag and α∆ that are similar to their dichoptic analogs in Experiment 1.  
Little P pathway αMag and α∆ should be found because P pathway contrast gain is much 
lower than M pathway contrast gain and undergoes little normalization at retina.   
If contrast response normalization at striate was the primary driver of Experiment 
1 αSat and αPol results, the P pathway may or may not generate monocular αSat and αPol 
which are similar to their dichoptic analogs in Experiment 1.  This is because 
normalization of increment and decrement contrast responses may arise in various 
amounts before, during, or after binocular summation in the P pathway.  It does not arise 
in substantial amounts before striate cortex.  Psychophysical research has shown αPol in 
monocular thresholds (Whittle, 1986), however, so monocular αPol in the P pathway may 
arise.  αSat should also arise monocularly, if Experiment 1 results that linked αPol and αSat 
were correct.  Similarly, small amounts of M pathway αPol but no αSat should be found 
because αPol and αSat did not appear linked in Experiment 1. 
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Whether the pathways differ in binocular summation is unknown.  Legge (1984a) 
found greater increment BSRs when contrast discrimination was measured with a low 
grating pedestal contrast.  Increment BSRs decreased as grating pedestal contrast 
increased.  As noted at the outset of this chapter, the stimulus duration used in Legge’s 
(1984a) research was 200 ms, however, so both pathways could have contributed to the 
measured contrast thresholds even at very low contrast.  The results are nevertheless 
important because they contributed to the development of the quadratic summation 
model, wherein monocular inputs were said to generate a nonlinearity prior to binocular 
summation.  Baker et al. (2012) also maintained that the magnitude of binocular 
summation depended on monocular nonlinearities.  The contrast response has a greater 
nonlinearity than in the M than P pathway (Figure 2.2).  If greater monocular contrast 
response nonlinearity is a primary source of monocular nonlinearity, then the M pathway 
should show greater binocular summation than the P pathway.   
A within-pathway difference in the binocular summation of increments and 
decrements may also occur.  Only one experiment in the extant literature measured 
binocular summation during contrast discrimination of decrements as well as increments.  
Baker and colleagues (2012) found that BSRs were greater for increments than 
decrements.  Their contrast discrimination task was similar to the one used in the present 
research in that it had a delta pedestal.  It differed in that it presented the delta pedestal to 
both eyes during monocular trials and the one used in the present research presented the 
delta pedestal only to the test eye during monocular trials.  They did not attempt to 
control for M and P pathway responses, however.  Their results nevertheless suggest that 
increment and decrement contrast generate different BSRs.  According to this view, 
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within pathway BSRs should be greater for increment than for decrement contrast 
discrimination. 
Hypotheses. In the M pathway, the asymmetries αMag and α∆ that arose 
dichoptically in Experiment 1 were expected to arise monocularly in Experiment 2.  αMag 
were expected to be greater than 1.0 and α∆ were expected to be less than 1.0.  
Decreasing delta pedestal contrast in the M pathway was also expected to generate 
increasing monocular αMag.  Small M pathway αPol but no αSat were expected. 
In the P pathway, αPol and αSat that arose dichoptically in Experiment 1 were 
expected to arise monocularly in Experiment 2.  αPol were expected to be greater than 1.0 
and αSat were expected to be less than 1.0.  Consequently, increasing delta pedestal 
contrast was expected to generate increasing monocular αPol.  Significant monocular P 
pathway αMag and α∆ were not expected. 
BSRs were expected to be greater in the M than in the P pathway.  BSRs were 
expected to decrease as delta pedestal contrast was decreased.  Within pathway, BSRs 
were expected to be greater for increment than analogous decrement high target CDT, 
yielding αBSR greater than 1.0.   
4.3.2. Methods 
Monocular CDT were measured with the same apparatus and procedure as in 
Experiment 1 to permit their direct comparison against the dichoptic CDT measured in 
Experiment 1.  Left and right eye monocular trials were identical to dichoptic trials 
except that each eye was tested individually.  During trials, both delta pedestal and target 
were presented to the test eye only (Campbell & Green, 1965).  The adaptation pedestal 
remained visible in the untested eye.  High and low, left and right eye CDT were measured 
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at each of the seven delta pedestal contrasts.  Therefore, four staircases instead of two 
were randomly interleaved at each.  Experimental sessions for collecting monocular data 
lasted about 90 mins.  All other aspects of the stimulus and procedure remained identical 
to Experiment 1.  Four observers from Experiment 1 completed two sessions apiece for 
the M and P pathways in randomized order. 
4.3.3. Results and Discussion 
Left and right eye CDT were measured in Experiment 2.  Monocular data were 
collected separately from Experiment 1’s dichoptic data, so between-session comparisons 
of monocular and dichoptic conditions contain more variability than within-session 
comparisons of either condition across delta pedestal contrasts.  Statistics were calculated 
with asymmetries converted to log units to extend the compressed range over which 
asymmetries less than 1.0 operate in comparison to asymmetries above 1.0.   
A repeated measures ANOVA for CDT was conducted across observers with 
pathway, test eye, delta pedestal contrast magnitude, and delta pedestal contrast polarity 
as factors to assess monocular CDT.  M pathway monocular CDT were significantly lower 
than P pathway monocular CDT, F(1, 3) = 22.76, p = .018, ωp2 = .94.  Decrement CDT 
were significantly lower than increment CDT, F(1, 3) = 11.13, p = .045, ωp2 = .72.  Left 
and right eye CDT may significantly differ, F(1, 3) = 12.62, p = .038, ωp2 = .74.  As 
expected, CDT depended on delta pedestal contrast, F(2, 6) = 7.32, p = .025, ωp2 = .76.  
The interaction between pathway and delta pedestal contrast magnitude was statistically 
significant, F(2, 6) = 6.03, p = .037, ωp2 = .72.  As expected, the M pathway CDT were 
less than P pathway CDT, and decrement CDT were less than increment CDT.  The left and 
right eye CDT were averaged in order to calculate Experiment 2 monocular asymmetries 
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for comparison against their Experiment 1 dichoptic analogs.  Monocular CDT and analog 
dichoptic CDT from Experiment 1 are plotted by delta pedestal contrast for each observer 
in Figure 4.6.   




Figure 4.6. Experiment 2 magnocellular and parvocellular contrast difference thresholds 
by delta pedestal contrast. On the abscissa is delta pedestal contrast (%) and on the 
ordinate is CDT (%).  Not labeled on the abscissa are the M pathway delta pedestal 
contrasts of +/- 2.33 and +/- 4.71. The three delta pedestal contrasts used to test the M 
and the P pathways are those below and above 10%, respectively. Shown are a) 
monocular CDT and b) dichoptic CDT.  
 
 
 Figure 4.7 shows overall percent change in CDT when delta pedestal was 
decreased from highest to lowest contrast measured within each pathway.  Despite 
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different delta pedestal contrasts, the decrease in M and P pathway CDT both hover 
around 50%.  Examination of the interim decreases within observer is not shown because 
the pattern in decreases was not consistent from one delta pedestal contrast to the next.   
 
a)                                                                     b)
   
 
Figure 4.7. Experiment 2 percent change in monocular and dichoptic contrast difference 
thresholds by pathway. Shown for each observer is percent change in CDT from highest to 
lowest delta pedestal contrast within each pathway for a) magnocellular delta pedestal 
contrast from 7.15% to 2.33% and b) parvocellular delta pedestal contrast from 41.25% 
to 12.20%. M.I. is monocular increments, D.I. is dichoptic increments, M.D. is 
monocular decrements, and D.D. is dichoptic decrements. 
 
 
Monocular versus Dichoptic αMag and αΔ by Delta Pedestal Contrast.  One 
question considered in Experiment 2 was whether αMag arose in monocular as well as 
dichoptic CDT.  M and P pathway αMag were plotted for monocular and dichoptic 
conditions by delta pedestal contrast polarity for each observer in Figure 4.8.  In the M 
pathway, the average monocular and average dichoptic αMag remained above 1.0 for 
increments and for decrements, indicating that low contrast targets generated greater CDT 
than high contrast targets, as expected.  Average αMag in the P pathway were less than in 
the M pathway.  The only P pathway αMag mean that appeared to systematically differ 
from 1.0 was for monocular decrements; across delta pedestal contrasts, it remained 









Figure 4.8. Experiment 2 monocular and dichoptic contrast magnitude asymmetries for 
increment and decrement delta pedestals by pathway. αMag was calculated as low divided 
by high target contrast difference threshold at each delta pedestal. Average αMag for 3 
delta pedestals is presented along with +/− 1 standard error bars for the a) magnocellular 








A repeated measures ANOVA for log (αMag) with pathway, delta pedestal contrast 
magnitude, delta pedestal contrast polarity, and stimulus presentation (monocular versus 
dichoptic) as factors revealed no significant difference between monocular and dichoptic 
log (αMag), F(1, 3) = 2.03, ns.  Log (αMag) did not differ between increment or decrement 
delta pedestals, F(1, 3) = 4.64, ns.  Log (αMag) depended on delta pedestal contrast 
magnitude, F(2, 6) = 21.42, p = .002, ωp2 = .91.  Log (αMag) was greater in the M than P 
pathway, F(1, 3) = 27.00, p = .014, ωp2 = .86.  No interaction was statistically significant.  
Grand average monocular and grand average dichoptic αMag for the M and the P pathways 
are listed in Table 4.5.  They were calculated for each observer by delta pedestal contrast 




Experiment 2 Monocular and Dichoptic Contrast Magnitude and Delta Pedestal 
Asymmetries by Pathway 
 
Pathway Stimulus Increment αMag  
M (SD) 
Decrement αMag  
M (SD)  
αΔ* 
M (SD) 
Magnocellular Monocular  2.08 (.80)           2.63 (.51)   .88 (.54) 
 Dichoptic  2.25 (.80)           2.80 (.08)   .80 (.27) 
Parvocellular Monocular 1.90 (.85)           1.79 (.18) 1.10 (1.2) 
 Dichoptic  1.23 (.49)           1.28 (.45) 1.01 (.40) 
Note. Listed are the grand averages for data collapsed across delta pedestal contrasts. 
 
 
M and P pathway αMag were plotted together for monocular and for dichoptic 
conditions to examine the continuity in αMag as delta pedestal contrast increased (Figure 
4.9).  As the repeated measures ANOVA showed, αMag decreased in the M pathway as 
delta pedestal contrast increased and leveled out in the P pathway for dichoptic 
conditions.  The monocular results were more variable and did not exhibit as strong an 
across-observer pattern as did the dichoptic results.  Nevertheless, the continuity in 
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dichoptic results across the M and P pathway delta pedestal contrast ranges suggests that 
both M and P pathway αMag are both modulated at the retina.   
 






Figure 4.9. Experiment 2 magnocellular and parvocellular contrast magnitude 
asymmetries by delta pedestal contrast. Shown are a) monocular and b) dichoptic αMag for 
the magnocellular (3 single-digit contrasts) and parvocellular (3 double-digit contrasts) 
conditions. On the abscissa is delta pedestal contrast (%) and on the log-scaled ordinate is 
αMag. αMag different from 1.0 indicate asymmetry. Lines linking observer data points 




Percent change in αMag for decreases in delta pedestal contrast were also 
calculated to compare across monocular and dichoptic conditions.  Figure 4.10 shows 
percent change for increment and decrement αMag by pathway.  In this figure, it is easier 
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to see that both monocular and dichoptic αMag increased as delta pedestal contrast 
decreased overall in the M as well as P pathways.  
 
a)                                                                     b)
   
 
Figure 4.10. Experiment 2 percent change in monocular and dichoptic contrast 
magnitude asymmetries by pathway. Shown for each observer is percent change in αMag 
for a decrease in a) magnocellular delta pedestal contrast from 7.15% to 2.33% and b) 
parvocellular delta pedestal contrast from 41.25% to 12.20%. M.I. is monocular 




Also shown in Table 4.5 is M and P pathway grand average α∆ for monocular and 
dichoptic conditions.  They were calculated as the ratio of increment to decrement αMag at 
each delta pedestal for each observer prior to averaging.  Figure 4.11 shows the M and P 
pathway αΔ by delta pedestal contrast.  In line with the grand averages listed in Table 4.5, 
most M pathway αΔ stayed below 1.0 across monocular and dichoptic delta pedestal 
contrasts.  The P pathway results were mixed, as expected, with some αΔ above, some 
crossing, and others below 1.0 at any given delta pedestal contrast.  The net result was an 




a)                                                                    
     
 
  b) 
 
 
Figure 4.11. Experiment 2 magnocellular and parvocellular delta pedestal asymmetries 
by delta pedestal contrast. Shown for each observer are a) monocular and b) dichoptic αΔ 
for magnocellular (3 single-digit contrasts) and for parvocellular (3 double-digit 
contrasts) pathways. On the abscissa is delta pedestal contrast (%) and on the log-scaled 
ordinate is αΔ. αΔ different from 1.0 indicate asymmetry. Lines linking observer data 
points across delta pedestal contrasts are not mathematical functions and provided only to 
aid visual comparisons. 
 
 
 A repeated measures ANOVA with pathway, stimulus presentation (monocular 
versus dichoptic), and delta pedestal contrast as factors for log (αΔ) revealed no 
significant difference between monocular and dichoptic conditions, F(1, 3) = .65, ns.  
Log (αΔ) also did not depend on pathway, F(1, 3) = .94, ns or on delta pedestal contrast, 
F(1.02, 3.06) = 5.90, p = .09, ωp2 = .55.  The degrees of freedom were Greenhouse-
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Geisser adjusted for delta pedestal contrast because Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity was 
significant, Х2(2) = 6.57, p = .037.  No interactions were statistically significant. 
 In keeping with the preceding analyses, percent change in M and P pathway αΔ 
for decrease in delta pedestal contrast is shown in Figure 4.12 for each observer.  In the 
M pathway, the decrease in delta pedestal contrast generated small changes in αΔ so that 
αΔ remained mostly below 1.0.  M pathway αΔ did not systematically depend on delta 
pedestal contrast, with four observations yielding overall increases and four observations 
yielding overall decreases as delta pedestal contrast decreased.  In the P pathway, the 
decrease generated a large increase in αΔ so that it eventually crossed 1.0 for all observers 
in the monocular and dichoptic conditions.  Because 1.0 marks no asymmetry, P pathway 
monocular αΔ results were ambiguous like those in Experiment 1.  Experiment 3 did not 
replicate these results.  
Altogether, the results provide no evidence that monocular differs from dichoptic 
αΔ in either the M or P pathways.  Although the M pathway αΔ remained mostly below 
1.0 and the P pathway αΔ hovered about 1.0, no statistical difference between M and P 




a)                                                                    b) 
   
 
Figure 4.12. Experiment 2 percent change in monocular and dichoptic delta pedestal 
asymmetries by pathway. Shown for each observer are percent change in αΔ for a 
decrease in a) magnocellular delta pedestal contrast from 7.15% to 2.33% and in b) 
parvocellular delta pedestal contrast from 41.25% to 12.20%. M represents monocular 
and D represents dichoptic conditions. 
 
 
Monocular versus Dichoptic αSat and αPol by Delta Pedestal Contrast.  αSat and 
αPol were calculated and compared to their dichoptic analogs from Experiment 1.  CSat is 
used to calculate αSat and obtained by fitting the contrast gain model (Equation 3.2) to 
each observer’s thresholds using Mathematica’s NonlinearModelFit Function.  As in 
Experiment 1, CSat was constrained to values between 0 and 10.0 and K was constrained 
to values greater than 0.  The monocular contrast gain model fits of the two free 
parameters, CSat and K, are listed in Table 4.8.  R2 is provided to assess the 
psychophysical model’s goodness of fit.  It indicates the proportion of variation explained 
by the model for each observer.   
Whereas CSat were systematically lower for dichoptic M than P pathway models 
in Experiment 1 (Table 4.2), they were not systematically lower for monocular M than P 
pathway models in Experiment 2 (Table 4.6).  This may be explained by variability in 
high target CDT, with more variability in the M pathway monocular than dichoptic 
conditions.  One result of excess variability was that two of the four observers showed 
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highest instead of lowest monocular M pathway CDT at the lowest delta pedestal contrast, 
causing modeled contrast gain slopes to maximally flatten and invert the magnitude of 
expected CSat.  Flattened contrast gain slopes are indicated by CSat of 10.0.  Greater CSat 
did not improve model fits. 
 
Table 4.6 
Experiment 2 Magnocellular and Parvocellular Monocular Contrast Gain Model 
Parameter Fits  
 
    M Decrement      M Increment     P Decrement      P Increment     
Obs K CSat R2  K CSat R2  K CSat R2  K CSat R2  
BDC .01 10.0 .90  .29 .24 .97  .01 10.0 .98  .25 .24 .98  
JLL .09 .21 .50  .13 .07 .85  .08 .29 .96  .07 .67 .93  
KLW .01 10.0 .89  .01 10.0 .82  .10 .97 .98  .14 .05 .99  
TJW .28 .06 .92  .53 .06 .92   .03 2.79 .99  .07 .04 .93  
 
The M and P pathway CSat differed for within pathway comparisons made 
between monocular increment and decrement delta pedestal contrasts, as was the case in 
Experiment 1.  In the M pathway, monocular increment and decrement CSat lacked 
consistent across-observer effects because two of the four observers had at least one 
inverted contrast gain slope.  For the two observers with expected M pathway CSat, 
decrement CSat was the same or less than increment CSat.  In the P pathway, monocular 
increment CSat was mostly less than decrement CSat.  When plotted together with 
Experiment 1 results, contrast gain functions for monocular and dichoptic M pathway 
(Figure 4.13) and P pathway (Figure 4.14) slopes showed a lack of systematic across-
observer differences.  In the M pathway, the two observers with expected CSat generated 
similar monocular and dichoptic contrast gain function slopes and the two observers with 
maximal CSat did not.  In the P pathway, the slope differences in monocular and dichoptic 
contrast gains followed no obvious pattern either.  Although K tended to be greater for 
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increments than decrements, representing overall greater CDT for increments than 
decrements, the patterns in monocular and dichoptic K were not consistent across 
observers. 
  
   
Figure 4.13. Experiment 2 magnocellular threshold-versus-illuminance plots of 
monocular and dichoptic contrast gains. The abscissa represents delta pedestal 
illuminance and the ordinate represents average difference threshold illuminance, ΔI, at 
each of the 3 decrement (below adaptation) and 3 increment (above adaptation) delta 
pedestal high target conditions. The filled triangle locates background illuminance and 
the open triangle locates adaptation pedestal illuminance. The open circles represent 
monocular ΔI and the filled circles represent dichoptic ΔI. The decrement and increment 
contrast gain functions were fit with Equation 3.2 and plotted over the same retinal 






   
Figure 4.14. Experiment 2 parvocellular threshold-versus-illuminance plots of monocular 
and dichoptic contrast gains. The abscissa represents delta pedestal illuminance and the 
ordinate represents average difference threshold illuminance, ΔI, at each of the 3 
decrement (below adaptation) and 3 increment (above adaptation) delta pedestal high 
target conditions. The filled triangle locates background illuminance and the open 
triangle locates adaptation pedestal illuminance. The open circles represent monocular ΔI 
and the filled circles represent dichoptic ΔI. The decrement and increment contrast gain 
functions were fit with Equation 3.2 and plotted over the same retinal illuminance range 
for all observers.  
 
 To further assess slope differences, αSat was calculated for monocular and 
dichoptic data.  Experiments 1 and 2 αSat are listed side-by-side in Table 4.7 to facilitate 
their comparison.  αSat different from 1.0 indicate asymmetry in increment and decrement 
contrast gains.  For all observers except JLL, both monocular and dichoptic P pathway 
αSat were less than M pathway αSat, indicating that the asymmetry in increment and 





similar for monocular and dichoptic conditions except for JLL.  JLL’s results may be due 
to random variation or to perceptual learning, the latter discussed in Appendix B.  In the 
M pathway, the monocular and dichoptic results were more variable and not at all similar 




Experiment 2 Monocular and Dichoptic Contrast Gain Asymmetries by Pathway 
 
 Magnocellular Parvocellular 
Observer Monocular αSat Dichoptic αSat Monocular αSat Dichoptic αSat 
BDC .024 .667 .024 .176 
JLL .333 .222 2.31 .333 
KLW 1.0 .294 .052 .049 
TJW 1.0 2.00 .014 .061 
 
 Corresponding increment and decrement high target CDT were used to calculate 
αPol at each delta pedestal contrast.  M pathway grand average monocular αPol are listed in 
Table 4.8 alongside their dichoptic counterparts by delta pedestal contrast to facilitate 
their comparison.  αPol were calculated for each observer by delta pedestal contrast prior 
to averaging.  The variability in those means, however, was much larger for monocular 




Experiment 2 Magnocellular Monocular and Dichoptic Contrast Polarity Asymmetries 
by Delta Pedestal Contrast 
 
 Monocular αPol  Dichoptic αPol 
Delta Pedestal Contrast (%)   M SD    M SD 
    +/-  2.33 1.38 1.24  1.27 .61 
    +/-  4.71 2.01* 1.92  1.61 .96 
    +/-  7.15 1.25   .40  1.38 .20 
Note: Means and standard deviations calculated with data from 4 observers. 





In the P pathway, the monocular and dichoptic means and standard deviations for 
αPol were more similar to each other (Table 4.9) than they were in the M pathway (Table 
4.8).  The results suggest that the means increased as delta pedestal contrast increased for 




Experiment 2 Parvocellular Monocular and Dichoptic Contrast Polarity Asymmetries by 
Delta Pedestal Contrast 
 
   Monocular αPol   Dichoptic αPol 
Delta Pedestal Contrast (%)    M  SD    M  SD 
    +/-  12.20   .92   .58  1.00   .45 
    +/-  25.89 1.90   .60  1.49   .74 
    +/-  41.25 2.24 1.01  2.56 1.61 
Note: Means and standard deviations calculated with data from 4 observers. 
 
 The M and P pathway αPol were plotted in Figure 4.15 by observer to examine the 
patterns in the monocular and dichoptic results.  The trajectories in monocular and 
dichoptic αPol appeared similar to each other in the M pathway.  As indicated by the 
standard deviations in Table 4.8, the plotted monocular αPol were more variable than the 
dichoptic αPol in the M pathway.   
P pathway αPol appears to decrease as delta pedestal contrast decreased and then to 
flattened out in the M pathway.  And the decrease in monocular αPol followed similar 
trajectories for each observer but was more pronounced than dichoptic αPol, except for 
JLL.  This pattern is in line with Experiment 1 results, whereby P pathway dichoptic αPol 
systematically decreased as delta pedestal contrast decreased.  It results from the 
tendency for increment CDT to decrease faster than decrement CDT when delta pedestal 
contrast was decreased (Figure 4.5). 
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Figure 4.15 suggests that monocular αPol was greater than 1.0 for most observers 
at most delta pedestal contrasts, so the asymmetry appears to arise monocularly as well as 
dichoptically, as expected.  Repeated measures ANOVA for log (αPol) with pathway, 
stimulus presentation (monocular versus dichoptic), and delta pedestal contrast as factors 
found that monocular and dichoptic conditions did not significantly differ, F(1, 3) = .05, 
ns and that M and P pathway conditions did not significantly differ, F(1, 3) = .69, ns.  
Log (αPol) depended on delta pedestal contrast, F(2, 6) = 5.68, p = .041, ωp2 = .70.    
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a)                                                





Figure 4.15. Experiment 2 magnocellular and parvocellular contrast polarity asymmetries 
by delta pedestal contrast. The plots show a) monocular αPol and b) dichoptic αPol across 
the three magnocellular and three parvocellular delta pedestal contrasts. Each asymmetry 
was calculated as increment divided by analogous decrement high contrast difference 
threshold. On the abscissa is delta pedestal contrast (%) and on the log-scaled ordinate is 
αPol. Lines linking observer data points across delta pedestal contrasts are not 





The percent change in monocular and dichoptic M and P pathway αPol are shown 
in Figure 4.16.  The asymmetry tended to show larger and more systematic across-
observer decreases in the P than M pathway αPol for monocular and dichoptic conditions.  
The systematic across-observer decrease in P pathway dichoptic αPol was statistically 
significant for seven observers in Experiment 1.  The αPol increases shown in the M 
pathway arise from greater variability in CDT, especially at the lowest delta pedestal 
contrast. 
 
a)                                                                     b)  
   
 
Figure 4.16. Experiment 2 percent change in monocular and dichoptic contrast polarity 
asymmetries by pathway. Shown is percent change in a) magnocellular αPol when delta 
pedestal contrast is decreased from 7.15% to 2.33% and in b) parvocellular αPol when 
delta pedestal contrast is decreased from 41.25% to 12.20%.  M. is monocular condition 
and D. is dichoptic condition. 
 
 
Altogether, the results indicate that monocular and dichoptic αPol did not differ.  
αPol increased as delta pedestal contrast increased, for monocular as well as dichoptic 
conditions in the P more than in the M pathway. 
Asymmetry in Binocular Summation by Delta Pedestal Contrast.  M and P 
pathway BSRs were calculated using high target CDT measured at each of the three 
increment and decrement delta pedestal contrasts.  Table 4.10 lists grand average M and 
P pathway BSRs by delta pedestal contrast for increment and decrement conditions.  
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Figure 4.17 shows the average of the three increment BSRs alongside the average of the 
three decrement BSRs for each of the four observers by pathway.  BSRs look greater in 
the M than P pathway.  The variability among observers tended to be higher in the M 
pathway, however, perhaps resulting from changes in BSR with delta pedestal contrast 
(Table 4.10 & Figure 4.18).   
Repeated measures ANOVA did not show significant BSR differences between 
pathways, F(1, 3) = 3.48, ns or between increment and decrement conditions, F(1, 3) = 
.08, ns.  It did, however, find that BSR depended on delta pedestal contrast, F(2, 6) = 
7.76. p = .022, ωp2 = .77.  A significant interaction between pathway and delta pedestal 
contrast, F(2, 6) = 7.49, p = .023, ωp2 = .76 arose because BSR decreased as delta 
pedestal contrast increased in the M pathway only via linear trend, F(1, 3) = 10.44, p = 
.048.   
 
Table 4.10 
Experiment 2 Magnocellular and Parvocellular Binocular Summation Ratios by Delta 
Pedestal Contrast 
 




 M (SD) 
Decrement 
       M (SD) 
 Delta pedestal 
contrast (%) 
Increment 
 M (SD) 
Decrement 
 M (SD) 
+/- 2.33  2.68 (2.1) 2.84 (1.2)  +/- 12.20 1.09 (.74) 1.12 (.40) 
+/- 4.71  1.92 (1.8) 1.54 (.75)  +/- 25.89 2.10 (.95) 1.44 (.31) 
+/- 7.15  1.06 (.13) 1.24 (.34)  +/- 41.25 1.07 (.15) 1.34 (.76) 
Average  1.89 (1.4)     1.87 (.78)  Average 1.42 (.61) 1.30 (.49) 






    
b) 
  
Figure 4.17. Experiment 2 increment and decrement binocular summation ratios by 
pathway. BSR was calculated as the monocular divided by analogous dichoptic contrast 
difference threshold for the a) magnocellular and b) parvocellular pathways. Average 
BSRs for the 3 increment and for the 3 decrement high contrast thresholds are presented 







Altogether, the results indicate that binocular summation significantly differed 
between M and P pathways.  M pathway BSRs decreased with increases in delta pedestal 
contrast.  Binocular summation did not differ between increment and decrement 
conditions for either pathway. 
 






Figure 4.18. Experiment 2 increment and decrement binocular summation ratios by delta 
pedestal contrast. Plotted are increment and decrement BSRs, calculated as monocular 
divided by dichoptic CDT. a) shows magnocellular BSRs and b) shows parvocellular 
BSRs. On the abscissa is delta pedestal contrast (%) and on the ordinate is BSR.  
 
Percent change in BSR is shown in Figure 4.19 for the decrease from the highest 
to lowest delta pedestal contrast within each pathway.  All observers showed overall 
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increases in BSR in the M pathway but not in the P pathway.  In the P pathway, observers 
unexpectedly showed overall decreases in BSR in six out of eight cases.  This 
observation is in line with the repeated measures ANOVA reported above.  The 
difference in BSR trajectories suggests that M and P pathway BSRs do not lie on the 
same continuum.   
 
a)                                                                     b) 
   
 
Figure 4.19. Experiment 2 percent change in increment and decrement binocular 
summation ratios by pathway. The percent change in BSR when delta pedestal contrasts 
were decreased a) in the magnocellular pathway from 7.15% to 2.33% and b) in the 
parvocellular pathway from 41.25% to 12.20%. On the abscissa is polarity and on 
ordinate is percent change. 
 
Figure 4.20 shows αBSR, which quantifies the increment-to-decrement binocular 
summation asymmetry within each of the M and P pathways.  No systematic pathway 
differences in αBSR were visually apparent.  Therefore, the asymmetry was plotted by 
delta pedestal contrast to look for changes in magnitude as delta pedestal contrast 
decreased (Figure 4.21).  Ignoring two outlier data points in the M pathway, αBSR 
remained below 1.0 but appears to decrease as delta pedestal contrast decreased.  
Decrement BSR remained greater than increment BSR over the delta pedestal contrast 
range measured in the M pathway.  In the P pathway, αBSR continued to increase as delta 




Figure 4.20. Experiment 2 magnocellular and parvocellular binocular summation 
asymmetries. Depicted on the abscissa are the two pathways and on the ordinate is αBSR. 
αBSR was calculated as increment divided by decrement high target BSRs. Average of 3 
αBSR is shown with +/− 1 standard error bars. 
 
 
Altogether, the BSR results were mixed.  As expected from Legge (1984a), who 
found decreasing BSRs with increasing grating pedestal contrasts, M but not P pathway 
BSRs decreased with increases in delta pedestal contrast.  M pathway BSRs were not 
shown less than P pathway BSRs, however.  Not as expected from Baker et al. (2012), 
who showed that increment was greater than decrement BSR, increment was not greater 
than decrement BSR in Experiment 2. 
Several reasons could account for the differences between the present BSR results 
and those of Baker et al. (2012).  One reason is counter-suppression.  Whereas monocular 
contrast discrimination thresholds were measured with delta pedestals presented to both 
eyes during trials in Baker et al. (2012), a delta pedestal was presented only to the test 
eye during trials in the present research.  Their rationale for presenting a delta pedestal to 
both eyes was to keep absolutely all aspects of the stimulus, including delta pedestal, 
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constant.  The only stimulus parameter varied between monocular and binocular trials 
was the target itself.  The influence of this choice has been shown to have no effect at 
delta pedestal contrasts below 10% and to simply raise monocular thresholds at higher 
contrasts (Meese et al., 2006, Figure 7).  Increased monocular but stable binocular 
thresholds generate greater BSRs.  This change in BSR indicates counter-suppression, 
which was attributed to the visual response generated in the fellow eye.  Counter-
suppression was undesired in the present research, to avoid confounding explanations for 
identified contrast processing asymmetries in the M and P pathways.  Presentation of 
delta pedestal in only the test eye during trials generated contrast responses without the 
effects of counter-suppression over a wide range of pedestal contrasts.  Counter-
suppression may explain why their increment BSRs were greater than the present 
increment BSR results and the literature-wide average increment BSR of 1.5 (Howard & 











Figure 4.21. Experiment 2 magnocellular and parvocellular binocular summation 
asymmetries by delta pedestal contrast. a) shows magnocellular αBSR and b) shows 
parvocellular αBSR. On the abscissa is delta pedestal contrast (%) and on the log-scaled 
ordinate is αBSR. Lines linking observer data points across delta pedestal contrasts are not 
mathematical functions and provided only to aid visual comparisons. 
 
Other stimulus differences to consider were duration and adaptation field.  Their 
stimulus duration was 200 ms, a duration that is longer than the duration of 37 ms in the 
present research.  Brief durations were used to help control M and P pathway responses 
because P pathway cells continue to temporally integrate stimulus contrast up to at least 
150 ms (Pokorny & Smith, 1997).  Temporal integration potentially enables a large 
enough P pathway response at low contrast to cloud M pathway results.  The longer 
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duration may have generated responses from either or both pathways in Baker et al. 
(2012). 
Observers in Baker et al. (2012) maintained adaptation to uniform background 
luminance, while observers in the present research maintained adaptation to an adaptation 
pedestal superimposed on uniform background luminance.  Based on the work of Schiller 
(1982; 1992), it is now fairly well understood that ON and OFF RGC adapt to an absolute 
level of illumination and that they respond preferentially to increments and decrements 
from that level, respectively, be it in luminance or contrast.  So, as long as the adaptation 
pedestal and background luminance were constant, cells returned to their adapted, 
maintained activity levels after each trial in the present research.  Increment delta 
pedestal conditions generated ON cell and decrement delta pedestal conditions generated 
OFF cell responses (Pokorny et al., 2003).  Furthermore, the BSRs in the present research 
were obtained with stimuli that generated the expected magnitudes of contrast polarity 
asymmetry in thresholds (Lu & Sperling, 2012).  Baker et al. (2012) did not report the 
magnitude of this asymmetry. 
Another potential reason for the unexpected BSR results in the present research 
was collecting the monocular and dichoptic data during separate experimental sessions.  
Although measuring all M or P pathway CDT during one experimental session was needed 
to assess whether delta pedestal contrast had an effect on asymmetries, intersession 
variability may not have been sufficiently smoothed by data collection over two or three 
sessions to permit precise comparisons between monocular and dichoptic results.  
Experiment 3 eliminates this problem by measuring monocular and dichoptic CDT during 




Experiment 2 revealed that monocular M pathway αMag and αΔ as well as 
monocular P Pathway αSat and αPol did not differ from their dichoptic analogs obtained in 
Experiment 1.  M was greater than P pathway αMag.  M pathway αMag decreased as delta 
pedestal contrast increased and leveled off in the P pathway.  This continuity suggests 
that M and P pathway αMag could both be modulated at retina.  The greater αMag for the M 
than P pathway is in line with greater contrast gain at M pathway than P pathway retina.  
Neurophysiological research has shown greater M than P pathway contrast gain at retina, 
where cell responses pool (Baccus & Meister, 2004; Bernadete et al., 1992; Kaplan & 
Shapley, 1986; Shapley & Victor, 1978; Solomon et al., 2002; 2004; 2006).  The 
dichoptic results for αΔ suggest that decrement αMag was greater than increment αMag, but 
the monocular results were highly variable.  No significant difference between monocular 
and dichoptic αΔ was found. 
Results for P pathway αPol suggest that the previously reported asymmetry in 
increment and decrement thresholds may be monocular in origin.  Monocular and 
dichoptic αPol did not significantly differ in either M or P pathway.  As found for 
dichoptic αPol, monocular αPol appears linked to monocular αSat because monocular αPol 
increased with increases in delta pedestal contrast in the P pathway.   
In line with Legge’s (1984) results, M pathway BSRs decreased when delta 
pedestal contrast was increased.  My results were not in line with Baker et al.’s (2012), 
however, because increment BSRs were not systematically greater than decrement BSRs 
within either pathway.  Therefore, contrast magnitude more than polarity may influence 
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the magnitude of binocular summation.  Intersession variability from separate collection 
of monocular and dichoptic data may have influenced this outcome.  
4.4. Experiment 3 
4.4.1. Introduction 
The main purposes of Experiment 3 were the same as those of Experiments 1 and 
2.  Experiment 3 again measured increment and decrement CDT to assess threshold and 
binocular summation asymmetries in increment and decrement contrast discrimination, 
but this time by interleaving monocular and dichoptic trials within experimental session 
to eliminate intersession variability between monocular and dichoptic CDT.   
As discussed at the outset of this chapter, lower increment grating pedestal (1 or 
5% Michelson) contrast was previously associated with greater binocular summation than 
higher increment grating pedestal (25% Michelson) contrast (Legge, 1984a).  A grating 
pedestal resembles the delta pedestal used in the present research in that it provides the 
contrast from which target contrast must be discriminated.  The difference in pedestals is 
that the former is patterned and the latter is not.  As in the present research, Legge (1984) 
presented the pedestal only to the test eye in monocular trials.  Stimulus duration was 200 
ms, however, and considerably longer than the 37 ms stimulus duration in the present 
research. The experimental design thus did not control for possible M and P pathway 
contrast response differences.  My Experiment 2 results did not find M pathway BSRs 
greater than P pathway BSRs but rather that M pathway BSRs were the only ones to 
decrease with increasing delta pedestal contrast magnitude.   
Greater BSRs were also previously found for increment than decrement contrast 
discrimination (Baker et al., 2012).  My Experiment 2 increment BSRs were not greater 
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than decrement BSRs.  The experimental paradigm used in that previous research 
differed from the present research in stimulus presentation.  Their delta pedestal was 
presented to the fellow eye during monocular trials, which has been shown to generate 
counter-suppression and alter monocular thresholds (Meese et al., 2006, Figure 7; See the 
end of Section 4.3.3 for further discussion).  Other reasons for the differences in results 
included my measuring monocular and dichoptic CDT in separate experimental sessions.   
Experiment 3 used different experimental methods.  It was hoped that control for 
intersession variability between monocular and dichoptic CDT in Experiment 3 would 
provide additional information about the effects of contrast magnitude and polarity on 
binocular summation.  Whereas Experiments 1 and 2 measured increment and decrement 
CDT at all three delta pedestals for either M or P pathway in one session but monocular 
and dichoptic CDT in separate sessions, Experiment 3 measured monocular and dichoptic 
CDT at one delta pedestal in one session but increment and decrement CDT in separate 
sessions. 
Experiment 3 data were collected in two parts: a and b.  In Experiment 3(a), CDT 
were collected at one increment and one decrement delta pedestal contrast for each 
pathway.  Delta pedestal contrasts were selected to help ensure that only one of the two 
pathways dominated the contrast response.  Delta pedestal contrast was set relatively low 
to measure the M pathway and relatively high to measure the P pathway.  M and P 
pathway results obtained from Experiment 3(a) are presented before those from 
Experiment 3(b). 
In Experiment 3(b), CDT were collected using two P pathway decrement and two 
P pathway increment delta pedestals of lower contrast than in Experiment 3(a) to assess 
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the effects of delta pedestal contrast magnitude on increment and decrement threshold 
and binocular summation asymmetries.  The combined P pathway data from Experiments 
3(a) and (b), gathered at a total of three increment and three decrement delta pedestals, 
also enabled contrast gain modeling.  Experiment 3(b) was not conducted in M pathway 
because the contrast range within which to measure M pathway CDT is much narrower, 
leaving little room for delta pedestal and target contrast manipulations.  One potential 
benefit of a P pathway focus, as indicated in the results of Experiment 1 and 2, was its 
lower within- and between-observer variability in CDT and thus clearer results.   
Also of interest were the psychometric functions for increment and decrement 
high target CDT.  In Experiment 3, method of constant stimuli enabled the collection of 
data needed to plot them.  Legge (1984a) maintained that the psychometric functions for 
increment and decrement contrast discrimination did not significantly differ in shape, but 
the psychometric functions were not shown.  Although the high target CDT were of 
primary interest because they most resemble thresholds obtained in the extant literature, 
data were collected at both high and low target contrasts so that the contrast magnitude 
asymmetry (αMag) and delta pedestal asymmetry (α∆) for each delta pedestal contrast in 
Experiment 3 could be calculated and compared with those from Experiments 1 and 2.  
The low target CDT psychometric functions also provided a visual comparison for 
assessing how similar increment high and decrement high target CDT psychometric 
functions were to each other relative to their low target CDT counterparts. 
Hypotheses.  Monocular and dichoptic high target CDT were expected to be 
greater for increment than decrement contrast discrimination.  In both M and P pathways, 
it was also expected that the shape of the psychometric functions generated by the high 
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target CDT at analogous increment and decrement delta pedestal contrasts would be 
similar to each other.  If increment and decrement contrast visual processing are 
psychometric analogs, then fitted increment and decrement psychometric functions 
should look like mirror images of each other about the adaptation pedestal with slightly 
greater high target CDT for increment than analogous decrement delta pedestals.   
Contrast discrimination threshold and binocular summation asymmetries were 
expected in the M and P pathways.  M pathway αMag greater than 1.0 were expected in 
Experiment 3 because M pathway αMag were greater than 1.0 in Experiments 1 and 2.  
Likewise, because M pathway monocular and dichoptic αΔ were mostly less than 1.0 in 
Experiments 1 and 2, the same were expected in Experiment 3.  P pathway αMag and αΔ 
were less pronounced and more variable across observers in Experiments 1 and 2 and so 
were not expected to differ from 1.0.  On average, the magnitudes of αMag and αΔ were 
expected to be greater in the M than P pathway.   
Because observer P pathway monocular and dichoptic αPol in Experiments 1 and 2 
were mostly greater than 1.0, Experiment 3 should also yield monocular and dichoptic 
αPol that are greater than 1.0.  M pathway monocular and dichoptic αPol were expected to 
also be greater than 1.0.  αPol were expected to be greater in the P than M pathway. 
Monocular and dichoptic contrast gain were modeled only in the P pathway and 
expected to be greater for increment than decrement delta pedestal conditions, as was 
found in Experiments 1 and 2.  Contrast gain is shown as increases in CDT, brought about 
by increases in delta pedestal contrast.  A greater contrast gain for increments is indicated 
in steeper contrast gain function slopes and in a lower CSat.  Therefore, αSat was expected 
to be less than 1.0.  
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 On the basis of Experiment 2 results, binocular summation was expected to 
individually vary, although Experiment 3 was conducted to elucidate the asymmetry in 
increment and decrement binocular summation given individual differences.  M pathway 
BSRs were expected to be greater than P pathway BSRs.  Within each pathway, 
increment BSRs were expected to be greater than decrement BSRs, in line with extant 
literature results, producing αBSR greater than 1.0.   
4.4.2. Methods  
Experiment 3 replicated Experiment 2 by measuring CDT at three increment and 
three decrement delta pedestals in the P pathway.  Combined, the CDT from Experiments 
3(a) and (b) enabled full assessment of P pathway αSat as well as the other contrast 
processing asymmetries αMag, α∆, and αPol.  M pathway CDT were measured at one 
increment and one decrement delta pedestal.  Measures of M pathway CDT enabled 
assessment of all asymmetries except αSat. 
Aside from the use of method of constant stimuli and slightly lower background 
luminance to accommodate a wider range of delta pedestal contrasts in the P pathway, all 
aspects of the M and P pathway adaptation pedestal, delta pedestal, and procedures in 
Experiment 3 were the same as in Experiments 1 and 2.  The method of constant stimuli 
was used to randomly interleave monocular and dichoptic trials during each experimental 
session.  During each, one high and one low target CDT were measured at one delta 
pedestal.  Nineteen targets were presented to the observer at one delta pedestal: nine for 
high, nine for low, plus one at delta pedestal contrast.   
In Experiment 3(a), CDT at two canonical delta pedestal contrasts, one above 
(increment) and one below (decrement) adaptation pedestal luminance, were measured in 
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each of the M and P pathways.  Background luminance was 10.62 cdm-2.  Adaptation 
pedestal luminance was 24.25 cdm-2.   For measuring the M pathway, delta pedestal 
luminances were spaced .02 log units from the adaptation pedestal, at 25.39 cdm-2 and 
23.16 cdm-2.  For measuring the P pathway, delta pedestal luminances were spaced .20 
log units from the adaptation pedestal, at 38.43 cdm-2 and 15.30 cdm-2.  Target 
luminances were equally spaced above and below the delta pedestal, in .002 log units for 
the M pathway and in .02 log units for the P pathway. 
The effects of contrast magnitude on contrast processing and binocular 
summation asymmetries were assessed in Experiment 3(b) with the measurement of CDT 
at two decrement and two increment delta pedestals of lower contrasts.  The only 
difference between Experiments 3(a) and 3(b) was delta pedestal contrast.  All other 
methods and procedures, including the target contrasts, were held constant.  The P 
pathway increment delta pedestal luminances were spaced in .05 log units at 30.53 cdm-2 
and 34.25 cdm-2; the decrement delta pedestal luminances were equally spaced at 17.17 
cdm-2 and 19.26 cdm-2.  The resulting delta pedestal contrasts for all of Experiment 3 are 
listed in Table 4.11.  The range of delta pedestal contrasts used in Experiment 3(b) was 
shifted upwards (.05 log units) from Experiments 1 and 2 to include the highest delta 




Experiment 3 Magnocellular and Parvocellular Delta Pedestal Contrasts 
 
Pathway Delta Pedestal Contrast (+/− %) 
 Magnocellular   4.71      -      - 





Equal numbers of dichoptic, monocular left eye, and monocular right eye trials 
were presented during an experimental session.  Between two and three sessions were 
conducted to collect at least 30 trials for each of the 19 target contrasts in order to plot the 
high and low target CDT psychometric functions at each delta pedestal.  Four M and four 
P pathway CDT, two of each monocular and two of each dichoptic, were estimated at 
62.5% at each delta pedestal contrast.  For each of the increment and decrement delta 
pedestals, dichoptic CDT was estimated via fitted Weibull function (Equation 3.1).  
Monocular CDT were similarly estimated with separate fits to left and right eye data.  
Pooled monocular CDT were estimated by fitting both left and right eye data.  Contrast 
gain functions were modeled in the P pathway using increment and decrement high target 
CDT (Equation 3.2).  Two observers completed all M pathway trials and four observers 
completed all P pathway trials. 
A likely benefit of measuring both monocular and dichoptic CDT for one delta 
pedestal contrast during the same experimental session was the elimination of 
intersession variability between the CDT, which was a limitation of Experiments 1 and 2.  
Although there was better experimental control in this respect, increment and decrement 
CDT had to be measured in separate sessions.   
4.4.3. Experiment 3(a) 
4.4.3.1. Results and Discussion 
Of interest in Experiment 3(a) were the M and P pathway monocular versus 
dichoptic asymmetries in contrast processing, asymmetry in binocular summation, and 
the shapes of the increment and decrement contrast psychometric functions.  
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Monocular versus Dichoptic M Pathway CDT.  The left and right eye data were 
used to generate monocular psychometric functions that can be viewed in Appendix C.  
Pooled monocular data were used to generate the functions that were compared against 
dichoptic functions.  The estimated monocular and dichoptic high target CDT that were 
used in subsequent asymmetry calculations are listed in Table 4.12. 
 
Table 4.12 
Experiment 3(a) Magnocellular Monocular and Dichoptic High Target Contrast 
Difference Thresholds by Polarity 
 
 Decrement delta pedestal          Increment delta pedestal 
 High target CDT         High target CDT 
Obs Left Right Pooled Dichoptic   Left Right Pooled Dichoptic 
JLL 1.78 2.10 1.93     1.77     2.99 2.66  2.88     2.05 
WWS 3.28 3.55 3.44    6.75*   11.01* 8.02* 6.19* 5.61* 
* CDT were extrapolated outside the measured contrast range. 
 
 
Figure 4.22 shows four psychometric functions each for the pooled monocular 
and for the dichoptic data.  The monocular and dichoptic functions were plotted on the 
same axes to ease their comparison.  Only one of the two observers reached both 
monocular and dichoptic criterion threshold within the narrow contrast range tested in the 
M pathway, although the available data were consistent across the two.  As expected, the 
M pathway increment and decrement high target CDT psychometric functions appeared 
more similar to each other than to their analog low target CDT psychometric functions, 
especially for WWS.  As Legge (1984a) claimed, analogous increment and decrement 
psychometric functions do resemble each other in shape.  The semblance held for 
monocular and dichoptic conditions, with monocular functions shifted horizontally 
toward 0% contrast to mark greater CDT.  Above criterion threshold of 62.5%, a greater 
monocular CDT indicates lower contrast sensitivity.  
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            Decrement High                                        Low Target                     Increment Low                                            High Target
   
 
   
Figure 4.22. Experiment 3(a) magnocellular psychometric functions for monocular and 
dichoptic contrast difference thresholds by polarity. On the abscissa is the contrast 
difference between target and delta pedestal (CDT) for increments (right plot) and 
decrements (left plot). On the ordinate is the proportion of correct discriminations over 
monocular (filled circles) and dichoptic (open circles) trials. Increment and decrement 
low targets were estimated using innermost functions and high targets were estimated 
using outermost functions. JLL completed 48 and WWS completed 42 trials at each 
target contrast. The +/− 1 standard error bars were calculated using the score confidence 
interval with α = .318 (Agresti & Coull, 1998; Wilson, 1927). 
 
Monocular versus Dichoptic M Pathway αMag and α∆.  M pathway monocular 
and dichoptic αMag were calculated and the results are shown in Figure 4.23.  αMag were 
greater than 1.0 for JLL, indicating that low target CDT were greater than high target CDT.  
This result means that a larger difference between target and delta pedestal contrasts was 
required to reach criterion threshold for low than high target contrast discrimination, as 
expected.  To also note was that αMag were slightly greater for monocular than dichoptic 
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CDT.  The slight difference may be due to greater variability in monocular results, as was 
found in M pathway monocular relative to dichoptic CDT in Experiment 2. 
 
Figure 4.23. Experiment 3(a) magnocellular monocular and dichoptic contrast magnitude 
asymmetries by polarity. On the abscissa are the increment and decrement conditions for 
JLL and on the ordinate is contrast magnitude asymmetry. αMag was calculated as low 
divided by high contrast difference threshold. αMag different from 1.0 indicate asymmetry. 
 
The M pathway αMag were much smaller for JLL in Experiment 3(a) than in 
Experiment 2.  In Experiment 2, M pathway monocular and dichoptic αMag were 
approximately 3.0 for both increments and decrements; in Experiment 3(a), they were 
under 1.5.  Other than within-observer variability, the reason for reduction in asymmetry 
remains unclear.  Monocular and dichoptic results were similar to each other within 
experiment as well as within data collection methods between experiments.  The only 
substantial change was from double random staircase method in Experiments 1 and 2 to 
method of constant stimuli in Experiment 3.  It could be that high and low target contrast 
staircases differed in the amount of perceptual learning enabled, a topic addressed in 




CDT, either low target CDT decreased or high target CDT increased from Experiments 1 
and 2 to Experiment 3(a) in order to account for the present results.  Comparison of 
Experiments 1 through 3 CDT found it was both.  Low target CDT decreased and high 
target CDT increased, with the former change by typically much less than the latter.  This 
result suggests that high more than low target contrast staircases may have enabled 
within-session perceptual learning in Experiments 1 and 2. 
M pathway α∆ was then calculated.  Monocular α∆ was 1.18 and dichoptic α∆ was 
1.01.  The difference in monocular and dichoptic α∆ indicates that increment αMag were 
greater than decrement αMag for monocular but not for dichoptic visual processing.  These 
results are less remarkable than those at the same delta pedestal contrast in Experiment 2 
with a monocular α∆ of 1.07 and dichoptic α∆ of .28 for JLL.  The observer grand average 
α∆ were .88 for monocular and .80 for dichoptic conditions in Experiment 2.  Experiment 
3 results were obtained with monocular and dichoptic data collected during the same 
experimental session and suggest that M pathway α∆ may be closer to 1.0 in both for JLL. 
Monocular versus Dichoptic M Pathway αPol.  M pathway αPol were calculated 
using increment and decrement high target CDT.  For visual reference, the two high target 
CDT used in the calculations were estimated with the outermost psychometric functions, 
those closest to the left and right edges of the page in Figure 4.22.  High target CDT 
resemble thresholds measured in the extant literature that examines the asymmetry in 
increment and decrement thresholds (Lu & Sperling, 2012) and binocular summation 
(Baker et al., 2012).  The target has greater contrast than the delta pedestal does relative 
to adaptation pedestal luminance. 
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M pathway αPol are listed in Table 4.13.  In three of the four instances, αPol was 
greater than 1.0, indicating that increment CDT were greater than their decrement analogs, 
as expected.  The one αPol less than 1.0 may have occurred because CDT used in the αPol 
calculation for WWS was extrapolated outside of the measured target contrast range.  





Experiment 3(a) Magnocellular Monocular and Dichoptic Contrast Polarity Asymmetries 
 
Observer Monocular αPol Dichoptic αPol 
JLL 1.49 1.16 
WWS* 1.80   .83 
* αPol was calculated with CDT that were extrapolated 
outside the measured contrast range. 
 
 
In short, the αPol results provide evidence that the M pathway is more sensitive to 
decrement than increment contrast.  M pathway αPol in Experiment 3(a) are slightly larger 
than in Experiments 1 and 2, although monocular and dichoptic αPol did not significantly 
differ there.  In Experiments 1 and 2, increment and decrement thresholds were measured 
during the same session but monocular and dichoptic thresholds were measured in 
separate sessions.  The αPol calculation was therefore made with analogous thresholds 
measured during the same session.  In Experiment 3, increment and decrement thresholds 
were measured in separate sessions but monocular and dichoptic thresholds were 
measured during the same session.  Calculations may therefore be less indicative of the 
true asymmetry.  Experiment 3(a) results merely suggest that αPol may be dampened in 
dichoptic relative to monocular visual processing in the M pathway. 
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Asymmetry in M Pathway Binocular Summation.  Analogous monocular and 
dichoptic CDT were then used to calculate BSR and αBSR.  The BSRs for two observers 
are shown in Figure 4.24.  As predicted by the results of Baker et al. (2012), both 
observers produced greater increment than decrement BSRs.  Grand average high target 
BSR was 1.25 for increments and .80 for decrements.  These averages are less than those 
in the extant literature, which averaged 1.5 (Howard & Rogers, 2012, p. 114) to 2.0 
(Baker et al., 2012) for increments and 1.4 for decrements (Baker et al., 2012).  The 
especially low decrement BSR for WWS resulted from dichoptic decrement CDT being 
estimated as greater than analogous monocular decrement CDT (Table 4.12).   
For both observers, decrement delta pedestals produced lower BSRs than 
increment delta pedestals.  As can be readily gathered from the BSR depicted in Figure 




Figure 4.24. Experiment 3(a) magnocellular increment and decrement binocular 
summation ratios. On the abscissa are increment and decrement delta pedestal conditions 
and on the ordinate is BSR, which was calculated as monocular divided by analogous 
dichoptic CDT. The unusually low decrement BSR for WWS may have occurred because 




Monocular versus Dichoptic P Pathway CDT.  As in the M pathway, the P 
pathway left and right eye data were fit to a Weibull function (Equation 3.1) in order to 
generate monocular psychometric functions that can be viewed in Appendix C.  The 
psychometric functions were used to estimate left and right eye CDT.  A repeated 
measures ANOVA for CDT was conducted with test eye, delta pedestal contrast 
magnitude, and delta pedestal contrast polarity as factors.  All of Experiment 3 (a and b) 
P pathway data were included to increase the power of this test.  Left and right eye CDT 
did not significantly differ, F(1, 3) = .65, ns and did not interact with the other two 
factors.  As expected, left and right eye CDT depended on delta pedestal contrast 
magnitude, F(2, 6) = 9.78, p = .013, ωp2 = .81.  CDT increased with increases in delta 
pedestal contrast.  Left and right CDT did not depend on delta pedestal contrast polarity, 
F(1, 3) = .04, ns.  Left and right eye data were thus pooled together when estimating 
monocular CDT with Weibull fits.  Table 4.14 lists left, right, pooled monocular, and 




Experiment 3(a) Parvocellular Monocular and Dichoptic High Target Contrast 
Difference Thresholds by Polarity 
 
 Decrement delta pedestal          Increment delta pedestal 
 High target CDT         High target CDT 
Obs Left Right Pooled Dichoptic   Left Right Pooled Dichoptic 
AGR 23.57 26.30 25.11   10.25   32.75 30.90 31.84   14.12 
JES 44.36* 46.02* 33.83*   17.60   29.79 25.66 27.68   18.22 
JLL 11.57 10.62 10.95     6.19   13.38 12.02 12.67   13.34 
WWS 58.57* 27.84 34.92*    23.15   33.46 43.50 40.75   24.29 
* CDT were extrapolated outside the measured contrast range. 
 
 
Figure 4.25 shows the P pathway high and low target CDT psychometric functions 
by increment and decrement delta pedestal contrasts for each observer.  High target 
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psychometric functions were those closest to the edges of the page and low target 
psychometric functions were those closest to the center of the page.  The Weibull fits 
revealed one outlier data point in the monocular increment high target condition for JES, 
which was kept in subsequent analyses.  As maintained by Legge (1984a), the 
psychometric functions for increment and decrement contrast discrimination were similar 
to each other.  Here, the functions for increment and decrement high target CDT were 
more similar to each other than to each of their low target CDT analogs.  The only 
difference was that the decrement function was shifted horizontally along the abscissa 
towards 0% contrast reflecting lower CDT, as expected.  Zero percent contrast on the 
abscissa marks where target contrast equals delta pedestal contrast, both relative to the 
adaptation pedestal.  In accord with this shift, the P pathway decrement were slightly 
lower than analogous increment delta pedestal high target CDT, in the monocular as well 
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Figure 4.25. Experiment 3(a) parvocellular psychometric functions for monocular and 
dichoptic contrast difference thresholds by polarity. On the abscissa is the contrast 
difference between target and delta pedestal (CDT) for increments (right plot) and 
decrements (left plot). Low targets were estimated using innermost functions and high 
targets were estimated using outermost functions. On the ordinate is the proportion of 
correct discriminations over 32 monocular (filled circles) and dichoptic (open circles) 
trials. The +/− 1 standard error bars were calculated using the score confidence interval 
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Figure 4.25 continued. Experiment 3(a) parvocellular psychometric functions for 
monocular and dichoptic contrast difference thresholds by polarity. On the abscissa is the 
contrast difference between target and delta pedestal (CDT) for increments (right plot) and 
decrements (left plot). Low targets were estimated using innermost functions and high 
targets were estimated using outermost functions. On the ordinate is the proportion of 
correct discriminations over 32 monocular (filled circles) and dichoptic (open circles) 
trials. The +/− 1 standard error bars were calculated using the score confidence interval 





Monocular versus Dichoptic P Pathway αMag and α∆.  Figure 4.26 shows the 
monocular and dichoptic αMag for increment and for decrement delta pedestals by 
observer.  Three of the four observers unexpectedly produced αMag less than 1.0 for the 
decrement delta pedestal.  An αMag less than 1.0 means that low target was less than high 
target CDT.  For increments, observers produced αMag mostly greater than 1.0, as 
expected.  These P pathway αMag results did not replicate those of Experiments 1 and 2. 
 
Figure 4.26. Experiment 3(a) parvocellular monocular and dichoptic contrast magnitude 
asymmetries by polarity. On the abscissa are the increment and decrement conditions and 
on the ordinate is contrast magnitude asymmetry. αMag was calculated as low divided by 
high target contrast difference threshold. αMag different from 1.0 indicate asymmetry. 
 
As in Experiments 1 and 2, monocular and dichoptic P pathway αMag were similar 
to each other (+/- .5) in most cases within observer.  The similarity suggests the effects of 
delta pedestal contrast on high and low target CDT did not depend on whether stimuli were 
monocular or dichoptic.  The results for JLL and WWS αMag were similar to Experiments 




decrement αMag was below 1.0 in Experiment 3(a) but not in Experiment 1.  AGR was not 
an observer prior to Experiment 3.  
P pathway αMag were then averaged across observers.  The grand averages for 
Experiment 3(a) are in Table 4.15.  Grand average monocular and dichoptic αMag were 
lower for decrement than for increment delta pedestal contrasts, but the variability in 
results was high, as expected.  A dependent t test for paired monocular and dichoptic log 
(αMag) that were collapsed across increment and decrement conditions did not find that 
they significantly differed, t(7) = -1.90, p = .099, d = .67.  Neither single-sample t test for 
monocular t(7) = -.06, ns nor dichoptic t(7) = 1.56, ns found that log (αMag) differed from 




Experiment 3(a) Parvocellular Monocular and Dichoptic Contrast Magnitude and Delta 
Pedestal Asymmetries by Polarity 
 
 Decrement αMag Increment αMag αΔ* 












58.50% .89 (.32) 1.13 (.65) 1.25 (.63) 1.57(.22) 1.39 (.41) 1.69 (.81) 
* αΔ = increment αMag /decrement αMag, calculated for each observer prior to averaging. 
 
 
The asymmetry in increment and decrement αMag was quantified by αΔ, which is 
also listed in Table 4.15.  αΔ was calculated at each delta pedestal contrast by observer 
and then averaged across observers.  Grand average αΔ was greater than 1.0 for 
monocular and dichoptic conditions but, as expected, the variability in results was high.  
A dependent t test of monocular and dichoptic log (αΔ) did not reveal a significant 
difference between them, t(3) = -.432, ns.  A single-sample t test of log (αΔ) collapsed 
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over monocular and dichoptic conditions found they significantly differed from log (1.0), 
t(7) = 2.49, p = .042, d = .88.  
A closer look at the results indicate that αΔ greater than 1.0 occurred because 
increment αMag was greater than 1.0 and decrement αMag was less than 1.0 and not 
because increment αMag showed a larger deviation from 1.0 than decrement αMag did.  In 
Experiments 1 and 2, P pathway increment αMag and α∆ decreased to below 1.0 at the 
highest increment delta pedestal contrast.   
In sum, Experiment 3(a)’s high delta pedestal contrast did not replicate the αMag 
and α∆ that were measured at the highest P pathway delta pedestal contrast in 
Experiments 1 and 2.  
Monocular versus Dichoptic P Pathway αPol.  αPol were calculated for high target 
CDT.  In all but one instance, P pathway αPol were greater than 1.0.  Grand average 
monocular αPol was 1.10 (SD = .20) and grand average dichoptic αPol was 1.40 (SD = .52) 
for the four observers in Table 4.16.  If the one outlier monocular (.82) and one outlier 
dichoptic (2.15) αPol are not included in the calculations, the two asymmetries are very 
similar to each other in magnitude.  The two would also be closer to the average 
magnitude of 1.25 found by Lu and Sperling (2012) across multiple experiments.  A 
dependent t test with all data showed that monocular and dichoptic log (αPol) did not 
significantly differ, t(3) = -1.35, ns.  Monocular and dichoptic log (αPol) were collapsed 
and a single-sample t test was conducted to check if they differed from log (1.0).  That 
test was not significant, t(7) = 1.90, p = .100.  When the two outlier data points were 
removed from the analyses, the single-sample t test showed that monocular and dichoptic 











AGR      1.27     1.38 
JES        .82     1.04 
JLL      1.16     2.15 
WWS      1.17     1.05 
 
Asymmetry in P Pathway Binocular Summation.  Average high target P pathway 
BSR was 1.91 (SD = .40) for decrement and 1.60 (SD = .54) for increment contrast 
discrimination.  Decrement was greater than increment BSR for three of the four 
observers (Figure 4.27).  Previous researchers reported lower binocular summation for 
decrement than increment contrast, with decrement BSRs closer to √2 and increment 
BSRs closer to 2.0 (Baker et al., 2012).  Here, they appear to be in the opposite direction.  
Possible BSR differences were assessed statistically in Experiment 3(b) along with other 
BSRs. 
 The present BSR results replicate those of Experiment 2.  Collecting monocular 
and dichoptic data during the same experimental session in Experiment 3 did not change 
the outcome.  As can be readily shown from the means in Figure 4.27, the resulting αBSR 
was below 1.0 for three of the four observers (αBSR M = .84, SD = .24).  A single-sample t 




Figure 4.27. Experiment 3(a) parvocellular binocular summation ratios by polarity. BSR 
was calculated as monocular divided by analogous dichoptic CDT. On the abscissa are 




Experiment 3(a) measured M and P pathways at canonical delta pedestal contrasts 
that helped ensure response of only one pathway.  Many of the results were as expected.  
Most important was that observers were more sensitive to decrements than increments in 
both monocular and dichoptic conditions, results which replicated those of Experiments 1 
and 2. 
In the M pathway, the lower contrast delta pedestal produced psychometric 
functions that appeared similar for analogous increment and decrement delta pedestal 
contrasts.  The monocular were slightly greater than dichoptic αMag and α∆.  αPol were 
greater than 1.0 for both monocular and dichoptic stimuli, as expected, and again greater 
for monocular than dichoptic stimuli.  Data were obtained mostly from one observer, 
however, so these results are tentative.  They only suggest that the three measured 




In the P pathway, the delta pedestal contrast used was greater than that used in 
Experiments 1 and 2.  It nevertheless produced psychometric functions that appeared 
similar for analogous increment and decrement delta pedestal contrasts.  No substantial 
evidence for αMag or α∆ was found.  Monocular and dichoptic αPol did not differ and were 
greater than 1.0.  In short, the P pathway results found no difference between all three 
measured monocular and dichoptic asymmetries.  These results replicate those of 
Experiments 1 and 2 in that αMag and α∆ were mostly M and not P pathway effects.   
The magnitudes of M and P pathway αPol obtained in Experiment 3(a) are close to 
the experiment-wide average (1.25) found by Lu and Sperling (2012) across a variety of 
simple and complex tasks.  They reported a polarity asymmetry greater than 3.0, 
however, for a contrast discrimination task somewhat similar to the one used in the 
present research.  The greater magnitude was attributed to testing increment contrast 
discrimination against a reference stimulus that was seven times greater than the 
reference stimulus for decrement contrast discrimination, which would have generated a 
larger increment than decrement contrast discrimination threshold to begin with.  The 
present research tested increments and decrements as equidistant departures from the 
same baseline adaptation pedestal luminance.   
Binocular summation differed between M and P pathways and between increment 
and decrement delta pedestal contrasts.  Only one observer generated all the M pathway 
data needed in Experiment 3(a), so BSR results are tentative.  JLL’s BSR was lower for 
decrements than for increments, as expected.   
Four observers generated P pathway data and BSRs were not as expected.  BSRs 
for increments were lower than for decrements.  The prevailing explanation, that a 
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decrement nonlinearity prior to binocular summation is responsible for lower BSRs (i.e. ~ 
√2) and an increment linearity prior to binocular summation is responsible for higher 
BSRs (i.e. ~2; Baker et al., 2012) does not explain the present P pathway results.  
Decrement BSRs were at least the same, if not greater than increment BSRs.    
4.4.4. Experiment 3(b) 
Observers unexpectedly generated decrement BSRs that appeared greater than 
increment BSRs in the P pathway high contrast delta pedestal condition of Experiment 
3(a).  This result replicated the one in Experiment 2.  Although the small number of 
observers made it difficult to statistically test, the result suggested that decrement more 
than increment delta pedestal contrast had an effect on P pathway binocular summation 
because increment BSRs were somewhat closer to the extant literature average of 1.5 
than decrement BSRs were.  Experiment 3(b) examines the effect of changing P pathway 
delta pedestal contrast on the binocular summation asymmetry as well as on the 
psychometric functions and the contrast processing asymmetries.  The data from 
Experiments 3(a) and 3(b) were combined for statistical testing. 
4.4.4.1. Results and Discussion 
Of interest in Experiment 3(b) were the shapes of the P pathway increment and 
decrement high contrast psychometric functions, asymmetries in CDT, and asymmetries in 
BSR.  The results of Experiment 3(a) are presented alongside those of Experiment 3(b) 
when needed to facilitate comparisons across all three delta pedestal contrasts in the P 
pathway.  Results are again presented by asymmetry.  
Monocular versus Dichoptic CDT by Delta Pedestal Contrast.  Figures 4.28(a) 
through (d) show the increment and decrement psychometric functions by observer.  The 
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functions from Experiment 3(a), the highest delta pedestal contrast tested in Experiment 
3, are shown alongside the functions of the two lowered delta pedestal contrasts of 
Experiment 3(b).  The functions for high and low target, monocular and dichoptic CDT are 
shown at each delta pedestal contrast measured.  As in the preceding experiments, high 
target CDT were the main focus of the present research because this measure most closely 
approximates those used to calculate threshold and binocular summation asymmetries in 
the literature.  The psychometric functions for low target CDT are shown to provide a 
visual comparison against the psychometric functions for high target CDT.  Low target 
CDT were also used to calculate the asymmetries αMag and αΔ.  Visual comparisons of 
increment and decrement high target psychometric functions at the same delta pedestal 
contrast can be carried out by looking at vertical pairings.  As found in Experiment 3(a), 
the increment and decrement high target psychometric functions resembled each other 
more than they resembled their low target analogs.  Visual comparisons across delta 
pedestal contrasts show that the similarity in increment and decrement psychometric 
properties does not depend on delta pedestal contrast magnitude because the semblance 




     
    
Figure 4.28(a). Experiment 3(b) psychometric functions for monocular and dichoptic contrast difference thresholds by polarity. 
Plotted for AGR are increment (bottom) and decrement (top) functions for delta pedestals at +/-58.50%, +/-41.25%, and +/-25.89% 
contrast. The +/-58.50% functions are from Figure 4.25 and plotted again here to facilitate comparison. On the abscissa is contrast 
difference (%) for estimating high and low CDT. Decrement high (low) CDT are those left (right) of 0% contrast. Increment high (low) 
CDT are those right (left) of 0% contrast. On the ordinate is the probability of making the correct discrimination over approximately 30 
monocular (filled circles) and dichoptic (open circles) trials. The +/− 1 standard error bars were calculated using the score confidence 






     
       
Figure 4.28(b). Experiment 3(b) psychometric functions for monocular and dichoptic contrast difference thresholds by polarity. 
Plotted for JES are increment (bottom) and decrement (top) functions for delta pedestals at +/-58.50%, +/-41.25%, and +/-25.89% 
contrast. The +/-58.50% functions are from Figure 4.25 and plotted again here to facilitate comparison. On the abscissa is contrast 
difference (%) for estimating high and low CDT. Decrement high (low) CDT are those left (right) of 0% contrast. Increment high (low) 
CDT are those right (left) of 0% contrast. On the ordinate is the probability of making the correct discrimination over approximately 30 
monocular (filled circles) and dichoptic (open circles) trials. The +/− 1 standard error bars were calculated using the score confidence 






     
     
Figure 4.28(c). Experiment 3(b) psychometric functions for monocular and dichoptic contrast difference thresholds by polarity. 
Plotted for JLL are increment (bottom) and decrement (top) functions for delta pedestals at +/-58.50%, +/-41.25%, and +/-25.89% 
contrast. The +/-58.50% functions are from Figure 4.25 and plotted again here to facilitate comparison. On the abscissa is contrast 
difference (%) for estimating high and low CDT. Decrement high (low) CDT are those left (right) of 0% contrast. Increment high (low) 
CDT are those right (left) of 0% contrast. On the ordinate is the probability of making the correct discrimination over approximately 30 
monocular (filled circles) and dichoptic (open circles) trials. The +/− 1 standard error bars were calculated using the score confidence 






             
     
Figure 4.28(d). Experiment 3(b) psychometric functions for monocular and dichoptic contrast difference thresholds by polarity. 
Plotted for WWS are increment (bottom) and decrement (top) functions for delta pedestals at +/-58.50%, +/-41.25%, and +/-25.89% 
contrast. The +/-58.50% functions are from Figure 4.25 and plotted again here to facilitate comparison. On the abscissa is contrast 
difference (%) for estimating high and low CDT. Decrement high (low) CDT are those left (right) of 0% contrast. Increment high (low) 
CDT are those right (left) of 0% contrast. On the ordinate is the probability of making the correct discrimination over approximately 30 
monocular (filled circles) and dichoptic (open circles) trials. The +/− 1 standard error bars were calculated using the score confidence 






Figure 4.29 shows the monocular and dichoptic high target CDT by delta pedestal 
contrast.  A repeated measures ANOVA with stimulus (monocular versus dichoptic), 
delta pedestal contrast magnitude, and delta pedestal contrast polarity as factors revealed 
that monocular significantly differed from dichoptic CDT, F(1, 3) = 18.67, p = .023, ωp2 = 
.86.  Both monocular and dichoptic CDT depended on delta pedestal contrast magnitude, 
F(2, 6) = 14.09, p = .005, ωp2 = .90.  Neither depended on delta pedestal contrast polarity, 
F(1, 3) = .98, ns.  The interaction between stimulus and polarity was not statistically 
significant, F(1, 3) = 5.61, p = .099, ωp2 = .54.  As expected, monocular CDT were greater 
than dichoptic CDT for all observers and CDT depended on delta pedestal contrast. 
CDT is the difference between delta pedestal contrast and target contrast needed to 
reach criterion threshold.  The increases in high target CDT for increases in delta pedestal 
contrast provide evidence that increment and decrement high target CDT depend on delta 
pedestal contrast.  As found previously (Pokorny & Smith, 1997), increases in delta 
pedestal contrast generated increases in the amount of target contrast needed to reach 
criterion threshold.  Contrast gain is quantified by these increases, a topic taken up later 
in this section. 
Figure 4.30 shows the percent change in CDT for the two decreases in delta 
pedestal contrast.  Monocular and dichoptic conditions are shown side-by-side for each 
observer.  To note is the lack of consistency in percent change for analogous monocular 
and dichoptic CDT within observer, even though the delta pedestal contrast decreases in a) 
from 58.50% to 41.25% and b) from 41.25% to 25.89% almost always produced CDT 
decreases.  To also note is the lack of systematic differences between analogous 
increment and decrement conditions within observer.  CDT were measured at one delta 
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pedestal during one experimental session and may account for their less than systematic 
decrease. 






Figure 4.29. Experiment 3(b) monocular and dichoptic contrast difference thresholds by 
delta pedestal contrast. On the abscissa is delta pedestal contrast (%) and on the ordinate 
is CDT (%). Shown are a) monocular CDT and b) dichoptic CDT.  
 
In Experiments 1 and 2, increment and decrement CDT at each delta pedestal were 
measured during the same experimental session.  In Experiment 3, they were measured in 
separate experimental sessions in order to measure monocular and dichoptic CDT within 
session.  Therefore, Experiment 3 results can provide better evidence for monocular 
versus dichoptic CDT differences than increment versus decrement CDT differences.  On 
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average, however, increment and decrement CDT decreased from the highest to lowest 
delta pedestal contrast, in monocular and dichoptic conditions. 
Altogether, Experiment 3 results showed that decreases in delta pedestal contrast 
produced decreases in both monocular and dichoptic CDT, but in magnitudes that did not 
systematically depend on delta pedestal contrast polarity. 
 
a)                                                                     b) 
   
 
Figure 4.30. Experiment 3(b) percent change in contrast difference thresholds by delta 
pedestal contrast. The percent change in monocular and dichoptic CDT when delta 
pedestal contrast is decreased in a) from 58.50% to 41.25% and in b) from 41.25% to 
25.89%. M.I. is monocular increment condition, D.I. is dichoptic increment condition, 
M.D. is monocular decrement condition, and D.D. is dichoptic decrement condition. 
 
 
Monocular versus Dichoptic αMag and α∆ by Delta Pedestal Contrast.  Figure 
4.31 shows side-by-side average monocular αMag and average dichoptic αMag for three P 
pathway delta pedestal contrasts by observer.  Again, αMag is the ratio of low to high CDT 
at one delta pedestal contrast.  No systematic, across-observer differences between 
monocular and dichoptic conditions are evident for increment or decrement delta pedestal 




Figure 4.31. Experiment 3(b) monocular and dichoptic contrast magnitude asymmetries 
by polarity. On the abscissa are the increment and decrement conditions and on the 
ordinate is αMag, calculated as low divided by high target CDT. αMag different from 1.0 
indicate asymmetry. Average αMag are shown with +/− 1 standard error bars. 
 
 
A repeated measures ANOVA with stimulus (monocular versus dichoptic), delta 
pedestal contrast magnitude, and delta pedestal contrast polarity as factors showed that 
monocular did not significantly differ from dichoptic log (αMag), F(1, 3) = 6.64, p = .08, 
ωp
2 = .59.  Increment also did not significantly differ from decrement log (αMag), F(1, 3) = 
.05, ns.  Log (αMag) did not depend on delta pedestal contrast, F(2, 6) = .88, ns.  The 
interaction between polarity and delta pedestal contrast, however, was statistically 
significant, F(2, 6) = 10.52, p = .01,  ωp2 = .82.   
In keeping with previous analyses, I plotted Figure 4.32 with increment and 
decrement αMag at each delta pedestal contrast by observer to check for systematic, 
across-observer changes in αMag as delta pedestal contrast decreased.  Monocular results 
are shown in a) and dichoptic results are shown in b).  As found in Experiments 1 and 2, 
these P pathway results are less convincing than those found in the M pathway because 




replicate those of Experiment 1 and 2 in that αMag changed in opposite directions as delta 
pedestal contrast decreased.  Single-sample t tests for log (αMag) collapsed across stimulus 
(monocular versus dichoptic) and delta pedestal contrast magnitude found that neither 
increments, t(23) = -.26, ns nor decrements, t(23) = .21, ns significantly differed from log 
(1.0).   
The results of Experiment 3(b) are in line with those of Experiments 1 and 2.  
Experiment 3 results show less variability, however, and provide clearer evidence that 
monocular and dichoptic, increment and decrement αMag do not systematically differ from 
1.0 in the P pathway.  The lack of systematic across-observer P pathway αMag was 
expected.  The percent change in αMag for each decrease in delta pedestal contrast is 
shown in Appendix D.   
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Figure 4.32. Experiment 3(b) monocular and dichoptic contrast magnitude asymmetries 
by delta pedestal contrast. Depicted in a) monocular and b) dichoptic plots are increment 
and decrement delta pedestal contrasts (%) on the abscissa and αMag on the log-scaled 
ordinate. αMag was calculated as low divided by high target CDT. αMag different from 1.0 
indicate asymmetry. Lines linking observer data points across delta pedestal contrasts are 
not mathematical functions and provided only to aid visual comparisons. 
 
 
Grand average P pathway αΔ by delta pedestal contrast are shown in Table 4.17.  
The grand averages suggest that αΔ depended on delta pedestal contrast because the 
magnitudes of monocular and dichoptic αΔ decreased as delta pedestal contrast decreased.  
A repeated measures ANOVA for log (αΔ) with stimulus (monocular versus dichoptic) 
and delta pedestal contrast magnitude as factors showed that monocular did not 
statistically differ from dichoptic log (αΔ), F(1, 3) = 1.42, ns.  Both depended on delta 
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pedestal contrast magnitude, F(2, 6) = 10.40, p = .011, ωp2 = .86.  Stimulus and delta 
pedestal contrast magnitude did not interact, F(2, 6) = .30, ns.  Both monocular and 
dichoptic αΔ decreased as delta pedestal contrast decreased via linear trend, F(1, 3) = 




Experiment 3(b) Delta Pedestal Asymmetries by Delta Pedestal Contrast 
 
 αΔ 




58.50% 1.69 (.81) 1.39 (.41) 
41.25% 1.11 (.58) .90 (.47) 
25.89% .87 (.33)      .61(.22) 
*Shown are grand averages across 4 observers. 
 
To check for systematic, across-observer changes in αΔ, I plotted Figure 4.33.  It 
shows αΔ at each delta pedestal contrast by observer for monocular and dichoptic 
conditions.  A downward trend in P pathway αΔ is evident as delta pedestal contrast 
decreases.  The percent changes in observer αΔ also indicate a downward trend (Appendix 
D).  Whether αΔ stays above, stays below, or goes through 1.0, however, depends on the 
observer.  A coefficient of 1.0 indicates no asymmetry. Single-sample t tests for log (αΔ) 
collapsed across delta pedestal contrast magnitude found that neither monocular log (αΔ), 
t(11) = -1.00, ns nor dichoptic log (αΔ), t(11) = .46, ns significantly differed from log 
(1.0).   
The results of Experiment 3(b) are in line with those of Experiments 1 and 2.  
These Experiment 3 P pathway results show less variability, however, and provide clearer 
evidence that monocular and dichoptic αΔ do not systematically differ from 1.0.  The lack 
of systematic across-observer P pathway αΔ was expected.   
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Figure 4.33. Experiment 3(b) monocular and dichoptic delta pedestal asymmetries by 
delta pedestal contrast. Depicted in a) monocular and b) dichoptic plots are delta pedestal 
contrasts (%) on the abscissa and αΔ on the log-scaled ordinate.  αΔ was calculated as 
increment divided by decrement αMag. αΔ different from 1.0 indicate asymmetry. Lines 
linking observer data points across delta pedestal contrasts are not mathematical 
functions and provided only to aid visual comparisons. 
 
Monocular versus Dichoptic αSat and αPol by Delta Pedestal Contrast.  The 
increment and decrement high target contrast gain functions (Equation 3.2) for each 
observer were modeled using Mathematica’s NonlinearModelFit Function.  As in 
Experiments 1 and 2, CSat was constrained to values between 0 and 10.0 and K was 
constrained to values greater than 0.  The monocular contrast gain model fits of the two 
free parameters, CSat and K, are listed in Table 4.18.  R2 is provided as a measure of the 
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psychophysical model’s goodness of fit.  It indicates the proportion of variation explained 




Experiment 3(b) Monocular and Dichoptic Contrast Gain Model Parameter Fits 
 
                         Monocular    Dichoptic 
     Decrement       Increment   Decrement           Increment 
Obs. K CSat R2  K CSat R2  K CSat R2  K CSat R2 
AGR .22 .46 .99  .30 .53 .99  .09 .84 .99  .09 2.6 .99 
JES .30 .33 .99  .28 .43 .99  .18 .69 .99  .17 .34 .99 
JLL .11 .82 .99  .02 10. .99  .04 2.4 .99  .13 .80 .99 
WWS .36 .97 .99  .20 1.1 .99  .16 1.7 .99  .20 1.1 .99 
       
As found in Experiments 1 and 2, dichoptic CSat were more consistent and in line 
with what were expected than monocular CSat were.  Dichoptic αSat were mostly less than 
1.0, which means that dichoptic decrement contrast generated greater CSat than dichoptic 
increment contrast.  Monocular CSat showed the opposite pattern.  Monocular αSat (Table 
4.19) indicate that observers have greater contrast gain for discriminating monocular 
decrement than increment contrast.  The inverted monocular αSat suggests that the P 
pathway benefits more from dichoptic processing when discriminating decrements than 
increments.  Because two observers generated outlier αSat, only three data points each for 
monocular and dichoptic conditions were available for statistical testing.  One-sample t 
tests were used to test whether log (αSat) significantly differed from log (1.0).  Neither 
monocular, t(2) = 3.97, p = .058, d = 2.29, nor dichoptic, t(2) = -3.88, p = .061, d = -2.24 
tests reached statistical significance.  Nevertheless, monocular and dichoptic αSat clearly 







Experiment 3(b) Monocular and Dichoptic Contrast Gain Asymmetries  
 
  
Observer Monocular αSat Dichoptic αSat 
AGR 1.15 3.10 
JES 1.30 .493 
JLL 12.2 .333 
WWS 1.13 .647 
*Shown are αSat for each observer. 
 
  
 The contrast gain functions are plotted in Figure 4.34.  Monocular and dichoptic 
functions are plotted together to facilitate their comparison.  Monocular and dichoptic 
functions are somewhat similar, but not entirely.  As indicated by the inverted monocular 
αSat, the decrement contrast gain functions for monocular conditions consistently had a 
slightly steeper slope than their dichoptic analogs.  This is buttressed by comparisons of 
monocular and dichoptic decrement CSat which reveal the former consistently smaller 
than the latter.  This difference is also reflected in K, with monocular greater than 
dichoptic K within observer.  Another difference was that increment and decrement 
monocular functions were vertically displaced higher than dichoptic functions because of 
greater monocular than dichoptic CDT, dependent-sample t(7) = 2.45, p = .044, d = .86.  
αPol, the asymmetry between analogous increment and decrement high target CDT, 
were then plotted by delta pedestal contrast in Figure 4.35 to check for systematic, 
across-observer differences.  As was suggested by comparisons of increment and 
decrement high target CDT in Figure 4.29, decrement was less than increment CDT in most 
cases, for monocular and dichoptic conditions.  Across observers, grand average αPol was 
1.19 (SD = .36) for monocular and 1.44 (SD = .58) for dichoptic conditions.  
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Figure 4.34. Experiment 3(b) threshold-versus-illuminance plots of monocular and 
dichoptic contrast gains. The abscissa represents delta pedestal illuminance and the 
ordinate represents average difference threshold illuminance, ΔI, at each of the 3 
decrement (below adaptation) and 3 increment (above adaptation) delta pedestal high 
target conditions. The filled triangle locates background illuminance and the open 
triangle locates adaptation pedestal illuminance. The open circles represent monocular ΔI 
and the filled circles represent dichoptic ΔI. The decrement and increment contrast gain 
functions were fit with Equation 3.2 and plotted over the same retinal illuminance range 








a)                                                                      
   
b) 
 
Figure 4.35. Experiment 3(b) monocular and dichoptic contrast polarity asymmetries by 
delta pedestal contrast. Plot a) shows monocular αPol and b) shows dichoptic αPol. αPol was 
calculated as increment divided by analogous decrement high CDT. On the abscissa is 
delta pedestal contrast (%) and on the log-scaled ordinate is αPol. Magnitudes different 
from 1.0 indicate asymmetry. Lines linking observer data points across delta pedestal 
contrasts are not mathematical functions and provided only to aid visual comparisons. 
 
Figure 4.35 indicates that most observers were more sensitive to decrements than 
increments regardless of stimulus presentation (monocular or dichoptic) or delta pedestal 
contrast magnitude, although there were individual differences.  Repeated measures 
ANOVA with stimulus (monocular versus dichoptic) and delta pedestal contrast 
magnitude as factors showed that log (αPol) did not differ between monocular and 
dichoptic conditions, F(1, 3) = 3.77, ns.  Neither monocular nor dichoptic log (αPol) 
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depended on delta pedestal contrast magnitude, F(2, 6) = .12, ns.  No evidence of 
interaction between stimulus and delta pedestal magnitude was found, F(2, 6) = 1.35, ns.   
The unexpected αPol result differs from Experiment 1 wherein αPol showed a 
statistically significant increase when delta pedestal contrast was increased.  Experiment 
1 had more observers and measured CDT at all dichoptic P pathway increment and 
decrement delta pedestal contrasts in the same experimental session.  Experiment 3 
measured CDT at only one delta pedestal contrast, either one increment or one decrement, 
during an experimental session.   
A dependent t test for monocular and dichoptic log (αPol) with data paired on delta 
pedestal contrast magnitude was not statistically significant, t(11) = 1.82, p = .097, d = 
.52.  Single-sample t tests were conducted separately for monocular (M = 1.19, SD = .36) 
and dichoptic (M = 1.44, SD = .58) log (αPol) with data collapsed across delta pedestal 
contrast magnitude.  Log (αPol) did not significantly differ from log (1.0) for monocular 
conditions, t(11) = 1.60, ns, but did for dichoptic conditions, t(11) = 2.51, p = .029, d = 
.73.  The difference in results for monocular and dichoptic conditions arises because the 
monocular decrement CDT increased more than monocular increment CDT over their 
dichoptic analogs. 
 The percent change in αPol for overall decrease in delta pedestal contrast 
magnitude is shown in Figure 4.36.  It indicates that αPol mostly increased for monocular 
conditions and decreased for dichoptic conditions when delta pedestal contrast magnitude 
decreased from 58.50% to 25.89%.  The interim percent changes by delta pedestal 





Figure 4.36. Experiment 3(b) percent change in monocular and dichoptic contrast 
polarity asymmetries. The percent change in monocular and dichoptic αPol when delta 
pedestal contrast is decreased in from 58.50% to 25.89%. On the abscissa are monocular 
and dichoptic conditions. M. is monocular conditions and D. is dichoptic conditions. 
 
 Asymmetry in Binocular Summation by Delta Pedestal Contrast.  Binocular 
summation ratios for high target CDT were calculated and compared across increment and 
decrement delta pedestal conditions.  Observer averages for three increment BSRs and 
three decrement BSRs are shown in Figure 4.37.  Average BSRs were all greater than 
1.0.  They ranged from about 1.5 to 2.0.  
The grand average BSRs at each increment and decrement delta pedestal contrast 
are listed in Table 4.20.  BSRs were calculated by delta pedestal contrast for each 
observer prior to averaging BSRs across observers.  The grand average decrement BSRs 
appeared to decrease as delta pedestal contrast decreased but the increment BSRs did not 
change.  A repeated measures ANOVA for BSR was conducted with delta pedestal 
contrast magnitude and delta pedestal contrast polarity as factors.  Neither delta pedestal 
contrast magnitude, F(2, 6) = 1.33, ns nor delta pedestal contrast polarity, F(1, 3) = 4.44, 
ns were statistically significant factors.  Their interaction was also not statistically 




Figure 4.37. Experiment 3(b) increment and decrement binocular summation ratios. BSR 
was calculated as monocular divided by analogous dichoptic CDT.  On the abscissa are the 
increment and decrement delta pedestal conditions. On the ordinate is magnitude of BSR. 
Average BSRs for the 3 increment and for the 3 decrement delta pedestal high contrast 
thresholds are presented along with +/− 1 standard error bars. 
 
Table 4.20 
Experiment 3(b) Increment and Decrement Binocular Summation Ratios by Delta 
Pedestal Contrast 
 
Delta pedestal contrast 
Decrement  
 M (SD) 
Increment 
 M (SD) 
+/-58.50% 1.91 (.40) 1.60 (.54) 
+/-41.25% 2.03 (.44) 1.50 (.24) 
+/-25.89% 1.50 (.30) 1.54 (.18) 
  Average 1.81 (.38) 1.55 (.32) 
*Shown are grand averages across 4 observers. 
 
A dependent t test for increment and decrement BSRs paired across delta pedestal 
contrasts showed they did not statistically differ, t(11) = 1.97, p = .074, d = .57.  Single-
sample t tests were conducted separately on increment and decrement BSRs with data 




t(11) = -4.88, p < .001, d = -1.41, and decrement BSRs were greater than √2, t(11) = 3.28, 
p = .007, d = .95  The present results significantly differed from the expected increment 
and decrement BSRs of 2.0 and √2, respectively (Baker et al., 2012). 
 A question in Experiment 3(b) was whether delta pedestal contrast influenced 
binocular summation.  The repeated measures ANOVA was unable to substantiate the 
effect.  Figure 4.38 shows the increment and decrement BSRs by delta pedestal contrast 
for each observer.  The figure was generated to see whether systematic across-observer 
changes in increment or decrement BSR occurred as delta pedestal contrast decreased.  
Decrement BSRs appear to decrease; increment BSRs appear to remain around 1.5, on 
average.  Increment BSRs are nearer the average noted in the extant literature of 1.5 
(Howard & Rogers, 2012, p. 114), regardless of delta pedestal contrast.   
 
 
Figure 4.38. Experiment 3(b) increment and decrement binocular summation ratios by 
delta pedestal contrast. On the abscissa are delta pedestal contrasts (%) and on the 
ordinate is BSR, calculated as monocular divided by dichoptic CDT.  BSRs different from 
1.0 indicate binocular summation.  
 
Figure 4.39 shows the overall percent change in BSR when delta pedestal contrast 
was decreased from 58.50% to 25.89%.  The decrement BSRs consistently decreased.  
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The analogous increment BSRs showed mixed changes across observers.  Percent change 
in BSR for decreases in delta pedestal contrast from 58.50% to 41.25% and from 41.25% 
to 25.89% are not shown here because the overall percent change was clearer in 
demonstrating the effect of decreasing delta pedestal contrast had on binocular 
summation in the P pathway.  Those figures are in Appendix D.  As a side note, the 
percent change in increment and decrement BSR for JLL in Experiment 3 were very 
similar to those of Experiment 2.   
 
 
Figure 4.39. Experiment 3(b) percent change in increment and decrement binocular 
summation ratio. The percent change in BSR when increment and decrement delta 
pedestal contrasts were decreased from 58.50% to 25.89%. On the abscissa is increment 
and decrement conditions and on the ordinate is percent change in BSR. 
 
 
As just discussed, P pathway BSRs were lower for increment than analogous 
decrement contrast discrimination (Table 4.20).  This information is captured in the 
asymmetry calculated for binocular summation (αBSR).  Figure 4.40 shows each 
observer’s average αBSR, calculated using each of the three delta pedestal CDT analog 
pairs prior to averaging.  Average αBSR suggest that increment BSRs were lower than 
decrement BSRs at each delta pedestal contrast, which is in line with αBSR results of 
Experiments 1 and 2.  Additional plotting of each observer’s αBSR by delta pedestal 
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contrast in Figure 4.41 shows that αBSR did not fluctuate greatly within observer.  A 
repeated measures ANOVA for log (αBSR) with delta pedestal contrast magnitude as a 
factor was not statistically significant, F(2, 6) = 1.35, ns.  Even though decrement BSRs 
were significantly greater than 1.5 and their increment analogs were not, a subsequent 
single-sample t test with log (αBSR) collapsed across delta pedestal contrasts and test 
equal to log (1.0), t(11) = -1.82, p = .097, d = -.52 was not statistically significant. 
 
Figure 4.40. Experiment 3(b) binocular summation asymmetry. Depicted on the abscissa 
are the observers and on the ordinate is αBSR. αBSR was calculated as increment divided by 
decrement high target BSR. The average of 3 P pathway αBSR is shown with +/− 1 
standard error bars. 
 
Altogether, the results provide evidence that BSRs were greater than √2 for 
decrements and less than 2.0 for increments.  Although decrement BSRs appear to 
decrease as delta pedestal contrast decreased, delta pedestal contrast magnitude was not a 
statistically significant factor for either decrement or increment BSR.  Experiment 3 P 
pathway BSR results are not in line with the extant literature (Baker et al, 2012) but are in 





Figure 4.41. Experiment 3(b) binocular summation asymmetry by delta pedestal contrast. 
αBSR was calculated as increment divided by decrement BSR. On the abscissa is delta 
pedestal contrast (%) and on the ordinate is αBSR. Departures from 1.0 indicate 
asymmetry. Lines linking observer data points across delta pedestal contrasts are not 




Experiment 3(b) measured P pathway increment and decrement CDT at two delta 
pedestal contrasts lower than the one used in Experiment 3(a).  Analogous increment and 
decrement psychometric functions remained similar to each other regardless of stimulus 
presentation (monocular or dichoptic) or delta pedestal contrast (Figure 4.28).  As 
expected from the results of Experiments 1 and 2, the magnitudes of P pathway delta 
pedestal contrast had an effect on contrast discrimination because CDT systematically 
decreased as delta pedestal contrast decreased, for monocular and dichoptic conditions 
(Figure 4.29).   
  As expected, the P pathway asymmetries αMag (Figure 4.32) and α∆ (Figure 4.33) 
did not significantly differ from 1.0 in monocular and dichoptic conditions.  The 
asymmetry αPol, which is the calculation most similar to those in the extant literature, 
significantly differed from 1.0 for dichoptic but not for monocular conditions.  The 
within-observer patterns in αPol were nevertheless similar for monocular and dichoptic 
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conditions, likely because they were measured during the same experimental session. αPol 
unexpectedly did not depend on delta pedestal contrast.  Unlike in Experiments 1 and 2, 
Experiment 3 collected data at each delta pedestal contrast in separate sessions and may 
have influenced αPol’s dependence on delta pedestal contrast. 
One important difference in asymmetry between monocular and dichoptic 
conditions in the P pathway was found.  Monocular decrement contrast gain slopes were 
unexpectedly steeper than their dichoptic analogs.  The increase in decrement contrast 
gain was substantial enough to make the monocular decrement slopes steeper than 
analogous monocular increment slopes.  In effect, the increase inverted the monocular 
contrast gain asymmetry αSat (Table 4.19).  The inversion provides evidence that P 
pathway decrement contrast gain is influenced more by delta pedestal contrast than 
increment contrast gain.  The inversion also explains why monocular αPol did not 
significantly differ from 1.0 but dichoptic αPol did.  
The polarity of delta pedestal contrast also had an effect on P pathway binocular 
summation.  Increment BSRs were significantly lower than 2.0 and decrement BSRs 
were significantly greater than √2 (Table 4.20), BSR values reported in the extant 
literature specifically for increment and decrement contrast discrimination (Baker et al., 
2012).  Although not statistically significant in Experiment 3, the magnitude of 
decrement BSRs decreased as delta pedestal contrast decreased and approached 
increment BSRs at the lowest delta pedestal contrast.  The results tentatively suggest that 
the magnitude of delta pedestal contrast influenced binocular summation for decrement 
more than increment contrast discrimination in the P pathway because increment BSRs 
remained closer to a reported literature-wide average of 1.5 (Howard & Rogers, 2012, p. 
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114), regardless of delta pedestal contrast.  Meese et al. (2006) similarly reported that 
binocular summation remained approximately constant across the range of increment 
contrasts measured. 
4.4.5. Conclusion 
The results of Experiment 3 provide evidence that human observers both 
discriminate and binocularly sum decrement contrast differently from increment contrast 
in the M and P pathways.   
Experiment 3(a) assessed M and P pathway contrast processing and binocular 
summation asymmetries using canonical delta pedestal contrasts with magnitudes that 
helped ensure one pathway was governing the contrast response.  Observers generated 
psychometric functions that were similar for analogous increment and decrement delta 
pedestal contrasts.  Experiment 3(b) examined the effect of lowering delta pedestal 
contrast on P pathway psychometric functions, asymmetries in contrast discrimination 
thresholds, and binocular summation.  Decreasing delta pedestal contrast did not alter the 
semblance in increment and decrement psychometric functions.   
M pathway increment and decrement CDT were measured using relatively low 
delta pedestal contrast.  The asymmetries of αMag and α∆ were found in the M pathway.  
In line with the extant literature (Baker et al., 2012), BSRs for decrement were less than 
for increment contrast discrimination.  M pathway decrement BSRs were lower than 
previously found (Baker et al., 2012) but increment BSRs were closer to the expected 
literature-wide average of 1.5 (Howard & Rogers, 2012, p. 114). 
P pathway increment and decrement CDT were measured using relatively high 
delta pedestal contrast.  The contrast gain asymmetry, αSat, was again found in the P 
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pathway.  Experiment 3 also revealed a difference between monocular and dichoptic 
contrast gain when delta pedestal contrast was decreased: Decrement contrast gain 
increased and produced slopes greater than increment contrast gain in monocular 
conditions.  Coincidently, BSRs for decrement were greater than √2 but increment BSRs 
were less than 2.0 and not in line with BSRs recently reported by others (Baker et al., 
2012). 
In the P pathway, the combination of results suggests that decrement more than 
increment binocular summation depends on delta pedestal contrast.  This result is in line 
with the finding that the magnitude of increment binocular summation does not vary 
widely across contrasts (Meese et al., 2006).  The combination of results also suggests 
that binocular summation more strongly influenced dichoptic decrement than increment 
contrast discrimination thresholds. 
4.5. General Conclusion 
The results of Experiments 1 through 3 showed that observers were more 
sensitive to decrement than increment contrast, regardless of pathway.  This contrast 
polarity asymmetry in thresholds was found in monocular as well as dichoptic conditions.   
Within polarity, comparisons over increasing delta pedestal contrasts revealed 
increasing contrast discrimination thresholds.  The pattern of results suggests that 
observers shift rightwards on the abscissa (contrast %) and thus upwards on the contrast 
response function (response magnitude) in order to reach criterion threshold (Figure 2.2).  
Indeed, such increases in contrast discrimination threshold from one delta pedestal 
contrast to the next psychophysically delineate increment and decrement contrast gains. 
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In Experiment 1, the P pathway contrast polarity asymmetry was linked to greater 
contrast gain for increments than decrements.  Because contrast gain was steeper for 
increment than decrement contrast discrimination, the target contrast needed to reach 
criterion threshold went up faster for increment than decrement contrast discrimination.  
Consequently, the contrast polarity asymmetry increased as delta pedestal contrast 
increased.  A similar link was not shown in the M pathway.  One reason may be that a 
large M pathway contrast gain asymmetry does not exist.  Other potential reasons are that 
a narrow contrast measurement range or greater observer variability made it difficult to 
discern slope differences between M pathway increment and decrement contrast gain 
functions. 
Lu and Sperling (2012) examined the asymmetry in increment and decrement 
thresholds using 13 different experimental tasks but without attention to contrast 
processing differences in M and P pathways.  The experiment-wide average asymmetry 
coefficient reported was 1.25.  The asymmetry coefficient ranged from about 1.08 to 1.67 
depending on the observer and task.  Because the contrast polarity asymmetry pervaded 
all task outcomes, their results were interpreted to mean that the contrast polarity 
asymmetry arose early in visual processing.  It was further maintained that the contrast 
polarity asymmetry was a function of contrast magnitude because as contrast magnitude 
increased, the asymmetry coefficient increased.  Their contrast polarity asymmetry 
increased up to about 60% Michelson contrast where it approached an asymptote.   
Although the modeled relation between the contrast polarity asymmetry and 
contrast magnitude could account for the majority of their results, it could not account for 
the magnitude of contrast polarity asymmetry found using their contrast discrimination 
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task.  Lu & Sperling (2012) reported an asymmetry in increment and decrement contrast 
discrimination thresholds greater than 3.0.  The large asymmetry coefficient was 
attributed to testing increments at a higher reference luminance than decrements, a 
discrepancy that would have generated a larger increment than decrement contrast 
discrimination threshold to begin with.  They did not include the results of their contrast 
discrimination experiment when modeling the relationship between contrast polarity 
asymmetry and contrast magnitude.  
My experimental paradigm was developed to separately assess contrast 
discrimination in the M and P pathways (Pokorny & Smith, 1997).  The present research 
measured increment and decrement thresholds with equidistant departures from the same 
baseline adaptation pedestal luminance and found the contrast polarity asymmetry closer 
to Lu & Sperling’s (2012) experiment-wide average of 1.25.  Therefore, my results show 
that contrast discrimination thresholds exhibit a contrast polarity asymmetry in 
magnitudes similar to their other tasks.  The conclusions reached from results obtained 
with the M and P pathway experimental protocols may thus apply to other areas of vision 
research as well their results do. 
Previous researchers focused mainly on the contrast polarity asymmetry in 
thresholds (Lu & Sperling, 2012; Whittle, 1986), but it was not the only one examined in 
Experiments 1 through 3.  In all, four contrast processing asymmetries were assessed.  
Two of the four were asymmetries found in the M pathway (for high versus low contrast 
thresholds at each delta pedestal contrast and for this asymmetry in increment versus 
decrement delta pedestal contrasts), one was the contrast polarity asymmetry in 
thresholds found in both M and P pathways, and one was the contrast gain asymmetry 
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found only in the P pathway.  The pathway-specific asymmetries suggest that the 
differences in pathway contrast response properties are the cause.  M pathway cells 
exhibit significant contrast gain, contrast response pooling, and normalization at retina; P 
pathway cells exhibit little contrast gain at retina.  P pathway cell response pooling and 
normalization arise primarily at striate cortex (Baccus & Meister, 2004; Shapley & 
Victor, 1978; Solomon et al., 2002; 2004; 2006).   
Experiments 1 through 3 also assessed asymmetry in the binocular summation of 
increment and decrement contrast.  No experiment was found in the extant literature that 
specifically assessed binocular summation in the M and P pathways.  Asymmetry in the 
binocular summation of increment and decrement contrast was examined recently, in 
only one experiment (Baker et al., 2012).   
My Experiment 1 and 2 results were in line with Legge (1984a) who found that 
binocular summation decreased when grating pedestal contrast increased.  Experiments 1 
and 2 showed that binocular summation decreased when delta pedestal contrast increased 
only in the M pathway.  Experiment 1 and 2 results were not entirely in line with Baker et 
al. (2012) who found that increment BSR was greater than decrement BSR.  Within each 
pathway, my results for increment and decrement binocular summation were mixed.  
Experiments 1 and 2 measured monocular and dichoptic thresholds during different 
experimental sessions because the experiments were initially designed to measure 
contrast discrimination thresholds and contrast gain across increasing dichoptic and 
monocular delta pedestal contrasts.  The binocular summation ratio of monocular to 
dichoptic thresholds may have been confounded by intersession variability. 
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Binocular summation was again measured in Experiment 3 but with analogous 
monocular and dichoptic trials during the same experimental session to control for 
intersession variability in BSR calculations.  M pathway BSR results are tentative 
because only one observer generated all the data needed.  What was generated suggests 
M pathway BSRs were in the directions predicted by the results of Baker et al. (2012) 
who found a BSR of 2.0 for increments and √2.0 for decrements.  M pathway increment 
BSR was closer to the extant literature-wide average of 1.5 (Howard & Rogers, 2012, p. 
114), however, and the decrement BSRs was closer to 1.0.   
In the P pathway, BSRs were not in the directions predicted (Baker et al., 2012).  
P pathway BSRs were lower than expected for increments (< 2.0) and greater than 
expected for decrements (> √2.0).  Increment BSRs were closer to the extant literature-
wide average of 1.5 (Howard & Rogers, 2012, p. 114).  Of particular note was the finding 
that monocular decrement contrast gain increased over dichoptic decrement contrast gain, 
a result suggesting that decrement contrast discrimination was more greatly influenced by 
disparities in monocular contrast than increment contrast discrimination was.  All 
considered, Experiment 3 suggests that P pathway binocular summation of decrements 
was more easily influenced by delta pedestal contrast than binocular summation of 
increments was. 
The experimental paradigm used in the present research differed from the one 
used by Baker et al. (2012).  An important difference in tasks that may have led to the 
difference in results was delta pedestal presentation.  Delta pedestals were presented to 
both eyes during monocular trials in the Baker et al (2012) research and to only the test 
eye during monocular trials in the present research.  Their dual pedestal presentation was 
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meant to control all stimulus parameters; only target presentation was varied.  This 
methodological choice has been shown to elevate monocular thresholds at higher 
contrasts (Meese et al., 2006, Figure 7), which would have confounded the comparison of 
M and P research results in the present research.  Elevated monocular thresholds were 
thought caused by counter-suppression between the eyes.  Considered altogether, their 
results and mine suggest that counter-suppression arises primarily in the P pathway and 
more for increment than decrement contrast because their increment BSRs were greater 
than the present increment BSRs.  When counter-suppression is taken out of the picture, 
as in the present research, increment BSRs may be less than decrement BSRs.  
Another consideration in evaluating binocular summation results is visual 
pathway.  Contrast difference thresholds were measured in the M and P pathways with 
different delta pedestal contrast magnitudes.  Baker et al. (2012) measured binocular 
summation during contrast discrimination with only one stimulus configuration for 
increments and for decrements.  Therefore, it is unknown whether their decrement BSR 
would be less than increment BSR for discrimination at different delta pedestal contrast 
magnitudes with their stimuli. 
To also consider is adaptation luminance.  Theirs was to uniform background, 
which differs from the present adaptation pedestal against a uniform background.  ON 
and OFF cells respectively respond to sudden increments or decrements in the adapting 
visual field, however, whether the changes are in luminance or contrast (Schiller, 1982; 
1992).  Both experimental paradigms held the adaptation field constant.  Cells were 
returned to their adapted, maintained activity levels between trials.  Therefore, adaptation 
does not seem a likely reason for the differences in BSR results. 
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My M and P pathway experimental paradigm generated contrast polarity 
asymmetries in magnitudes similar to those of Lu and Sperling (2012).  Therefore, my 
binocular summation results were built upon expected contrast polarity asymmetry results 
for contrast discrimination thresholds.  Baker et al. (2012) did not provide results for their 
asymmetry in contrast discrimination thresholds. 
On the basis of Experiment 1 and 2 results, I conclude that the asymmetry in 
increment and decrement contrast gain contributes to the asymmetry in increment and 
decrement contrast discrimination thresholds in the P pathway.  Although observers also 
were more sensitive to decrement than increment contrast in the M pathway, a link to an 
asymmetry in contrast gain was not found in the M pathway.   
Whether the asymmetry in increment and decrement contrast gain also contributes 
to the asymmetry in increment and decrement binocular summation remains uncertain.  
What Experiment 3 showed was that P pathway decrement contrast gain was greater for 
monocular than dichoptic presentation and that decrement and increment BSRs were 
opposite the expected directions.  Manipulations of delta pedestal contrast are thus 
needed to ascertain whether contrast gain underlies the asymmetry in increment and 













In binocular summation experiments with interocular contrast disparity, observers 
disproportionally weigh decrement thresholds toward the greater monocular contrast but 
weigh increment thresholds more equally (Anstis & Ho, 1998; Baker et al., 2012). 
Weightings were thought caused by monocular contrast processing prior to binocular 
summation (Baker et al., 2012).  At binocular summation, almost linear monocular 
processing generated proportional increment monocular weightings and nonlinear 
monocular processing generated disproportional decrement weightings.  These 
monocular nonlinearities were also said to underlie differences in increment and 
decrement binocular summation.  Found were decrement binocular summation ratios 
(BSR) of √2 and increment BSRs of 2.0.  A BSR of √2 implies nonlinearity somewhere 
prior to or at binocular summation because one eye requires less than twice the contrast 
that two require to reach criterion threshold.  By comparison, a BSR of 2.0 implies 
linearity because one eye requires twice as much as two.  Whether monocular contrast 
processing nonlinearities similarly influence binocular summation in the P pathway has 
not yet been examined.  
Potential sources of monocular contrast processing nonlinearities are increment 
and decrement contrast gains.  In Experiments 1, 2 and 3(b), contrast difference 
thresholds (CDT) were measured and used to model contrast gain functions for M and P 
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pathways.  Observers had lower CDT for decrements than increments in both M and P 
pathway experimental protocols, an asymmetry measured by αPol.  In the P pathway, αPol 
was similar for monocular and dichoptic conditions, suggesting that it arose early in both 
pathways.  Others have reached this conclusion about an early locus for αPol after 
experimenting with a multitude of tasks (Lu & Sperling, 2012).  In the P pathway, αPol 
was linked to the asymmetry in increment and decrement contrast gains (αSat).  Increment 
was greater than decrement contrast gain.  The contrast gain asymmetry was not found in 
the M pathway. 
Evidence as to whether differences in P pathway increment and decrement 
contrast gains could potentially be associated with nonlinearity at binocular summation 
was found in Experiment 3(b).  Greater P pathway increment than decrement contrast 
gain was found in dichoptic conditions but the reverse was found in monocular 
conditions.  This outcome suggests that the source of nonlinearity was binocular, that 
nonlinearity during binocular summation reduced the magnitude of decrement contrast 
gain.  For decrements, along with greater monocular contrast gain slopes were 
progressively greater monocular CDT.  Because binocular summation was quantified as 
monocular divided by dichoptic CDT, progressively greater monocular CDT translated into 
progressively greater binocular summation for decrements.  Evidence for greater 
decrement than increment binocular summation was found in Experiment 2 also.  In this 
light, the source of nonlinearity could also be thought of as arising before binocular 
summation. 
In Experiments 4 and 5, P pathway binocular summation was therefore examined.  
The focus was on highly nonlinear, winner-take-all outcomes that might occur when the 
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monocular inputs contain different amounts of contrast.  Neurophysiologically, winner-
take-all has been shown to arise in cells or groups of cells when a nonlinear pooling 
operation selects the dominant input cell response and feeds it forward as part of 
normalizing the visual response.  
 Psychophysically, disproportional weighting toward a greater increment contrast 
has been shown at higher contrasts (Busse et al., 2009; Ding & Sperling, 2006; Legge & 
Rubin, 1981) but winner-take-all has been shown only for decrements.  In contrast 
matching tasks, wherein observers optimize the combination of disparate monocular 
contrasts while matching to a standard, winner-take-all was demonstrated when 
binocularly summed thresholds were entirely weighted toward the monocular input with 
greater decrement contrast (Anstis & Ho, 1998; Baker et al., 2012).   
To accommodate the range of possible outcomes, the magnitude of weighting in 
the present research was defined as the magnitude of nonlinearity found in binocular 
summation.  This definition accounts for the extant literature findings of 
disproportionally weighted monocular thresholds for increment as well as decrement 
contrasts.  Winner-take-all was defined as a strong nonlinearity, with binocularly 
summed CDT weighted fully towards one monocular input. 
The nonlinearity represents how the visual system proportionally weights 
monocular contrasts at binocular summation.  Proportional weighting means, for 
example, that monocular CDT of 4% in one eye and 8% in the other, are weighted equally 
and generate a binocularly summed CDT near 6%.  Disproportional weighting toward the 
lower (higher) CDT would generate a binocularly summed CDT lower (higher) than 6%.  
For winner-take-all, the disparate CDT would be either 4% or 8% because the contrast in 
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the other eye is entirely discounted.  Accordingly, the strength of nonlinearity does not 
directly relate to the magnitudes of each monocular contrast.  Rather, it relates to how the 
visual system weighs each monocular contrast at binocular summation.  
As noted above, others maintain that the differences found in increment and 
decrement BSRs during contrast discrimination may result from the same monocular 
nonlinearities that generate the disproportional monocular weightings during contrast 
matching (Baker et al., 2012).  Experiment 3 found that P pathway increments generated 
BSRs significantly less than 2.0 and decrements generated BSRs significantly greater 
than √2 in the P pathway.  They were not in line with Baker et al. (2012).  Experiment 2 
found no difference in increment and decrement M pathway BSRs.  Given my 
Experiment 3 results for P pathway increment and decrement BSRs, Experiment 4 was 
first conducted to examine whether a P pathway interocular contrast disparity generated 
the same magnitude of nonlinearity for increments and decrements. 
It is further suggested here that the reason the M and P pathways differ in contrast 
gain and binocular summation asymmetry is that they differ in contrast response 
normalization.  Normalization has been shown for the M but not the P pathway at retina 
(Benardete et al., 1992; Kaplan & Shapley, 1986; Solomon et al., 2002; 2004; 2006).  
The M pathway normalizes responses to both increments and decrements, potentially 
reducing any contrast gain asymmetry.  Evidence for normalization comes from the 
neurophysiological finding that the M pathway has almost twice the number of 
decrement-responding OFF bipolar cells than increment-responding ON bipolar cells (in 
macaque, Ahmad et al., 2003), yet it shows similar binocular summation of increment 
and decrement contrast (Experiment 2).  By comparison, the P pathway has similar 
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numbers of OFF and ON bipolar cells at retina (Ahmad et al., 2003), yet it shows 
consistent contrast gain asymmetry across observers (Experiments 1 through 3).  The 
contrast gain asymmetry may arise because of the lack of contrast response normalization 
prior to striate cortex in the P pathway (Benardete et al., 1992).  Striate cortex is also the 
site of binocular summation.  
The M and P pathways normalize cell responses to prevailing contrast through 
processes such as contrast adaptation and contrast gain control (Busse et al., 2009; 
Carandini & Heeger, 2012; Demb, 2008; Shapley & Victor, 1978; Victor, 1987).  Both 
are ways in which the visual system has been shown to normalize converging neural 
inputs to avoid cell response saturation.  It is thought that both normalization processes 
are manifestations of the same underlying neural mechanisms, located where cell 
responses pool, but under different time constraints (Baccus & Meister, 2002; 2004; 
Demb, 2008).  Both are also ways in which normalization of the contrast response can be 
manipulated.  It has not been shown, however, whether normalization could contribute to 
the observed nonlinearities in binocular summation.  Therefore, Experiment 5 was 
conducted to examine whether manipulations of adaptation and contrast gain control 
altered binocularly summed thresholds and, by extension, the nonlinearity. 
In sum, the overarching questions in Experiments 4 and 5 were whether large 
nonlinearities arise during binocular summation of disparate decrement or disparate 
decrement contrast and whether nonlinearities can be manipulated to infer contrast gain 
normalization as an underlying cause.   
The extant literature results for winner-take-all in binocular summation were 
obtained with stimuli of longer stimulus duration (for example, 200 ms in Baker et al., 
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2012) than was used in the present research.  Although others have found progressively 
lower thresholds for decrements than increments as stimulus duration increased (Whittle, 
1986), longer stimulus duration was not considered essential while measuring binocularly 
summed thresholds in the present research because longer stimulus durations have been 
shown to uniformly reduce psychophysical CDT across the entire contrast gain function 
and to not change the increment and decrement contrast gain slopes (Pokorny & Smith, 
1997, Figure 5).  And because stimulus size remains constant in the present research, a 
difference in increment and decrement spatial summation could not explain the 
differences in increment and decrement binocular summation found in Experiments 1 
through 3 either.  A reduction in nonlinearity, when either adaptation or contrast gain 
control are manipulated, would provide some evidence that contrast gain normalization 
underlies the nonlinearities and asymmetry found in increment and decrement binocular 
summation. 




The primary question in Experiment 4 was whether nonlinearities would arise 
during increment or decrement binocular summation with an interocular disparity in P 
pathway delta pedestal contrasts.   
Experiment 4 assessed monocular weightings in binocular summation during 
contrast discrimination with disparate increment or decrement delta pedestal contrasts.  A 
search of the literature did not reveal an experiment that measured the magnitudes of 
increment and decrement nonlinearity at binocular summation with a contrast 
discrimination task.  Experiment 4 had four possible outcomes.  The first was that a 
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strong nonlinearity would arise in the disparate decrement but not increment condition.  
This result would suggest that delta pedestal contrast polarity underlies the difference 
between increment and decrement nonlinearity.  The second was that a strong 
nonlinearity would arise in disparate increment as well as decrement conditions.  This 
result would suggest that the nonlinearity was not related to delta pedestal contrast 
polarity and was possibly related to the magnitude of contrast disparity in the stimulus 
(Anstis & Ho, 1998; Baker et al., 2012).  The third has no support in the literature, as no 
one has reported winner-take-all or very strong nonlinearities for increment but not for 
decrement binocular summation.  The last possible outcome was that neither increments 
nor decrements generate a strong nonlinearity.  This result could arise from the P 
pathway task itself because it significantly differed from the contrast matching task used 
by others reporting winner-take-all.  Another plausible explanation is that both pathways 
are needed to generate the nonlinearity and the present research has a stimulus that 
minimizes the potential contribution of the M pathway.  
With all possibilities considered, the magnitude of nonlinearity generated during 
P pathway binocular summation was expected to be greater for decrement than increment 
contrast because Experiments 1 through 3 found that decrement but not increment 
binocular summation depended on delta pedestal contrast and Experiment 3 found that 
decrement but not increment binocular summation reduced monocular contrast gain.  A 
greater nonlinearity for decrements than increments would be in line with what others 
have found (Anstis & Ho, 1998; Baker et al., 2012). 
Hypotheses.  Given the extant literature and my previous results, it was expected 
that the P pathway task would generate asymmetries in increment and decrement 
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thresholds.  For dichoptic stimuli with identical monocular inputs, the results of my 
Experiments 1 through 3 suggest inconsistently greater CDT for low target than high 
target contrast discrimination, generating αMag not substantially different from 1.0.  They 
also suggest consistently greater CDT for increment than for decrement contrast 
discrimination, generating αPol greater than 1.0.  High target increment and decrement 
psychometric functions were expected to look similar to each other. 
For disparate contrast stimuli, with one monocular input of greater delta pedestal 
contrast than the other, proportional weighting of increment monocular CDT during 
binocular summation was expected to generate disparate high target CDT midway 
between each monocular CDT and therefore similar to analog dichoptic CDT.  
Disproportional weighting of decrement monocular CDT during binocular summation was 
expected to generate disparate high target CDT that substantially differ from the analog 
dichoptic condition.  Reflecting the monocular weightings at binocular summation, 
decrements were expected to generate greater nonlinearity than increments.  High target 
increment and decrement psychometric functions were expected to look different from 
each other. 
5.2.2. Methods 
Experiment 4 assesses the magnitude of nonlinearity in the binocular summation 
of increment and decrement contrast, when observers discriminate target contrast from 
either dichoptic or disparate delta pedestal contrasts.  Manipulated were delta pedestal 
contrast (dichoptic or disparate) and contrast polarity (increment versus decrement).  CDT 
were always measured with either two decrement delta pedestals or two increment delta 
pedestals.  The same delta pedestal was presented to both eyes for dichoptic CDT 
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measurement and different delta pedestals were presented for disparate CDT 
measurement.  Dichoptic and disparate CDT were measured with trials that were randomly 
interleaved within the same experimental session.  Increment and decrement CDT were 
measured in separate sessions. 
Observer alignment, adaptation, and response protocols in Experiment 4 were the 
same as in Experiments 1 through 3.  Background, adaptation pedestal, and target 
luminances were held constant across conditions.  Background luminance was 10.62 
cdm-2.  Adaptation pedestal was 34.79 cdm-2.  Target luminances were held constant 
across disparate and dichoptic conditions.  They ranged from 12.19 cdm-2 to 30.63 cdm-2 
for decrements and from 39.52 cdm-2 to 99.26 cdm-2 for increments in .02 log unit steps.  
Dichoptic conditions had increment and decrement delta pedestals that were equidistant 
in log units from adaptation pedestal luminance, at 62.63 cdm-2 and 19.33 cdm-2, 
respectively.  Disparate increment and decrement delta pedestals were spaced equidistant 
above and below their corresponding increment or decrement dichoptic delta pedestal.  
Increment delta pedestal luminance was 78.85 cdm-2 in eye 1 and 49.75 cdm-2 in eye 2.  
Decrement delta pedestal luminance was 15.35 cdm-2 in eye 1 and 24.33 cdm-2 in eye 2. 
Midpoint delta pedestal luminance was 62.63 cdm-2 for the disparate increment condition 
and 19.33 cdm-2 for the disparate decrement condition. 
Sixty-three delta pedestal-target contrast combinations were used as stimuli in the 
increment and decrement conditions: 21 targets were presented along with equivalent 
delta pedestal contrast in the left and right eyes, 21 targets were presented with the lower 
contrast delta pedestal in the left eye, and 21 targets were presented with the lower 
contrast delta pedestal in the right eye.  When the disparate delta pedestals were 
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decrements, the lower luminance delta pedestal had the greater delta pedestal contrast.  
Conversely, the higher luminance delta pedestal had the greater delta pedestal contrast 
when the disparate delta pedestals were increments.   
Three to four experimental sessions were needed to complete at least 32 trials at 
each target.  AHB and SED completed 32 and JLL completed 48 trials.  Each session 
lasted about an hour. 
In analyses, high target CDT and low target CDT were estimated at the greater and 
the lesser delta pedestal contrast, respectively, with Weibull functions fitted to pooled left 
and right eye data.  Dichoptic CDT were calculated as (target luminance – delta pedestal 
luminance) / adaptation pedestal luminance.  Disparate CDT were calculated in the same 
way except midpoint delta pedestal luminance marked midway between disparate delta 
pedestal luminances.  Monocular CDT in disparate conditions were calculated using each 
eye’s target, delta pedestal, and adaptation pedestal luminances.  As in Experiments 1 
through 3, αPol was calculated as the ratio of increment to analog decrement CDT.  The 
ratio of disparate to dichoptic CDT quantified the effect of interocular contrast disparity on 
CDT. 
The magnitude of nonlinearity was estimated by fitting observer data to a 
binocular summation model equation that raises each monocular response by an exponent 
n prior to their combination but then takes the nth root of their average.  Prior to binocular 
summation, the exponent symbolizes a process whereby each monocular response 
undergoes some nonlinearity prior to binocular summation.  At binocular summation, the 
inverted exponent symbolizes a reversing, nonlinear process to account for the finding 
that humans do not see twice as well with two eyes than with one.  As used in the present 
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research, the equation (c.f. Hetley & Stine, 2011; Legge & Rubin, 1981) for this 
binocular summation model is: 
CDTBinoc = [(CDT1n + CDT2n) / 2]1/n                                                     (Equation 5.1) 
Where monocular CDT was the contrast difference threshold in the eye with greater delta 
pedestal luminance (eye 1) and monocular CDT was the contrast difference threshold in 
the eye with lower delta pedestal contrast (eye 2) in the high target condition.  The high 
target condition was the focus of this analysis because the stimulus configuration most 
closely resembled the one previously used for assessing contrast threshold and binocular 
summation asymmetry (Baker et al., 2012; Lu & Sperling, 2012; Whittle, 1986). 
5.2.3. Results and Discussion 
Figure 5.1 shows the high and low target psychometric functions generated with 
pooled left and right eye data for each of the increment and decrement delta pedestal 
conditions.  The separate left and right eye fits are shown in Appendix E.  The 
proportions of correct discriminations at each target contrast are indicated with open 
circles for dichoptic and filled circles for disparate delta pedestal conditions.  CDT was 
plotted on the ordinate.  Again, CDT is the criterion difference in two contrast responses: 
one to the target and one to the delta pedestal (Pokorny & Smith, 1997).  Zero percent 
difference contrast marks dichoptic delta pedestal as well as midpoint disparate delta 
pedestal luminance.  Because the target luminances were calculated in log unit steps to 
account for how the visual system responds at increasing luminances, the target contrast 
range over which decrement CDT were measured was narrower than the equivalent 
increment target contrast range.  The abscissa reflects those ranges.  Subsequent 
calculations are in log units to equalize the ranges. 
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When compared, the decrement high and low target psychometric functions were 
symmetrical about the midpoint for the dichoptic but not for the disparate condition 
(Figure 5.1).  The high target psychometric functions were shifted towards 0% contrast 
relative to low target psychometric functions in disparate decrements for all observers.  
The high and low target psychometric function shifts were similar but in opposite 
directions to each other for disparate increments in two of three observers.  Comparison 
of these shifts was carried out using ratios of CDT. 
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Figure 5.1. Experiment 4 psychometric functions for dichoptic and disparate contrast 
difference thresholds by polarity. Shown for each observer are plots for decrement and 
increment delta pedestal conditions. The abscissa shows CDT (%), with 0% marking 
midpoint CDT. The ordinate shows the probability of discriminating a target from delta 
pedestal contrast. Depicted in each plot are dichoptic (open circles) and disparate (filled 
circles) psychometric functions for low and high target contrasts. High target functions 
are the two nearer to the edges of the page and low target functions are the two nearer to 
the center of the page. The +/- 1 standard error bars were calculated using the score 
confidence interval with α = .318 (Agresti & Coull, 1998; Wilson, 1927). 
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Figure 5.2 shows high and low target CDT.  A repeated measures ANOVA was 
conducted with target (high versus low), delta pedestal disparity (dichoptic versus 
disparate), and polarity (increment versus decrement) as factors for the absolute value of 
CDT.  Across all conditions, CDT were greater for increments than decrements, F(1, 2) = 
28.20, p = .034, ωp2 = .93.  The main effect for target, F(1, 2) = .00, ns was not 
statistically significant and the main effect for delta pedestal disparity was marginally 
significant, F(1,2) = 18.10, p = .051, ωp2 = .90.  The interaction between target and delta 
pedestal disparity was not statistically significant, F(1, 2) = 7.32, ns.  The interaction 
between target and polarity was not statistically significant, F(1, 2) = .74, ns.  The 
interaction between delta pedestal disparity and polarity was statistically significant, F(1, 
2) = 73.73, p = .013, ωp2 = .97.  A three-way interaction between target, delta pedestal 
disparity, and polarity was not statistically significant, F(1, 2) = 14.62, p = .062, ωp2 = 
.87.  The results substantiated what can be observed in Figure 5.2, that increment CDT 
were greater than decrement CDT.  The results also suggested that the effects differ for 
high and low target conditions. 
For high target CDT only, a repeated measure ANOVA showed that high target 
CDT depended on delta pedestal disparity, F(1, 2) = 18.32, p = .05, ωp2 = .90 but not 
polarity, F(1, 2) = .08, ns.  Their interaction was statistically significant, F(1, 2) = 20.77, 
p = .045, ωp2 = .91.  In short, dichoptic decrement CDT were greater than disparate CDT 
but dichoptic increment CDT were less than disparate CDT. 
For low target CDT only, a repeated measure ANOVA showed neither delta 
pedestal disparity, F(1, 2) = 15.06, ns, nor polarity, F(1, 2) = 2.41, ns statistically 









Figure 5.2. Experiment 4 dichoptic and disparate contrast difference thresholds by 
polarity. On the ordinate are absolute value CDT (%). On the abscissa are the four delta 
pedestal conditions in which high CDT were measured. Shown in a) high target CDT and b) 
low target CDT. Dichoptic delta pedestal conditions are those wherein both eyes were 
presented the same delta pedestal contrast. Disparate delta pedestal conditions are those 
wherein one eye was presented higher delta pedestal contrast than the other while 
discriminating target contrast. CDT were estimated via Weibull fit at the contrast which 
generated 62.5% correct responses. 
 
Considered altogether, the results indicate that high target CDT better capture the 
difference in how the P pathway binocularly sums increment and decrement contrast.  In 
high target conditions, disparate decrement delta pedestals reduced CDT but disparate 
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increment delta pedestals increased CDT relative to their dichoptic analogs.  Low target 
dichoptic and disparate CDT were very similar for decrements, but low target dichoptic 
CDT were greater than disparate CDT for increments.   
The disparate-to-dichoptic ratios are shown in Figure 5.3.  These ratios quantify 
the observation that P pathway increment CDT were increased by and decrement CDT was 
decreased by an interocular contrast disparity.  They were mostly above 1.0 for 
increments (M = 1.06, SD = .09) but below 1.0 for decrements (M = .49, SD = .15).  In 
the low target conditions, the ratios were in the opposite directions and muted.  They 
were mostly above 1.0 for decrements (M = 1.06, SD = .09) and below 1.0 for increments 
(M = .80, SD = .19).  A repeated measures ANOVA with target (high versus low) and 
polarity (increment versus decrement) was conducted for log (disparate-to-dichoptic 
ratio).  The main effect of target was not statistically significant, F(1, 2) = .79, ns, but the 
main effect of polarity was statistically significant, F(1, 2) = 20.12, p = .046, ωp2  = .90.  
The effect of interocular contrast disparity on disparate CDT relative to dichoptic CDT 
appears most pronounced in the high target decrement condition, although the interaction 










Figure 5.3.  Experiment 4 ratio of disparate to dichoptic contrast difference thresholds by 
polarity. On the log-scaled ordinate are the ratios for a) high target and b) low target CDT, 
calculated as disparate divided by dichoptic CDT. On the abscissa are the two contrast 
polarities by observer. Ratios different from 1.0 indicate asymmetry. 
 
 
It was assumed that disparate CDT was determined by the binocular summation of 
two monocular CDT.  During contrast discrimination in disparate conditions, target and 
adaptation pedestal luminances were the same in both eyes but delta pedestal luminance 
differed between eyes.  Target, adaptation pedestal, and delta pedestal luminances were 
used to calculate CDT for each eye.  As the target stepped across the measured range, the 
difference between target contrast and delta pedestal contrast shifted in each eye.  With 
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each step, one eye received a slightly higher difference and the other a slightly lower 
difference.  On any trial, one eye had a negative contrast and the other had a positive 
contrast relative to midpoint delta pedestal luminance.  Because the target, adaptation, 
and two delta pedestal luminances were held constant, the contrast allocated between 
eyes was a constant equal to 25.81% for the decrement and 83.64% for the increment 
condition.  A constant meant that the amount of contrast in one eye minus the amount of 
contrast in the other eye always equaled the same amount.  Accordingly, monocular CDT 
also represented the amount of contrast in each eye for a given disparate CDT. 
As a side note, the amount of monocular CDT in each eye should not be confused 
with the magnitude of weighting for each eye (i.e. nonlinearity) at binocular summation.  
The magnitude of weighting is taken up shortly. 
 Figure 5.4 shows increment and decrement high target CDT for each eye 
alongside analog disparate CDT.  Eye 1 represents the monocular input with greater delta 
pedestal contrast and eye 2 represents the monocular input with lower delta pedestal 
contrast.  Increment eye 1 (decrement eye 1) generated a negative (positive) high target 
CDT because target luminance was less (greater) than delta pedestal luminance.  For 
increments, eye 1 had a lower amount of contrast allocated to it than eye 2 in absolute 
terms.  The same happened for decrements.  A repeated measures ANOVA was 
conducted with eye (1 versus 2) and polarity (increment versus decrement) as factors for 
log (absolute value monocular CDT).  Both eye, F(1, 2) = 29.56, p = .032, ωp2  = .93 and 
polarity, F(1, 2) = 106.49, p = .009, ωp2  = .98 were statistically significant.  Their 
interaction was not statistically significant, F(1, 2) = .70, p = .49, ns.  In sum, increments 
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had a larger allocation of contrast than decrements, but both increments and decrements 








Figure 5.4. Experiment 4 effective monocular and disparate contrast difference 
thresholds by polarity. Shown on the ordinate is each eye’s high target CDT (%) at 
criterion difference threshold in the disparity condition for a) increments and b) 
decrements. Eye 1 is the monocular input with greater delta pedestal contrast. Eye 2 is the 
monocular input with lower delta pedestal contrast. Although both increment (decrement) 
target and delta pedestal luminances were always greater (less) than adaptation pedestal 
luminance, increment (decrement) eye 1 target luminance was greater (less) than delta 
pedestal luminance and eye 2 target luminance was less (greater) than delta pedestal 




Monocular high target eye 1 and eye 2 CDT were fit to the binocular summation 
model (Equation 5.1) while solving for analog disparate CDT to estimate the exponent.  
The exponent estimates are listed in Table 5.1.  According to this model, an n of 1.0 
represents proportional eye 1 and eye 2 weightings.  Increment differed from decrement 
exponents for all three observers in the same way.  The negative n for all three observers 




Experiment 4 Exponents for Binocular Summation of Interocular Contrast Disparity  
 
                 Exponent n 
 AHB JLL SED 
Increment    .158        .100         .890 
Decrement -1.000 -1.003 -1.001 
 
  The model was fitted over the possible range of monocular CDT given the 
dichoptic CDT measured in the present research (Figure 5.5).  The results are in line with 
Baker et al. (2012) who showed that decrements generated a greater nonlinearity than 
increments at binocular summation.  An n of 1.0 generates a function that lies on the 
dotted diagonal line.  Winner-take-all is approximated by data that fall on the dotted lines 
parallel to the abscissa and ordinate.  No observer showed complete winner-take-all for 
decrement binocular summation.  Decrement binocular summation nevertheless showed 
greater nonlinearity than increment binocular summation, as expected (Anstis & Ho, 




   a)                                                                    b)                                            
 
          
 
          
 
          
 
 Figure 5.5.  Experiment 4 equi-contrast contours for disparate delta pedestal contrast 
conditions by polarity. Contours were estimated using the binocular summation 
nonlinearity generated by eye 1 and eye 2 CDT given analog disparate CDT (point). Eye 1 
had the greater delta pedestal contrast. Shown are the estimated contours for a) 
increments and b) decrements. The diagonal dotted line represents linear summation with 
n of 1 and parallel dotted lines represent winner-take-all with n much less than -1.  
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Experiment 4’s results are not in line with Baker et al. (2012), however, when 
considered in light of the BSRs obtained in Experiment 3.  For contrast matching, Baker 
et al. (2012) modeled decrements with larger nonlinearity than increments.  For contrast 
discrimination, they found decrement BSRs of √2 and increment BSRs of 2.0.  Lower 
decrement than increment BSRs were attributed to greater decrement than increment 
monocular nonlinearities.  In Experiment 4, decrements were modeled with an expectedly 
larger nonlinearity than increments but Experiment 3 generated decrement BSRs 
significantly greater than √2 and increment BSRs significantly less than 2.0.  Therefore, 
the results of Experiment 3 and Experiment 4 cannot be explained by monocular 
nonlinearities because the same stimulus that generated a greater decrement nonlinearity 
in Experiment 4 also generated a greater decrement BSR in Experiment 3. 
Although the disparate CDT obtained within the P pathway experimental protocol 
did not exhibit winner-take-all during binocular summation, it is noteworthy that the 
disparate CDT were systematically greater for increments and systematically smaller for 
decrements than analog dichoptic CDT.  Fitting the CDT to Equation 5.1 revealed that 
disparate thresholds were weighted toward the eye with lower delta pedestal luminance 
for both increment and decrement conditions, luminances which correspond to their 
lesser and greater delta pedestal contrasts, respectively.  The nonlinearity was small for 
increments but large for decrements. 
 The shifts in high target CDT for disparate relative to dichoptic increment and 
decrement conditions were systematic across observers and resulted in changes to αPol.  
This is the same asymmetry in CDT that was calculated in Experiments 1 through 3, as the 
ratio of increment to analog decrement CDT.  Figure 5.6 shows dichoptic and disparate 
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αPol.  Dichoptic αPol (M = 2.25, SD = .80) was similar in magnitude to what was found in 
Experiment 1 at the highest delta pedestal contrast used (Table 4.4) and was expected.  
αPol was noticeably greater in Experiment 4 for the disparate delta pedestal condition (M 
= 6.25, SD = 1.89), although a paired t test for log (αPol) failed to reach statistical 
significance, t(2) = -3.59, p = .07, d = 2.07.  The greater disparate αPol resulted from 
simultaneous decreases in disparate decrement CDT and increases in disparate increment 
CDT.  This result suggests that any adjustments that researchers make to stimuli in order 
to control for asymmetry in increment and decrement contrast thresholds in their 





Figure 5.6. Experiment 4 dichoptic and disparate contrast polarity asymmetry. On the 
log-scaled ordinate are αPol, calculated as increment divided by decrement high target 
CDT, and on the abscissa are the two delta pedestal conditions in which increment and 
decrement CDT were measured by observer. Ratios different from 1.0 indicate asymmetry. 
 
As another point of comparison, the asymmetry in high and low CDT at each delta 
pedestal αMag was calculated.  In Experiments 1 through 3, αMag did not significantly 
differ from 1.0 in the P pathway.  αMag nevertheless quantified the relation of high to low 
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target αMag and was used in Experiment 4 to compare disparate and dichoptic CDT across 
increment and decrement conditions.  αMag in Figure 5.7 showed no systematic across-
observer pattern in dichoptic conditions, as expected, but were less than 1.0 in disparate 
increment and greater than 1.0 in disparate decrement conditions.  Again, αMag was 
calculated as low divided by high target CDT.  A repeated measures ANOVA was 
conducted with delta pedestal disparity (dichoptic versus disparate) and polarity 
(increment versus decrement) for log (αMag).  Neither delta pedestal disparity, F(1, 2) = 
13.63, p = .066, ωp2  = .86 nor polarity, F(1, 2) = .81, ns were statistically significant.  
Their interaction was also not statistically significant, F(1, 2) = 10.28, p = .085, ωp2  = 
.82.  The systematic across-observer divergence in disparate increment and decrement 




Figure 5.7. Experiment 4 dichoptic and disparate contrast magnitude asymmetry by 
polarity. On the ordinate are αMag, each calculated as low divided by high CDT, and on the 
abscissa are the four delta pedestal conditions in which low and high CDT were measured 






Experiment 4 revealed that the asymmetry in increment and decrement contrast 
difference thresholds (αPol) occurs in disparate as well as monocular and dichoptic delta 
pedestal conditions.  It also showed that the human visual system differently combines 
interocular contrast disparities for increments and decrements.  An interocular contrast 
disparity increased CDT for increments and reduced CDT for decrements.  Winner-take-all 
was not found when monocular CDT were fitted to Equation 5.1 with reference to their 
disparate CDT analogs in either increment or decrement conditions.   
Because decrement nonlinearities were much greater than increment 
nonlinearities, Experiment 4’s results were in line with those of other researchers who 
found winner-take-all only in the binocular summation of decrements (Anstis & Ho, 
1998; Baker et al., 2012).  The magnitude of nonlinearity for decrements was very large.  
It indicated that disparate decrement CDT were heavily weighted toward the eye with 
greater delta pedestal contrast and lower CDT.  Consequently, the interocular contrast 
disparity decreased disparate below dichoptic CDT for decrements.   
The P pathway results of Experiment 4 were not in line with those of other 
researchers (Ding & Sperling, 2006; Legge & Rubin, 1981) who found that a greater 
contrast monocular input could also govern a binocularly summed threshold for 
increments.  Experiment 4 showed that observers weighted disparate increment CDT 
toward the eye with lesser delta pedestal contrast and greater CDT.  The magnitude of 
nonlinearity was small and in the opposite direction of the decrement nonlinearity.  The 
interocular contrast disparity increased disparate above dichoptic CDT for increments.   
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In summary, the slight nonlinearity in increment weightings increased disparate 
CDT and the strong nonlinearity in decrement weightings substantially reduced disparate 
CDT relative to dichoptic analog.  Increment and decrement CDT were weighted toward 
the lesser and greater delta pedestal contrasts, respectively.   
Whether the source of monocular nonlinearity that underlies winner-take-all in 
contrast matching is the same source that generates different increment and decrement 
BSRs during contrast discrimination (Baker et al., 2012) is debatable.  Baker and 
colleagues (2012) found that increment contrast matching showed only slight nonlinearity 
and that increment contrast discrimination generated BSRs of 2.0.  Decrement contrast 
matching showed greater nonlinearity and decrement contrast discrimination generated 
BSRs of √2.0.  Because they used two different tasks, it could not be known whether the 
underlying processes were the same.   
 The contrast discrimination task used in Experiment 4 was the same as in 
Experiment 3 except for the added disparity in delta pedestal contrast and increased 
adaptation pedestal luminance to widen the range of possible decrement target 
luminances.  Experiment 4 generated the expected greater nonlinearity for decrements 
than increments.  Experiment 3 showed that P pathway binocular summation differed for 
increments and decrements.  Decrement BSRs were significantly greater than √2.0 and 
increment BSRs were significantly less than 2.0, neither in line with comparable results 
(Baker et al., 2012).  Combined, Experiments 3 and 4 showed that the expected greater 
decrement nonlinearity found in binocular summation may not necessarily generate a 









 Experiment 5 tested whether the reduced CDT for binocularly summed disparate 
decrement contrasts could be increased with manipulations of either delta pedestals or 
adaptation pedestals.  The reason why the two manipulations were considered here is that 
both are ways in which the visual system has been found to normalize converging neural 
inputs to avoid cell response saturation.  It was thought that both normalization processes 
arise where cell responses pool, but under different time constraints (Baccus & Meister, 
2002; 2004; Demb, 2008).  Contrast gain control is carried out over time spans less than 
.1 s and adaptation over times spans between 1 and 10 s (Baccus & Meister, 2002). 
P pathway pooling arises primarily in striate cortex.  Neurophysiological research 
showed that cells earlier in the P pathway do not readily exhibit contrast gain control or 
adaptation (Bernadete, Kaplan & Knight, 1992; Solomon et al., 2002; Solomon et al., 
2004; Solomon et al., 2006).  Psychophysical evidence for a striate locus comes from 
interocular transfer of adaptation effects whereby an observer adapts to contrast with one 
eye and shows threshold changes in the other (Blakemore & Campbell, 1969).  A striate 
locus is suggested because left and right eye contrast responses remain separate until 
striate cortex. 
At pooling sites, normalization processes such as contrast gain control or 
adaptation shift the contrast response function of cells (Heeger, 1992).  Contrast gain 
control was shown to momentarily reduce cell contrast gain and integration time when 
prevailing contrast increased (Baccus & Meister, 2002; Shapley & Victor, 1978).  
Adaptation of macaque striate simple or complex cells reduced contrast gain and CSat at 
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prevailing contrast and thus increased contrast threshold (Sclar et al., 1989).  The 
independence of contrast gain control and adaptation found at the neurophysiological 
level (Baccus & Meister, 2002; 2004) suggests it is possible to psychophysically 
manipulate each separately to see if either can increase binocularly summed disparate 
CDT.   
Normalization processes likely moderate the contrast response at the 
psychophysical level (Barlow, 1972; Busse et al., 2009).  Researchers have used 
functional magnetic resonance imaging to show that a change in pooled cell contrast 
response is correlated to a real-time change in contrast discrimination threshold 
(Boynton, Demb, Glover& Heeger, 1999).   
Although evidence exists at the neurophysiological level that adaptation and 
contrast gain control both arise where cell responses pool (Baccus & Meister, 2004), a 
search of the psychophysical literature found that no one has examined whether 
manipulation of adaptation and contrast gain control produce similar results in contrast 
discrimination.  Experiment 5 addresses this question.  Similar adaptation and contrast 
gain control effects on disparate CDT would provide some evidence for the contention that 
both are normalization processes that arise where cell responses pool (Baccus & Meister, 
2004).   
Although both normalization processes may arise where cell responses pool, the 
adaptation manipulation differed from the contrast gain control manipulation in its effect 
on the contrast response.  The adaptation manipulation increased luminance in one eye to 
null the interocular disparity in delta pedestal contrast.  The manipulation introduced an 
interocular disparity in the adaptation pedestals.  The reduction in luminance decreases 
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the curvature (i.e. reduces contrast gain) of the contrast response function for that eye 
(Figure 2.2), which should increase its criterion threshold.  The binocularly summed, 
disparate CDT should also increase. 
 The contrast gain control manipulation directly reduced the interocular contrast 
disparity by reducing the difference between delta pedestal contrasts.  It decreased delta 
pedestal contrast in one eye and increased the delta pedestal contrast in the other.  This 
manipulation does not shift the contrast response curve for either eye.  It instead drives 
criterion threshold down the contrast response curve for one eye and drives criterion 
threshold up the contrast response curve for the other.  The net of the two eyes should be 
no change in CDT, if they were weighted equally at binocular summation.  If not weighted 
equally, the reduction in interocular contrast disparity should change CDT. 
In light of the aforementioned, finding that manipulation of either adaptation or 
delta pedestals increases a P pathway decrement CDT would suggest that normalization of 
striate cortical cell responses could be involved in the reduced disparate CDT observed in 
Experiment 4.  
Hypotheses.  On the basis of the Baccus and Meister (2004) hypothesis that 
contrast gain control and adaptation are related normalization processes and my 
hypothesis that contrast gain normalization underlies the nonlinearity in binocularly 
summed CDT, it was expected that decrement CDT would be altered by manipulating 
either delta pedestals (for assessing normalization via contrast gain control) or adaptation 
pedestals (for assessing normalization via adaptation).  It was expected that when an 
interocular contrast disparity was reduced by either manipulation, the high target CDT 




Experiment 5 was devised to build upon the results of Experiment 4 with three 
conditions: I repeated the disparate decrement delta pedestal condition from Experiment 
4, manipulated adaptation pedestals, and manipulated delta pedestals.  Data for all three 
decrement conditions were collected during one experimental session.  In each of the 
three conditions, the manipulations were made to the left and to the right eyes.  Left and 
right eye data were pooled for subsequent analyses.  In all, six CDT were measured.  In 
monocular CDT analyses, eye 1 and eye 2 were assigned the greater and lesser delta 
pedestal contrasts, respectively. 
Table 5.2 lists the specifications for delta pedestal and adaptation pedestal 
conditions.  Condition (a) presented the same adaptation pedestals but disparate 
decrement delta pedestals to the two eyes.  This combination of monocular inputs 
generated a large interocular contrast disparity because each of eye 1 and eye 2 delta 
pedestal contrasts was relative to the same adaptation pedestal.  Condition (b) 
manipulated adaptation by introducing an interocular disparity in adaptation pedestals.  
The increase in one adaptation pedestal’s luminance made it so that the delta pedestal 
relative to adaptation pedestal in each eye generated equal delta pedestal contrasts across 
eyes.  It eliminated the interocular disparity in delta pedestal contrast.  Condition (c) 
manipulated contrast gain control by reducing the disparity in decrement delta pedestal 
luminance by half, from a .20 log unit difference to a .10 log unit difference.  This 
condition also marks a half-way point between the large interocular contrast disparity in 
condition (a) and the zero-disparity dichoptic condition tested in Experiment 4.  The 
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background luminance was 10.62 cdm-2.  Target luminances were held constant across 
conditions and ranged from 13.16 to 28.36 cdm-2 in .02 log unit steps.  
 
Table 5.2 
Experiment 5 Disparate Decrement Delta Pedestal Conditions  
 
Condition     Adaptation Pedestal    
              (cdm-2) 
Delta Pedestal 
               (cdm-2) 
 Eye 1 Eye 2 Eye 1 Eye 2 
     (a)     34.79 34.79 15.35 24.33 
     (b)     34.79 55.14 15.35 24.33 
     (c)     34.79 34.79 17.22 21.68 
 
As in Experiment 4, Experiment 5 had the same alignment, adaptation, and 
observer response protocols as in Experiments 1 though 3.  Experiment 5 conditions (a) 
and (c) had the same adaptation pedestals and so their trials were blocked and randomly 
interleaved; condition (b) had disparate adaptation pedestals and was randomized to run 
either before or after the other two conditions, with re-adaptation when the adaptation 
pedestals were switched between the left and right eyes.  A break was permitted about 
half-way through the experiment, between blocks, and the observer readapted in the same 
way prior to continuing on.  The preliminary 1 min adaptation period that had been used 
in the four preceding experiments was used each time adaptation was needed because the 
duration has been shown sufficient to substantially alter contrast thresholds (Blakemore 
& Campbell, 1968; 1969; Sclar et al., 1989).  Each session lasted between one and two 
hours.  Three observers completed 32 trials at each of 126 different delta pedestal-target 
combinations, AHB and SED in 8 sessions and JLL in 4 sessions. 
Six Weibull functions were fit using Equation 3.1 to estimate the high and low 
target CDT at 62.5% for each of the three decrement delta pedestal conditions.  Disparate 
CDT were calculated in the same way as in Experiment 4, with midpoint delta pedestal 
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luminance of 19.32 cdm-2.  In condition (b) with disparate adaptation pedestals, midpoint 
adaptation luminance was 43.80 cdm-2.  
5.3.3. Results and Discussion 
Figure 5.8 shows sketches of the data collected in each of the three conditions by 
observer.  The lines are not psychometric functions and simply delineate the trajectory in 
proportion of correct discriminations at increasing target contrasts.  The contrast 
difference between target and delta pedestal contrast is shown on the abscissa.  Zero 
percent contrast marks the midpoint target, delta pedestal, and adaptation pedestal 
luminances.  The raw data sketches were generated to visually assess the magnitude of 
deviation from midpoint CDT on the high (left of 0%) relative to low (right of 0%) target 
contrasts prior to fitting Weibull functions.  The high target side has the targets nearer the 
higher delta pedestal contrast and the low target side has the targets nearer the lower delta 








Figure 5.8. Experiment 5 contrast difference sketches by condition.  Plots depict 
conditions (a) solid black line, (b) dashed gray line, and (c) dashed black line. The 
abscissa plots contrast difference (%), calculated using target and midpoint of delta 
pedestal luminances relative to midpoint adaptation pedestal luminance. The ordinate 
shows the proportion correct discriminations of the target contrast from delta pedestal 
contrast for left and right eye data combined. Center line marks midpoint CDT. Data 
departures from symmetry around midpoint indicate asymmetry in binocular summation 





Figure 5.9 shows the high and low target Weibull fits for each of the three 
conditions.  The high (low) targets are the functions left (right) of 0% contrast.  
Experiment 5 replicated Experiment 4 in showing the skewed psychometric functions for 
high relative to low target CDT in condition (a).  The result suggests a reduced high 
relative to low target CDT in condition (a).  Visual inspection also suggests that conditions 
(b) and (c) did not equally increase CDT from (a), which may have been caused by their 
different manipulations of interocular disparity.  The adaptation manipulation in 
condition (b) completely reduced the interocular contrast disparity but introduced an 
adaptation disparity and the contrast gain control manipulation in condition (c) simply 
reduced the contrast disparity by half.  The dichoptic condition in Experiment 4 







Figure 5.9(a). Experiment 5 psychometric functions for monocular target contrast 
discrimination by condition. Shown for AHB are conditions: (a) maximum delta pedestal 
contrast disparity, (b) adaptation pedestal manipulation, and (c) delta pedestal 
manipulation. On the abscissa is contrast difference between target and midpoint of the 
two delta pedestal contrasts for high target (filled circles) and low target (open circles) 
conditions. On the ordinate is the proportion of correct discriminations made at each 








Figure 5.9(b). Experiment 5 psychometric functions for monocular target contrast 
discrimination by condition. Shown for JLL are conditions: (a) maximum delta pedestal 
contrast disparity, (b) adaptation pedestal manipulation, and (c) delta pedestal 
manipulation. On the abscissa is contrast difference between target and midpoint of the 
two delta pedestal contrasts for high target (filled circles) and low target (open circles) 
conditions. On the ordinate is the proportion of correct discriminations made at each 









Figure 5.9(c). Experiment 5 psychometric functions for monocular target contrast 
discrimination by condition. Shown for SED are conditions: (a) maximum delta pedestal 
contrast disparity, (b) adaptation pedestal manipulation, and (c) delta pedestal 
manipulation. On the abscissa is contrast difference between target and midpoint of the 
two delta pedestal contrasts for high target (filled circles) and low target (open circles) 
conditions. On the ordinate is the proportion of correct discriminations made at each 




Figure 5.10 shows high and low target CDT by condition.  For decrements, high 
and low target CDT were estimated using the left and right psychometric functions, 
respectively, that are shown in Figure 5.9.  As can be readily seen, high target CDT in 
condition (a) with M = 3.39 (SD = 1.25) were less than high target CDT in conditions (b) 
M = 6.40 (SD = .59) and (c) M = 5.72 (SD = .84).  Average low target CDT were in 
conditions (a) 10.90 (SD = .37), (b) 9.24 (SD = .44), and (c) 10.05 (SD = .34).  A repeated 
measures ANOVA for CDT with target and condition as factors showed that high target 
statistically differed from low target CDT, F(1, 2) = 125.50, p = .008, ωp2 = .98 but that 
CDT did not statistically differ by condition, F(2, 4) = 1.00, ns.  The interaction between 
target and condition was statistically significant, F(2, 4) = 33.01, p = .003, ωp2 = .96.  In 
short, high target conditions generated lower CDT than low target conditions.  The 
manipulations in (b) and (c) significantly increased high target CDT over analog high 
target CDT in (a). 
Of particular note is that condition (b) eliminated the interocular contrast disparity 
but did not increase disparate CDT up to the zero-disparity CDT measured in Experiment 4.  
This result shows that an interocular adaptation pedestal disparity as well as a delta 
pedestal contrast disparity can reduce CDT.  Condition (c) partly reduced the interocular 
contrast disparity used in Experiment 4.  This manipulation partly but not completely 
increased disparate CDT relative to the zero-disparity CDT in Experiment 4.  This result 












Figure 5.10.  Experiment 5 disparate contrast difference threshold by condition.  On the 
abscissa are conditions (a) through (c) and on the ordinate is absolute value CDT (%). 
Condition (a) was the replicated disparity condition of Experiment 4. Condition (b) was 
the adaptation pedestal manipulation. Condition (c) was the contrast gain control 
manipulation. A lower CDT indicates greater sensitivity during decrement contrast 
discrimination. Shown are CDT in a) high target and b) low target conditions. 
 
Figure 5.11 shows high target CDT for each eye alongside their corresponding 
binocularly summed, disparate CDT.  Eye 1 had the greater delta pedestal contrast.  
Because the target luminances were held constant across eyes, the amount of available 
contrast in each eye depended on delta pedestal and adaptation pedestal luminances.  The 
total available high target contrast difference to allocate between eyes was fixed at (a) 
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25.81% and at (c) 12.82% but variable at (b) M = 17.40% (SD = .27%).  Eye 1 (eye 2) 
CDT were greater (less) than 0% when target luminance was greater (less) than delta 
pedestal luminance.  CDT in eye 1 minus CDT in eye 2 always equaled the total available.   
In all three conditions, eye 1 had a lower amount of contrast than in eye 2 in 
absolute terms.  Condition (a)’s outcome replicated Experiment 4 for decrements (Figure 












Figure 5.11. Experiment 5 effective monocular and disparate contrast difference 
thresholds. Shown on the abscissa are the conditions (a) maximum interocular contrast 
disparity, (b) adaptation pedestal manipulation, and (c) contrast gain manipulation. 
Shown on the ordinate is each eye’s high target CDT (%) at criterion difference threshold. 
Eye 1 is the monocular input with greater delta pedestal contrast. Eye 2 is the monocular 
input with lower delta pedestal contrast. Decrement target and delta pedestal luminances 
were always less than adaptation pedestal luminance. The reason for negative and 
positive monocular contrasts is that eye 1 target luminance was less than delta pedestal 
luminance and eye 2 target luminance was greater than delta pedestal luminance. 






Figure 5.12 shows the ratio of contrast allocated to eye 1 to eye 2 at disparate 
criterion threshold.  As noted above, the total amount of contrast to allocate across eyes 
was fixed.  For all three high target disparate CDT, eye 1 had a smaller allocation of the 
contrast.  Across observers, condition (a) had an average of .45 (SD = .11), condition (b) 
had an average of .24 (SD = .06), and condition (c) had an average of .05 (SD = .05).  A 
repeated measures ANOVA for allocation by condition was statistically significant, F(2, 
4) = 46.42, p = .006, ωp2 = .96. 
The ratio of contrast allocated to eye 1 decreased from (a) to (b) and again to (c) 
perhaps because the total amount of contrast to allocate decreased from (a) to (b) and 
again to (c).  The amount of contrast to allocate appears unrelated to the magnitude of 
binocularly summed disparate CDT, however, because condition (a) had the greatest 
amount to allocate and generated the lowest disparate CDT but condition (c) had the 
lowest amount to allocate and did not generate the greatest disparate CDT.  Condition (b) 







Figure 5.12. Experiment 5 monocular contrast ratio at disparate criterion threshold by 
condition. Shown on the abscissa are the three conditions: (a) is the maximum disparity 
condition, (b) is the adaptation manipulation, and (c) is the delta pedestal contrast 
manipulation. Shown on the ordinate is the ratio of contrast allocated to eye 1 and eye 2.  
Drawn lines are not functions and included only to facilitate comparison. 
 
 
Altogether, the results thus far suggest that the magnitude of disparate CDT may be 
related to the magnitude of interocular disparity, whether in adaptation pedestal or delta 
pedestal.  Condition (b)’s adaptation pedestal disparity generated an increase in disparate 
CDT.  Condition (c)’s partial reduction in interocular contrast disparity also generated an 
increase in disparate CDT (Figures 5.10 & 5.13).  The increase in disparate CDT cannot be 
explained by a change in the amount of contrast allocated to each eye. 
In condition (b), increasing adaptation pedestal luminance in one eye decreased 
delta pedestal contrast in that eye.  Experiments 1 through 3 provided ample evidence 
that decreased magnitudes of delta pedestal contrast reduced monocular CDT.  Therefore, 
a decrease in delta pedestal contrast reduced the amount of target contrast an observer 
needed to reach criterion threshold.  Reducing delta pedestal contrast in one eye did not 
increase the binocularly summed, disparate CDT up to Experiment 4’s dichoptic CDT, 
however, because of the added adaptation pedestal disparity.  The partial instead of full 
increase in CDT arose because adaptation shifted the contrast response curve to the right 
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for eye 2, altering monocular criterion threshold.  Eye 2’s criterion threshold reduced 
binocularly summed, disparate CDT.  
In condition (c), the interocular contrast disparity was reduced in half by 
increasing delta pedestal luminance in eye 1 and decreasing delta pedestal luminance by 
the equivalent amount in eye 2.  Relative to condition (a), condition (c) had decreased 
delta pedestal contrast in eye 1 and increased delta pedestal contrast in eye 2.  The 
decrease in eye 1 and increase in eye 2 meant that an observer needed less target contrast 
in eye 1 and greater target contrast in eye 2 to reach criterion threshold.  The net effect 
should have been no change in binocularly summed CDT, if binocular summation were 
proportionally weighting the monocular inputs.  Instead, the manipulation increased 
binocularly summed CDT.  The reduction in interocular contrast disparity permits the 
other eye to weigh in more.  
Lastly, high target CDT were compared to their low target analogs with αMag 
(Figure 5.13).  From the results of Experiment 4, it is already known that αMag ranged 
between 1.14 and 2.29 for the three observers in the decrement disparity condition but 
ranged between .90 and 1.12 in the analog dichoptic condition.  As in Experiment 4, the 
decrement disparity condition in Experiment 5 generated a large αMag.  A repeated 
measures ANOVA for log (αMag) with condition as factor was statistically significant, 
F(2, 4) = 13.67, p = .016, ωp2 = .96.  On average, αMag in the (b) adaptation condition (M 
= 1.46, SD = .20) and αMag in the (c) contrast gain control condition (M = 1.78, SD = .23) 
were similarly lower than αMag in the maximum disparity condition (M = 3.57, SD = 
1.45).  αMag represents the difference in magnitudes of high and low target CDT.  The 
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Figure 5.13.  Experiment 5 contrast magnitude asymmetry by condition. αMag is the ratio 
of high to low target CDT. Shown on the abscissa are conditions (a) delta pedestal 
disparity, (b) adaptation pedestal manipulation, and (c) contrast gain manipulation. On 
the log-scaled ordinate is αMag. αMag different from 1.0 indicate asymmetry. 
 
5.3.4. Conclusion 
Experiment 5 replicated the asymmetrical psychometric function and reduced CDT 
that were generated by interocular contrast disparity in Experiment 4.  It also showed that 
reducing the interocular contrast disparity increased CDT.  The disparity was reduced in 
two ways: by manipulating either contrast gain control (via delta pedestals) or adaptation 
(via adaptation pedestals).  The contrast gain control manipulation reduced the interocular 
disparity in delta pedestal contrast by half, so that the interocular contrast disparity was 
midway between the maximum disparity condition and the zero disparity condition in 
Experiment 4.  Disparate CDT increased part way, providing evidence that the reduction 
in disparate CDT depended on the magnitude of interocular contrast disparity.  The 
adaptation manipulation eliminated the interocular disparity in delta pedestal contrast but 
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introduced an adaptation pedestal disparity.  It also increased CDT but it did not approach 
the zero-disparity CDT of Experiment 4.  This result was predicted by Sclar et al. (1989) 
and suggests that an interocular disparity in luminance can also increase CDT.  Both 
results suggest that an interocular disparity can shift the weightings of monocular contrast 
during binocular summation. 
More broadly, the present results provide evidence that the same neural 
mechanism may underlie the normalization processes of adaptation and contrast gain 
control (Baccus & Meister, 2004).  Both processes may contribute to the nonlinearities 
found at binocular summation.  Manipulation of each process altered binocularly summed 
thresholds in three observers, two of which were naïve to the purposes of this research.  
This result suggests that the difference in P pathway binocular summation of increments 
and decrements may arise from the difference in normalization of increments and 
decrements where cell responses pool at striate cortex. 
5.4. General Conclusion 
Combined, Experiments 4 and 5 provide evidence that contrast response 
normalization may be a source of the nonlinearity found at binocular summation. 
Experiment 4’s interocular contrast disparity did not generate winner-take-all for 
disparate decrement or increment binocular summation.  Nevertheless, the interocular 
contrast disparity generated a much stronger nonlinearity in binocular summation for 
decrements than increments, suggesting that decrement binocular summation showed a 
disproportionally greater weighting towards one of the monocular inputs than increment 
binocular summation did.  Only a slight nonlinearity was found in increment binocular 
summation.  Decrement and increment binocular summation were weighted towards the 
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eye with greater and lesser delta pedestal contrast, respectively.  Comparison of disparate 
to dichoptic CDT revealed that decrement CDT decreased and increment CDT increased 
above their dichoptic analogs with the added interocular contrast disparity.   
The greater nonlinearity for decrements than increments found in Experiment 4 
was in line with Baker et al. (2012), who maintained decrements show greater 
nonlinearity than increments at binocular summation.  They also maintained that 
binocular summation should be lower for decrements than increments because of greater 
decrement nonlinearities prior to binocular summation.  A decrement BSR of √2.0 
supposedly reflects strongly nonlinear monocular inputs and an increment BSR of 2.0 
supposedly reflects slightly nonlinear monocular inputs at binocular summation.  The 
results of Experiment 3, however, contradicted their assertion and findings.  Experiment 
3 showed that decrement BSRs were greater than √2.0 and increment BSRs were less 
than 2.0.  Therefore, the nonlinearities measured in Experiment 4 cannot account for the 
BSRs measured in Experiment 3 in this way. 
Because a decrement interocular contrast disparity decreased disparate CDT below 
dichoptic CDT in Experiment 4, Experiment 5 measured CDT when the decrement 
interocular contrast disparity was reduced.  The contrast gain control manipulation 
reduced the interocular disparity in delta pedestal contrast by half and increased CDT by 
relatively less than the adaptation manipulation, which reduced the disparity completely 
and increased CDT relatively more.  The two manipulations differ in their effects on the 
contrast response but both increased binocularly summed, disparate CDT.  Neither 




Increases in binocularly summed CDT suggest that contrast response normalization 
may underlie the nonlinearity at binocular summation because contrast gain control and 
adaptation are both thought to be normalization processes.  Because normalization of the 
contrast response arises primarily where cell responses pool, at striate cortex in the P 
pathway, the manipulation effects suggest a striate locus where, coincidently, left and 
right eye contrast responses combine. 
 The results also suggest that the greater nonlinearity in decrement than increment 
binocular summation does not depend on lengthy temporal integration because stimulus 
duration in Experiments 4 and 5 was brief in comparison to stimulus duration in the 
extant literature (Anstis & Ho, 1998; Baker et al., 2012).  It also did not depend on 
contrast magnitude because the delta pedestal and target contrast magnitudes that were 
used to measure increment and decrement CDT were the same.  It also did not depend on 
spatial integration because the stimulus size was held constant across all conditions.  A 
likely alternative explanation then is that differences in increment and decrement contrast 
response normalization are what generate the differences in increment and decrement 
















The present research showed that the human visual system is more sensitive to 
decrement than increment contrast in monocular, dichoptic, and disparate delta pedestal 
conditions.  The results strongly suggest that differences in increment and decrement 
contrast gains contribute to the threshold asymmetry only in the P pathway.   
The magnitude of threshold asymmetry may differ in the M and P pathways 
because the magnitude of normalization for both increments and decrements differs 
(Figure 2.1).  Contrast responses are normalized primarily at retina in the M pathway and 
at striate cortex in the P pathway (Baccus & Meister, 2004; Shapley & Victor, 1978; 
Solomon et al., 2002; 2004; 2006).  Strong normalization at retina may reduce a 
monocular M pathway threshold asymmetry, which may explain why subsequent M 
pathway binocular summation decreases when stimulus contrast increases, regardless of 
polarity.   
Normalization primarily at striate cortex may permit the P pathway asymmetry in 
increment and decrement contrast thresholds to increase as stimulus contrast increases.  P 
pathway binocular summation increases as delta pedestal increases for decrements but 
remains relatively stable for increments.  Relatively stable binocular summation across 
increasing increment contrasts has also been reported by others (Meese et al., 2006).  
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Although preliminary, results suggest that P pathway contrast response normalization 
alters monocular weightings at binocular summation.   
6.2. Asymmetry in Increment and Decrement Thresholds and Binocular Summation 
 Psychophysical contrast gain functions were used to compare increment and 
decrement contrast processing.  The functions were generated by delta pedestal stimuli 
that were calibrated to measure contrast difference thresholds at the very low or at the 
higher levels of contrast at which the respective M and P pathways are likely to dominate 
the response (Pokorny & Smith, 1997).  The stimuli are effective in measuring contrast 
gain because an increase in delta pedestal contrast forces pathway cells to ramp up their 
responses in order for an observer to discriminate the target contrast from delta pedestal 
contrast.  As delta pedestal contrast increases, the required difference between target 
contrast and delta pedestal contrast increases.  This required difference is the observer’s 
contrast difference threshold.  The rate of increase in contrast difference thresholds from 
one delta pedestal contrast to the next represents a pathway’s contrast gain.  This rate of 
increase is reflected in the slope of the psychophysical contrast gain function spanning 
the contrast difference thresholds.  Steeper functions in the M pathway represent greater 
contrast gain than in the P pathway. 
The psychophysical contrast gain functions differ not only by pathway but also by 
polarity.  In the M pathway, there was little asymmetry in increment and decrement 
contrast gain.  The experiment-wide average contrast difference threshold asymmetry, 
calculated as increment divided by decrement threshold, was nevertheless 1.27 in the M 
pathway and very close to an experiment-wide average of 1.25 reported recently (Lu & 
Sperling, 2012).   
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In the P pathway, increment was greater than decrement contrast gain.  The 
asymmetry in increment and decrement contrast gain was associated with the asymmetry 
in increment and decrement contrast difference thresholds.  The relation can be explained 
by reference to the target contrast response.  An increase in delta pedestal contrast (on the 
abscissa) moved the target contrast response up the contrast gain function, increasing the 
contrast difference between delta pedestal and target needed to reach criterion threshold 
(on the ordinate, Figure 4.5).  Because the contrast gain function was shallower for 
decrements than increments, the increase in contrast difference needed for an increase in 
delta pedestal contrast was lower for decrements than for increments.  From one delta 
pedestal contrast to the next, the increment contrast difference threshold became 
progressively greater than its analog decrement threshold.  Consequently, the asymmetry 
in increment and decrement contrast difference thresholds depended on the asymmetry in 
increment and decrement contrast gains. 
The asymmetry in increment and decrement contrast gain was not the only 
notable finding in the P pathway.  Also found was that decrement contrast gain changed 
when only one eye was stimulated.  The decrement contrast gain function slope was 
slightly steeper for monocular than dichoptic conditions.  The increment contrast gain 
slope did not show this change across observers.  Of particular note, the increase in 
decrement contrast gain slope suggests that the P pathway maintained its greater 
sensitivity for monocular decrements than increments by slightly increasing decrement 
monocular contrast gain (Table 6.1).  It also suggests that decrement binocular 
summation altered decrement contrast gain—that a nonlinearity during binocular 
summation occurred.   
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In the P pathway, decrement conditions generated an increasing monocular 
relative to dichoptic contrast difference threshold when delta pedestal contrast increased.  
This result implied increasing decrement binocular summation, which is what was found.  
As delta pedestal contrast increased, binocular summation ratios (BSRs) increased for 
decrements but not for increments.  P pathway decrement BSRs were greater than 
increment BSRs at higher delta pedestal contrasts but approached increment BSRs at the 
lowest delta pedestal contrast.   
An explanation has been offered for the asymmetry in increment and decrement 
BSRs.  It maintains that “the amount of binocular summation is controlled by the 
nonlinearities placed before binocular combination” (Baker et al., 2012, p.5).  The 
influence of monocular nonlinearities was thought to underlie binocular summation of 
disparate as well as identical monocular inputs.  Greater decrement nonlinearity was 
thought to generate nonlinear BSRs for decrements (~√2) and lesser increment 
nonlinearity was thought to generate linear BSRs for increments (~2.0).   
The present research results contradicted that explanation by finding greater 
decrement than increment nonlinearity at binocular summation but finding decrement 
BSRs significantly greater than √2 and increment BSRs significantly less than 2.0 in the 
P pathway.  M pathway BSRs did not differ between increments and decrements.  My 
results suggest that the strong decrement nonlinearity found in the P pathway may not be 
entirely monocular because binocular summation decreased the magnitude of dichoptic 
relative to monocular contrast gain.  The decrease in contrast gain contributed to the 




Summary of Magnocellular and Parvocellular Pathway Findings 
 
 Notes.  BS = binocular summation; BSR = binocular summation ratio 
           *   Experiment 2  
           ** Experiment 3  
           ^   Experiment 3 effect large but not statistically significant  













BSR               
Depends on             
Pedestal Contrast
Interocular       
Contrast Disparity





Magnocellular Monocular 1.54 No Increment 1.89 Yes*
Dichoptic 1.27 No Decrement 1.87 Yes*
Parvocellular Monocular 1.40 Yes Increment < 2.0** No Increases threshold Slight
Dichoptic 1.47 Yes Decrement > √2.0** Yes^ Decreases threshold Strong Increases threshold






6.3. Practical Implications  
It has been recently suggested that vision researchers should calibrate 
experimental stimuli to reflect each observer’s particular level of asymmetry in increment 
and decrement thresholds because the asymmetry pervaded outcomes in a multitude of 
complex as well as simple visual tasks (Lu & Sperling, 2012).  The results of this 
research suggest that researchers should remain aware that the magnitude of asymmetry 
in increment and decrement thresholds depends on the visual pathway responding.  
Experiments conducted with very low contrast, brief stimuli that elicits primarily M 
pathway responding will need small adjustments for an increment-to-decrement ratio 
around 1.25.  Experiments conducted with moderate and higher contrast stimuli may need 
to be calibrated for each contrast magnitude tested because my P pathway results showed 
that the magnitude of asymmetry increased with increases in delta pedestal contrast.  This 
result is in line with the results of others (Lu & Sperling, 2012).  Consequently, 
comparisons made across extant literature results obtained with increment stimuli of 
different contrast magnitudes appear valid.  Similar comparisons across decrement results 
may need to adjust for contrast magnitude. 
6.4. Theoretical Contributions 
My results suggest that the M and P pathways differ in binocular summation 
because they differ in contrast response normalization.  M pathway binocular summation 
depends on delta pedestal contrast in both increment and decrement contrast 
discrimination.  As delta pedestal contrast increases, BSRs decrease, regardless of 
polarity.  The M pathway does not show nonlinearity specifically for decrements perhaps 
because increment and decrement contrast responses are strongly normalized where cell 
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responses pool at retina (Baccus & Meister, 2004; Bernadete et al., 1992; Kaplan & 
Shapley, 1986; Shapley & Victor, 1978; Solomon et al., 2002; 2004; 2006), prior to 
reaching striate cortex where the neural impulses from the two eyes combine (Hubel & 
Weisel, 1959; 1962; 1968).  At very low contrasts, observers simply benefit from using 
two eyes over one. 
In the P pathway, increment binocular summation is rather stable across delta 
pedestal contrasts.  Others have also reported this finding (Meese et al., 2006).  
Decrement binocular summation, however, depends on delta pedestal contrast because of 
a nonlinear process at binocular summation.  The P pathway may show a nonlinearity at 
binocular summation because monocular contrast responses are not significantly 
normalized at retina (Baccus & Meister, 2004; Bernadete et al., 1992; Kaplan & Shapley, 
1986; Shapley & Victor, 1978; Solomon et al., 2002; 2004; 2006), prior to binocular 
combination at striate cortex. 
In the P pathway, increment binocular summation shows little nonlinearity, even 
in the presence of an interocular disparity.  The present research showed that increment 
binocular summation generates a slight weighting towards the eye with the lesser delta 
pedestal contrast.  By comparison, decrement binocular summation generates a large 
nonlinearity.  Binocular summation disproportionally weights criterion threshold toward 
the eye with the greater delta pedestal contrast.  Previously, this weighting has been 
attributed to nonlinearities that arise prior to binocular summation (Baker et al., 2012).  In 
the present research, however, the evidence suggests that the nonlinearity may arise at 
binocular summation because decrement contrast gain was reduced at binocular 
summation.   
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The source of the nonlinearity at binocular summation may be contrast response 
normalization because both adaptation and contrast gain control manipulations altered 
binocularly summed contrast difference thresholds.  Both adaptation and contrast gain 
control are thought to arise specifically where cell responses pool (Baccus & Meister, 
2004), at striate cortex in the P pathway (Baccus & Meister, 2004; Bernadete et al., 1992; 
Kaplan & Shapley, 1986; Shapley & Victor, 1978; Solomon et al., 2002; 2004; 2006).  
Normalization moderates the contrast response in order to reduce the probability of cell 
response saturation.  
More broadly, the differences found between M and P pathways in contrast 
threshold, contrast gain, and binocular summation asymmetries may be associated with 
differences in where cell responses pool.  The differences in pooling sites suggest two 
critical processing stages.  Each stage represents a nonlinearity—one at retina and one at 
cortex.  The M pathway shows little asymmetry in contrast threshold, contrast gain, and 
binocular summation because contrast responses are strongly normalized from the outset 
at retina.  Whatever asymmetry the P pathway may generate at retina remains at 
binocular summation, where it shows additional nonlinearity.  This two-stage process is 
akin to the model (Equation 5.1) proposed by Legge and Rubin (1981).  It maintains that 
monocular contrast responses exhibit an expansive nonlinearity prior to binocular 
summation and then a compressive nonlinearity at binocular summation.  The M and P 
pathway results are not entirely in line with a more recently proposed model (Baker et al., 
2012; Meese et al. 2006) because it maintained that the source of nonlinearity at 
binocular summation was monocular.  
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In conclusion, the present research provides evidence that the effect of increment 
and decrement contrast response normalization at binocular summation can be shown at 
the psychophysical level using a contrast discrimination task.  The results suggest that a 
complete model of binocular summation should include parameters that account for 
increment as well as decrement contrast response normalization.  In the P pathway, 
increments generate little nonlinearity and stable binocular summation at increasing 
contrasts and decrements generate greater nonlinearity and increasing binocular 
summation at increasing contrasts.  In the P pathway, a nonlinearity may arise at 
binocular summation.  In the M pathway, the available evidence suggests that 
normalization of increment and decrement contrast responses arises monocularly and that 
binocular summation does not differ for increment and decrement contrast.  Increment 
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In Experiments 1 through 3(b), the issue of perceptual learning arose because one 
well-practiced observer (JLL) generated data that substantially differed from the other 
observers.  Comparison of the data for JLL from Experiments 1 and 3(b) revealed a 
reduced contrast magnitude asymmetry in one instance and a shallower increment 
contrast gain function in another.  Both were linked to changes in high target contrast 
difference thresholds (CDT).  At my dissertation proposal defense, committee members 
requested that I explore the issue to see what I might learn about it. 
Training or extensive exposure to a sensory feature can lead to greater sensitivity 
for that feature, lasting for months or even years, even in a basic task like contrast 
discrimination (Adini, Wilkonsky, Haspel, Tsodyks & Sagi, 2004; Yu, Klein & Levi, 
2004).  JLL completed a significant number of trials during pilot testing and data 
collection, over about 9 months, all increasing the amount of exposure to the contrast 
discrimination task.   
Two possible explanations for changes in CDT were explored: increased decision 
efficacy (Yu et al., 2004) and decreased contrast gain (Swift & Smith, 1983).  The first 
explanation refers to uncertainty about response accuracy on each trial.  Reduced 
uncertainty arises with increases in information that increase response accuracy (i.e. 
decision efficacy).  The second explanation for perceptual learning is decreased 
228 
 
psychophysical contrast gain.  Only one study reported a reduction in contrast gain, 
although not reported in those words (Swift & Smith, 1983).  Reported was a reduction in 
increment contrast masking function slope, from 1.0 to about .65.  Significant exposure to 
a task enabled learning that reduced increment thresholds more at high masking contrasts 
than at low masking contrasts.  Decrement thresholds were not examined.  Masks are 
conceptually similar to delta pedestals, except the former typically differs from the target 
stimulus on some property such as spatial frequency and the latter does not.  The 
psychometric function generated with a masking task may thus be akin to the contrast 
gain function generated with my delta pedestal task.      
Whereas the first explanation, decision efficacy, might explain a change in 
experimental results as a function of perceptual learning within-session, the second 
explanation, decrease in contrast gain, might explain a change as a function of perceptual 
learning over an extended time.   
Experiments 1 and 3(b) differed in data collection methods, which differed in 
information quantity.  Double random staircases were used to measure high and low 
target CDT in Experiment 1.  Method of constant stimuli was used for the same purpose in 
Experiment 3(b).  The double random staircase method provides greater information than 
method of constant stimuli.  It helps the observer build real time expectancies about 
upcoming stimuli because staircases increase (decrease) the difficulty of the task after 
every correct (incorrect) response.  The result of expectancy formation is reduced 
uncertainty in the next response.  Randomized presentation of preconfigured delta 
pedestal-target contrast stimuli in method of constant stimuli eliminates expectancy 
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formation.  Consequently, method of constant stimuli does not reduce response 
uncertainty from trial-to-trial as the staircase method does.  
 Observers in Experiment 1 and 3(b) differed in amount of task exposure.  JLL 
had extensive exposure to the contrast discrimination task during Experiments 1 through 
3(b) as well as during pilot testing of other experiments.  WWS and JES were highly 
experienced observers who completed Experiments 1 and then 3(b) but not 2 over the 
nine-month period involved.   
The question here was whether perceptual learning within- or between-sessions 
changed increment or decrement CDT as well as increment or decrement contrast gain.  
Within session, decision efficacy suggests that CDT should be greater in Experiment 3(b) 
than 1 because the amount of information was less in Experiment 3(b) than 1.  Between 
sessions, a change in psychophysical contrast gain may also contribute to changes in CDT.  
Extensive task exposure should result in a psychophysical contrast gain function slope 
that is shallower for increments in Experiment 3(b) than 1, but it remains unknown 
whether the same should occur for decrements. 
B.2. Methods 
Experiment 1 measured P pathway CDT at all three increment and decrement delta 
pedestal contrasts during the same experimental session.  High and low target CDT were 
simultaneously measured using a double random staircase at one delta pedestal at a time.  
The within-session order of delta pedestals was randomized.  Experiment 3(b) measured 
high and low CDT at each of the three increment and decrement delta pedestal contrasts in 
separate sessions.  Experiment 1 had delta pedestal contrasts that were .05, .10, and .15 
log luminance units from the adaptation pedestal and Experiment 3(b) had delta pedestals 
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that were .10, .15, and .20 log luminance units from the adaptation pedestal.  The 
between-session order of Experiment 3(b) delta pedestals was randomized.  Both tasks 
provided auditory feedback on response accuracy at the end of each trial.  All other 
aspects of the stimulus, including experimental apparatus, adaptation, stimulus duration, 
and observer response protocol remained the same.  The reader is referred to the original 
experiments for further details on methods. 
The two primary types of CDT considered in these analyses were increment and 
decrement high target CDT.  To assess the results for decision efficacy, a ratio of 
Experiment 3(b) to Experiment 1 CDT for each of the two types was created.  A ratio 
greater than 1.0 would indicate that CDT increased from Experiment 1 to 3(b) despite 
increased exposure to the contrast discrimination task over time.  To assess the results for 
decreased contrast gain, a ratio of Experiment 3(b) to Experiment 1 CSat was created 
because contrast gain function slopes are controlled mainly by the CSat parameter 
(Equation 3.2).  The ratios for CDT and CSat were calculated across identical delta pedestal 
contrasts.   
B.3. Results and Discussion 
 Experiment 1 and 3(b) contrast gain functions are reproduced here to ease their 
comparison.  Experiment 1 functions are in the left column and Experiment 3(b) 
functions are in the right column of Figure B.1.  CDT magnitudes are indicated by their 
position on the ordinate.  Visual comparison of CDT suggests that they were greater in 
Experiment 3(b) than 1.    
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Figure B.1.  Experiment 1 and Experiment 3(b) parvocellular threshold-versus-
illuminance plots of psychophysical contrast gain. The filled triangle locates background 
illuminance and the open triangle locates adaptation pedestal illuminance. The abscissa 
represents delta pedestal illuminance and the ordinate represents difference threshold 
illuminance, ΔI, at each of the 3 decrement (below adaptation) and 3 increment (above 
adaptation) delta pedestal high target conditions. The decrement and increment contrast 
gain functions were fit with Equation 3.2. In the left column are Experiment 1 plots and 




The CDT ratios are listed in Table B.1 by delta pedestal contrast.  The ratios 
indicate that CDT were greater in Experiment 3(b) than 1 for decrements but not for 
increments, even after increased task exposure.  If decision efficacy influenced 
increments in the same way, Experiment 1 increment CDT should have also been greater.  
They were not for two of the three observers.  The reduction in increment CDT suggests, 
at minimum, that perceptual learning over time may have outpaced any uncertainty 




Experiment 3(b) to Experiment 1 Contrast Difference Threshold Ratio 
 -41.25% -25.89% +25.89% +41.25% 
JES 1.94 1.40 1.02 .62 
JLL 1.09 1.49 4.36    1.38 
WWS 1.91 1.41 1.14 .88 
 
 Visual comparison of the psychophysical contrast gain functions indicates the 
increment contrast gain function slopes were shallower in Experiment 3(b) than in 
Experiment 1.  The associated CDT at higher delta pedestal contrasts may have decreased 
in much the same way described by Swift and Smith (1983)–with exposure over time.  
They also found the decrease was greater at greater contrasts.  The resulting reduction in 
slope was quantified by ratio of Experiment 3(b) to Experiment 1 CSat (Table B.2).  
Because a lower CSat represents higher contrast gain, a ratio greater than 1.0 means that 
contrast gain decreased.  Increment contrast gain decreased for all observers, but the 









Experiment 3(b) to Experiment 1 Contrast Saturation Ratio 
 Decrement Increment 
JES          .34  1.78 
JLL 3.37 3.34 
WWS   .17 1.48 
 
The observer with the greatest exposure (JLL) showed the same magnitude of 
decrease for increment and decrement contrast gains.  The other two observers, although 
experienced in psychophysical experimentation and in my task, had less exposure.  They 
showed changes in opposite directions for increment and decrement function slopes.  
Increments showed decreases in slope, as expected from the results of Swift and Smith 
(1983).  Decrements showed increases.  Their decrement increases in slope may simply 
result from the large increases in decrement CDT in Experiment 3(b).  Because the same 
number of trials was completed for increments and decrements, the reduction in contrast 
gain that arise from perceptual learning over time appear to arise more quickly for 
increments than for decrements, if at all for decrements.  Only JLL showed a decrease in 
decrement slope. 
B.4. Alternate Explanation 
The present analyses are by necessity exploratory and do not rule out other 
explanations.  One explanation not yet considered is that the differences in JLL data 
found between Experiments 1 and 3(b) do not show evidence of perceptual learning but 
instead reflect the amount of variability in the data collected.  
The results of Experiment 3(b) were obtained by method of constant stimuli and 
require a lot of data to model psychometric functions.  The greater amount of data 
collected in Experiment 3(b) than Experiment 1 may have reduced variability in 
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Experiment 3(b) results.  Figure B.1 has difference thresholds that depart more from the 
fitted contrast gain functions in Experiment 1 than 3(b).  Greater variability in JLL results 
from Experiment 1 to Experiment 3(b) may have thus contributed to the different 
outcomes noted at the outset of this Appendix.   
B.5. Conclusion 
The present analyses revealed that within-session perceptual learning via decision 
efficacy influenced decrement CDT.  Despite increased exposure over time to the contrast 
discrimination task, Experiment 3(b)’s method of constant stimuli generated greater 
decrement CDT than Experiment 1’s double random staircase method.  Such increases in 
increment CDT were not found when similarly comparing them across the two methods. 
The results of analyses suggest that comparisons of increment and decrement CDT 
and modeled contrast gains are valid within data collection method but may not be valid 
across data collection methods.  Comparisons may not be valid because double random 
staircases generate lower CDT than method of constant stimuli.  The difference in CDT 
arises because the random staircase method enables within-session perceptual learning 
via decision efficacy and method of constant stimuli does not.   
Comparisons of increment and decrement CDT collected over an extended time, 
with increasing task exposure, may not be valid because contrast gain may readily 
decrease for increments but not decrements.  One argument against this is that data for 
JLL in Experiments 4 and 5 looked very similar to the data for two other, new observers.  
In this light, it seems less likely that increasing task exposure differently influences 
increment and decrement CDT or contrast gains.   
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An alternative explanation for the differences in the JLL results noted in the 
introduction is that Experiment 3(b) results contained less variability simply because 
more data were collected to model psychometric functions.  From this perspective, 








EXPERIMENT 3 FITTED MONOCULAR PSYCHOMETRIC FUNCTIONS 
 
 
 Experiment 3 compared monocular and dichoptic data in the M and P pathways. 
In the course of comparing the data, the left and right eye data were combined.  The 
psychometric functions for each eye were not presented in the main body of the 





   
 
Figure C.1(a). Experiment 3(a) magnocellular psychometric functions for left and right 
eye contrast difference thresholds by polarity. Plotted for JLL are increment (right hand 
side) and decrement (left hand side) functions for delta pedestals at +/-4.71 % contrast. 
Within each plot, on the abscissa is contrast (%) for estimating the high (outermost 
functions) and low (innermost functions) contrast difference thresholds. On the ordinate 
is the probability of making the correct discrimination over approximately 30 trials. The 
+/− 1 standard error bars were calculated using the score confidence interval with α = 
.318 (Agresti & Coull, 1998; Wilson, 1927). Figure continued on next page. 
 
 
   
 
Figure C.1(b). Experiment 3(a) magnocellular psychometric functions for left and right 
eye contrast difference thresholds by polarity. Plotted for JLL are increment (right hand 
side) and decrement (left hand side) functions for delta pedestals at +/-4.71 % contrast. 
Within each plot, on the abscissa is contrast (%) for estimating the high (outermost 
functions) and low (innermost functions) contrast difference thresholds. On the ordinate 
is the probability of making the correct discrimination over approximately 30 trials. The 
+/− 1 standard error bars were calculated using the score confidence interval with α = 




   
 




Figure C.2(a). Experiment 3(b) parvocellular psychometric functions for left and right 
eye contrast difference thresholds by polarity. Plotted for AGR are increment and 
decrement functions for delta pedestal contrasts +/-58.50%, +/-41.25%, and +/-25.89%. 
On the abscissa is contrast difference between target and delta pedestal (%). Left eye data 
shown with filled circles and right eye data shown with open circles. Within each plot, 
low target functions are nearer the edge of the page and low target functions are nearer 
the center of the page. On the ordinate is the probability of making the correct 
discrimination over approximately 30 trials. The +/− 1 standard error bars were 
calculated using the score confidence interval with α = .318 (Agresti & Coull, 1998; 




   
 
   
 
   
 
Figure C.2(b). Experiment 3(b) parvocellular psychometric functions for left and right 
eye contrast difference thresholds by polarity. Plotted for JES are increment and 
decrement functions for delta pedestal contrasts +/-58.50%, +/-41.25%, and +/-25.89%. 
On the abscissa is contrast difference between target and delta pedestal (%). Left eye data 
shown with filled circles and right eye data shown with open circles. Within each plot, 
low target functions are nearer the edge of the page and low target functions are nearer 
the center of the page. On the ordinate is the probability of making the correct 
discrimination over approximately 30 trials. The +/− 1 standard error bars were 
calculated using the score confidence interval with α = .318 (Agresti & Coull, 1998; 
Wilson, 1927). Figure continued on next page. 
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Figure C.2(c). Experiment 3(b) parvocellular psychometric functions for left and right 
eye contrast difference thresholds by polarity. Plotted for JLL are increment and 
decrement functions for delta pedestal contrasts +/-58.50%, +/-41.25%, and +/-25.89%. 
On the abscissa is contrast difference between target and delta pedestal (%). Left eye data 
shown with filled circles and right eye data shown with open circles. Within each plot, 
low target functions are nearer the edge of the page and low target functions are nearer 
the center of the page. On the ordinate is the probability of making the correct 
discrimination over approximately 30 trials. The +/− 1 standard error bars were 
calculated using the score confidence interval with α = .318 (Agresti & Coull, 1998; 




   
 
   
 
   
 
Figure C.2(d). Experiment 3(b) parvocellular psychometric functions for left and right 
eye contrast difference thresholds by polarity. Plotted for WWS are increment and 
decrement functions for delta pedestal contrasts +/-58.50%, +/-41.25%, and +/-25.89%. 
On the abscissa is contrast difference between target and delta pedestal (%). Left eye data 
shown with filled circles and right eye data shown with open circles. Within each plot, 
low target functions are nearer the edge of the page and low target functions are nearer 
the center of the page. On the ordinate is the probability of making the correct 
discrimination over approximately 30 trials. The +/− 1 standard error bars were 
calculated using the score confidence interval with α = .318 (Agresti & Coull, 1998; 






EXPERIMENT 3 PERCENT CHANGE IN ASYMMETRY 
  
 
a)                                                                     b) 
  
 
Figure D.1. Experiment 3(b) percent change in monocular and dichoptic contrast 
magnitude asymmetries. The percent change in monocular and dichoptic αMag when delta 
pedestal contrast is decreased in a) from 58.50% to 41.25% and in b) from 41.25% to 
25.89%. M.I. is monocular condition with increment delta pedestal. D.I. is dichoptic 
condition with increment delta pedestal. M.D. is monocular condition with decrement 
delta pedestal. D.D. is dichoptic condition with decrement delta pedestal. 
 
a)                                                                   b) 
   
Figure D.2. Experiment 3(b) percent change in monocular and dichoptic delta pedestal 
asymmetries. The percent change in monocular and dichoptic αΔ when delta pedestal 
contrast is decreased in a) from 58.50% to 41.25% and in b) from 41.25% to 25.89%. On 







a)                                                                    b) 
   
 
Figure D.3. Experiment 3(b) percent change in monocular and dichoptic contrast polarity 
asymmetries. The percent change in monocular and dichoptic αPol when delta pedestal 
contrast is decreased in a) from 58.50% to 41.25% and in b) from 41.25% to 25.89%. On 
the abscissa are monocular and dichoptic conditions. M. is monocular conditions and D. 
is dichoptic conditions. 
 
 
a)                                                                     b) 
   
 
Figure D.4. Experiment 3(b) percent change in increment and decrement binocular 
summation ratio. The percent change in BSR when increment and decrement delta 
pedestal contrasts were decreased from a) 58.50% to 41.25% and from b) 41.25% to 
25.89%. On the abscissa is increment and decrement conditions and on the ordinate is 








EXPERIMENT 4 FITTED MONOCULAR PSYCHOMETRIC FUNCTIONS 
 
 
 Experiment 4 compared psychometric functions generated with disparate and 
dichoptic (identical) delta pedestal contrasts in the P pathway.  In the course of 
comparing the functions, the disparate delta pedestal data, wherein the higher contrast 
delta pedestal was presented either to the left or to the right eye, were combined.  The 
functions for each of the two disparate sets of data were not presented in the main body 
of the dissertation and are presented here instead for the interested reader. 
     
    
 
Figure E.1(a). Experiment 4 psychometric functions for disparate left and right eye 
contrast difference thresholds by polarity. Shown for AHB are plots for decrement and 
for increment delta pedestal conditions. The abscissa shows the contrast difference (%), 
calculated using target and midpoint delta pedestal luminances relative to the adaptation 
pedestal luminance. The ordinate shows the probability of discriminating target contrast 
from delta pedestal contrast. Depicted are the conditions wherein the left (filled circles) 
or right (open circles) eye has the greater delta pedestal contrast. Within each plot, a high 
target psychometric function is one nearer to the side edge of the page and the low target 
psychometric function is one nearer to the center of the page. The +/- 1 standard error 
bars were calculated using the score confidence interval with α = .318 (Agresti & Coull, 







   
 
Figure E.1(b). Experiment 4 psychometric functions for disparate left and right eye 
contrast difference thresholds by polarity. Shown for JLL are plots for decrement and for 
increment delta pedestal conditions. The abscissa shows the contrast difference (%), 
calculated using target and midpoint delta pedestal luminances relative to the adaptation 
pedestal luminance. The ordinate shows the probability of discriminating target contrast 
from delta pedestal contrast. Depicted are the conditions wherein the left (filled circles) 
or right (open circles) eye has the greater delta pedestal contrast. Within each plot, a high 
target psychometric function is one nearer to the side edge of the page and the low target 
psychometric function is one nearer to the center of the page. The +/- 1 standard error 
bars were calculated using the score confidence interval with α = .318 (Agresti & Coull, 






     
 
Figure E.1(c). Experiment 4 psychometric functions for left and right eye disparate 
contrast difference thresholds by polarity. Shown for SED are plots for decrement and for 
increment delta pedestal conditions. The abscissa shows the contrast difference (%), 
calculated using target and midpoint delta pedestal luminances relative to the adaptation 
pedestal luminance. The ordinate shows the probability of discriminating target contrast 
from delta pedestal contrast. Depicted are the conditions wherein the left (filled circles) 
or right (open circles) eye has the greater delta pedestal contrast. Within each plot, a high 
target psychometric function is one nearer to the side edge of the page and the low target 
psychometric function is one nearer to the center of the page. The +/- 1 standard error 
bars were calculated using the score confidence interval with α = .318 (Agresti & Coull, 
1998; Wilson, 1927).  
 
